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About this book
Life Sciences Sector is one of the primary engines of growth in the manufacturing space, and a
leading player in the recently launched ‘Make in India’ campaign. With revenue in excess of $30
bn, Life Sciences sector has been growing at over 16% per annum in the past few years. The sector
currently provides employment to around 800,000. The Manufacturing job roles, comprise around
384,000 (approx. 48% of the total job volume).
Life Sciences Sector Skill Council is aiming for skilling Fitter Mechanical ready with skills especially
required for Life Sciences Sector. This participant manual dovetails with the National Occupation
Standards for Fitter Mechanical- Life Sciences, also developed by LSSSDC with Industry. The Manual will prove to be a vital tool in the skilling process. It will also be a boon for all fresh aspirants who
wish to join the Life Sciences sector as Fitter Mechanical. It is designed to enable theoretical and
practical skilling on Fitter Mechanical- Life Sciences Qualification Pack which mandates the below
four Occupation Standards for the job role:
1. LFS/ N 0260: Perform fitting and assembly operations on metal components
2. LFS/ N 0261: Perform maintenance activities on mechanical equipment / machines
3. LFS/N0204: Coordinate with shift supervisor, cross functional teams and within the team
4. LFS/N0101: Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment in the life sciences facility
The above four occupational standards are covered under various units in the participant manual
which comprehensively binds knowledge and skills related to these.
The book is designed keeping in mind the minimum education qualification of Fitter MechanicalLife Sciences to be 12th class Pass as stipulated by Industry. However, as part of this book, efforts
have been made to put focus on practical learning in addition to all technical and manufacturing
concepts required for the role. The Key Learning Objectives and the skills gained by the participant
are defined in their respective units.
The contents of this book are in simple language. It is envisaged that this participant manual will
provide the participants with the knowledge and skills required for Job role of Fitter MechanicalLife Sciences. It should enable participants to become effective and responsible Fitter Mechanical
for Life Sciences Industry.
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1. Introduction
Unit 1.1 - Life Sciences Industry and Drug Regulatory Authorities
for Life Sciences Sector
Unit 1.2 - Standards for Manufacturing in Life Sciences
Unit 1.3 – Role of fitter in industry

Bridge Module

Participant Handbook

Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Identify brief outline of Life Sciences industry and its sub-sectors
2. Gain knowledge about Regulatory Authorities and Government policies, rules and
regulations and their impact on manufacturing in Life Sciences industry in India and
emerging markets
3. Know the standards for manufacturing in Life Sciences (cGMP and ISO)
4. Acquire knowledge about the organization structure in Life Sciences industry (Large /
Medium / Small Enterprises)
5. Discuss on typical manufacturing function in a Life Sciences organization
6. List job responsibilities of a fitter
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UNIT 1.1: Life Sciences Industry and Drug Regulatory Authorities for Life
Sciences Sector

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain the brief outline of Life Sciences industry and its sub-sectors
2. Gain knowledge about Regulatory Authorities and follow the rules and regulations as you
will understand their impact on manufacturing in Life Sciences industry in India

1.1.1 Introduction of Life Sciences Sector
The Indian Life Sciences industry currently tops the chart amongst the Indian industries. There
is a huge range of science based industries with capacity of expanding in drug manufacture and
technology sector. With recent advances in scientific knowledge and technological breakthrough
discoveries, Life Sciences industry has gained the central platform with global giants and industry
experts getting involved in research and development of new products.
Life Sciences being a diverse and vibrant global industry encompass a wide range of activities. The
activities range from drug discovery, research & development and manufacture of therapeutics,
medical devices, and diagnostics and platform technologies. It also includes the specialist suppliers
of products and services necessary for the functioning of various organizations related to Life
Sciences. The increasingly ageing global population and their demand for improved longevity offer
a very strong growth potential to Life Sciences industry.
The life sciences industry in India is huge and includes pharmaceutical companies, biopharmaceutical
and contract research organization (CROs) with the support of specialized suppliers and organization.
The pharmaceutical industry develops, produces, and markets drugs for use as medications.
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Fig: 1.1.1: Life Sciences Sector

1.1.2 Sub-Sectors in Life Sciences
The Life Sciences industry in India is diverse and encompasses pharmaceutical companies, biopharmaceutical companies and contract research organisations (CROs) along with specialist suppliers and support organisations. We will now have a look at the overview of subsector in the Life
Sciences Sector.

1.1.2.1 Pharmaceuticals:
The pharmaceutical industry designs, develops, produces, and markets drugs for use as medications. There are many business verticals in pharmaceuticals Sub sector.

Fig.1.1.2 Medicines as Dosage Form
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Domestic Formulation companies: Formulation is the process that combines different chemical
substances including the active drug in order to produce a final medicinal product. Tablets, capsules,
liquid form, lyophilized, etc. are a few different forms of Pharmaceutical Formulations. A large
number of companies are involved in processing and supplying of different types of pharmaceutical
medicines across the domestic sector. Even the nutraceutical formulation companies are part of
this segment.

Fig.1.1.3 A Domestic Formulation Unit in India

Export Oriented Formulation companies: These integrated companies are engaged in exporting
formulation to other parts of the globe. The global trade liberalization and capacity building by
Indian companies have enables India to export to a large number of markets and earn substantial
revenue. These export oriented formulation companies target both regulated and semi-regulated
markets. There has been a current benefaction in the healthcare sector in which the Indian generics
have provided aide in fighting AIDS and are being recognized worldwide.

Fig.1.1.4 An export oriented Formulation Unit in India
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API manufacturers: Companies producing Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) includes
companies involved in contract manufacturing. API is manufactured from raw materials through
both chemical and physical means. Synthesis of any APIs might need multi-step complex chemistry
utilizing a range of processing technologies. This may depend on the complexity of the molecule
required. A few names to mention include Dr. Reddy’s, Teva Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients
(TAPI), Aurobindo Pharma, Cadila Pharma etc.

Fig.1.1.5 API Manufacturing Unit in India

Contract manufacturing of formulations: These companies produce formulations for other
companies with marketing front-end. Contract manufacturing involves production of goods
by firm, which can be the contract manufacturers render such services to various firms purely
based on their own setup or by the consumer’s preferences, designs, formulas and specifications.
Services offered by such companies include pre-formulation, formulation development, stability
studies, method development, pre-clinical and Phase I clinical trial materials, late-stage clinical
trial materials, formal stability, scale-up, registration batches and commercial production. Some
leading names in this area include Akums, Wockhardt, Dishman Pharma etc.
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Fig.1.1.6 Contract Manufacturing Formulation Plant in India

AYUSH formulation manufacturers: These companies are involved in developing, producing
and supplying of different types of pharmaceutical medicines for Ayuveda, Yunani, Siddha and
Homeopathy healthcare practices across the domestic and globalsector.

Fig.1.1.7 Ayurveda Formulation Manufacturing Plant in India
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1.1.2.2 Biopharmaceuticals:
Biopharmaceutical business is engaged in discovering, developing and delivering innovative medicines to patients with serious diseases.

Fig.1.1.8 Polio Vaccine Manufacturing

Biopharmaceuticals are medical medication created victimization biotechnology.
Biologics is composed of a mixture of sugars, proteins, or Nucleic acids or is also living
cells or tissues. They’re isolated from Natural sources—human, animal, or organism. Some
leading Companies operating during this space embrace Biocon, bodily fluid Institute of
India, nostrum Biotec, Piramal care, GlaxoSmithKline etc.

1.1.2.3 Contract Research
A Contract Research Organization (CRO) role in the industry is to provide clinical trials and support
to the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical devices industries. These organizations are
hired for specific expertise on contract basis in the form of outsourced research services.
•

Discovery / Pre-clinical are those companies which are involved in activities like computational chemistry and discovery support. To name a few companies are Syngene, Jubilant
Biosys, GVK Bio.

•

Clinical Research companies support in activities such as clinical trials, site management,
data-management. Some well-known Clinical Research Organisations in the Pharma and
Biotech industry include Clingene, Quintiles, Lambda, Veeda Clinical Research, Parexcel.
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1.1.3 Drug Regulatory Authorities for Life Sciences Sector
Life sciences domain cater to lives of humans, hence they come under rigorous regulatory laws.
The Regulatory Affairs departments of life-science companies ensure that the company is complying with all the applicable regulations for the product discovered, produced and supplied by that
company.
The regulatory bodies of India and various major countries are listed below for reference.
Country
India
United States of America

•
•

Regulatory Agency
Central Drugs Standard Control Organization
FDA

European Union
Canada

•
•
•

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research(CDER)
European Medicines Agency
Health Canada

•

Health Products and Food Branch(HPFB)

Australia

•
•

Therapeutic Products Directorate (TPD)
Therapeutics Goods Administration (TGA)

UK

•

Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency

Fig.1.1.9 Table- Various Regulatory Agencies

As a future professional of life sciences industry you are recommended to visit the websites of such
foreign regulatory agencies to know more.

1.1.3.1 Central Drugs Standard Control Organization

Fig.1.1.10 FDA Bhavan, Headquarter of CDSCO
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Medicines in India are regulated by Central Drugs Standard Control Organization (CDSCO), under
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Headed by Directorate General of Health Services. CDSCO
regulates the Pharmaceutical Products through DCGI - Drugs Controller General of India at Chair.
Pharmaceutical products are regulated under the Drugs & Cosmetics Act, 1940, to ensure drugs
manufactured, imported, sold and distributed are safe and efficacious.
The Central Drug Standards and Control Organization (CDSCO), which is under the aegis of the
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare prescribes standards and measures for:
•

Ensuring the safety, efficacy and quality of drugs, cosmetics, diagnostics and devices in the
country

•

Regulates the market authorization of new drugs and clinical trials standards

•

Supervises drug imports and approves licences to manufacture the above mentioned products

The main aspects of pharmaceutical and biopharma regulation are divided between the three
ministries:
•

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare examines pharmaceutical issues within the larger context of public health

•

The Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers focuses on industrial policy

•

The Ministry of AYUSH focuses on industrial policy for AYUSH segment

•

Department of Biotechnology under Ministry of Science and Technology focuses on industrial policy for Biopharma segment

However, some other ministries also play a role in the regulation process such as the Ministry of
Environment and Forests, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
The process for drug approval entails the coordination of different departments, in addition to the
DCGI, depending on whether the application in question is for a biological drug or one based on
recombinant DNA technology.
•

The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion and Directorate General of Foreign
Trade, both under the aegis of Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, Ministry of AYUSH and Department of Biotechnology govern the issues
related to industrial policy such as the regulation of patents, drug exports and government
support to the industry.

•

The Central Drug Controller, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology (DST) and Department of Environment,
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Ministry of Environment and Forests regulate licencing and quality control issues and market authorization.
•

State drug controllers have the authority to issue licences for the manufacture of approved
drugs and monitor quality control, along with the Central Drug Standards Control Organization (CDSCO).

In India, drug manufacturing, quality and marketing is regulated in accordance with the Drugs and
Cosmetics Act of 1940 and Rules 1945 which have witnessed several amendments over the last
few decades. The Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI), who heads the Central Drugs Standards
Control Organization (CDSCO), assumes responsibility for the amendments to the Acts and Rules.
Other major related Acts and Rules include:
•

The Pharmacy Act of 1948

•

The Drugs and Magic Remedies Act of 1954

•

Drug Prices Control Order (DPCO) 1995

Some of the important schedules of the Drugs and Cosmetic Acts include:

Steps

Time

Ask

Explain

Demonstrat
e

Exercise

Resources

Activity

•

Schedule D: deals with exemption in drug imports

•

Schedule M: deals with Good Manufacturing Practices involving premises and plants

•

Schedule Y: specifies guidelines for clinical trials, import and manufacture of new drugs

Tips

Notes

Objectives

Do

Practical

Lab

Practical
Elaborate

Field Visit

Do an online search for Regulatory bodies given in fig. 1.1.9 and identify:
Team Activity

Facilitation Notes

Learning Outcomes

Say

1. Common rules and regulations from them for Pharma and biopharma Manufacturing
2. Country Specific Common rules and regulations from them for Pharma and biopharma
Summary

Role Play

Steps

Example

Time

Tips

Notes

Objectives

Do

Field Visit

Practical

Lab

Say

Manufacturing
Ask

Explain

Elaborate

Demonstrat
e

Exercise

Team Activity

Facilitation Notes

Learning Outcomes

Resources

Activity

Summary

Role Play

Example

Summarize
•

The life sciences industry in India includes pharmaceutical companies, biopharmaceutical and
contract research organization (CROs) with the support of specialized suppliers and organization.

•

Medicines in India are regulated by Central Drugs Standard Control Organization (CDSCO), under Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
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•

The Central Drug Controller, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology (DST) and Department of Environment, Ministry of Environment and Forests regulate licencing and quality control issues and market authorization.

•

State drug controllers have the authority to issue licences for the manufacture of approved
drugs and monitor quality control, along with the Central Drug Standards Control Organization
(CDSCO).

•

Schedule D of Drug and Cosmetics Act deals with exemption in drug imports

•

Schedule M of Drug and Cosmetics Act deals with Good Manufacturing Practices involving
premises and plants

•

Schedule Y of Drug and Cosmetics Act specifies guidelines for clinical trials, import and manufacture of new drugs
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Objectives

Do

Ask

Explain

Elaborate

Field Visit

Practical

Lab

Exercise

Team Activity

Learning Outcomes

Say

Exercise
Demonstrat
e

Facilitation Notes

1. How many sub sectors are included in Life Sciences Sector?
a) 4

Resources

Activity

b)

Summary

6

Role Play

c)

Example

3

d)

4

2. What is the full name of Pharma Regulatory authority for India
a) Central Drug Substance Control Organization
b) Central Drug Standards Control Organization
c) Council for Drug Supplier and Cosmetic Organization
d) Central Drug Standards Certification Organization
3. Which Schedule of Drug and Cosmetic Act specifies the guidelines for Good Manufacturing
Practices involving premises and plants for Pharma and Bio Pharma Manufacturing in India
a) Schedule Y
b) Schedule M
c) Schedule D
d) Schedule U
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UNIT 1.2: Standards for Manufacturing in Life Sciences

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain the Good Manufacturing Practices and their importance
2. Explain the Good Laboratory Practices and their importance
3. Gain knowledge about Pharmacopeia and use pharmacopeia and read monograph

1.2.1 Introduction of Life Sciences Manufacturing Standards
Drug manufacturing companies follow an international set of guidelines, ‘Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMP) for production of medicines and vaccines in order to ensure the manufacturing of
quality products. In recent years, more than 100 countries adopt and follow GMP protocols either
in the form of regulations (Japan, Korea and United States), or Directives (European Union) or
Guides (United Kingdom) or Codes (Australia).

1.2.1.1 Good Manufacturing Practices
The objective of Good Manufacturing Practices is to minimize risks with reference to the manufacturing, packaging, testing, labelling, distributing and importing of drugs, cosmetics, medical
devices, blood and blood products, food items etc. These protocols are largely concerned with
parameters such as drug quality, safety, efficacy and potency. GMP applies to both Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) and Finished Pharmaceutical Products (FPPs).
Good manufacturing practice (GMP) is a system for ensuring that products are consistently produced and controlled according to quality standards. It is designed to minimize the risks involved
in any pharmaceutical product manufacturing that cannot be eliminated through testing the final
product.
The main risks are: unexpected contamination of products, causing damage to health or even
death; incorrect labels on containers, which could mean that patients receive the wrong medicine;
insufficient or too much active ingredient, resulting in ineffective treatment or adverse effects.
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GMP covers all aspects of production; from the starting materials, premises and equipment to the
training and personal hygiene of staff. Detailed, written procedures are essential for each process
that could affect the quality of the finished product. There must be systems to provide documented proof that correct procedures are consistently followed at each step in the manufacturing process - every time a product is made.
In 1975, World Health Organization GMP guidelines were instituted to assist regulatory authorities
in different countries to ensure consistency in quality, safety and efficacy standards while importing and exporting drugs and related products.
Many countries have formulated their own requirements for GMP based on WHO GMP. Others
have harmonized their requirements, for example in the Association of South-East Asian Nations
(ASEAN), in the European Union and through the Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention. India is
one of the signatories to the WHO certification scheme.
In India a WHO-GMP certification, with its validity for two-years, may be granted both by CDSCO
and state drug regulatory authorities (mostly called State FDAs) only after a thorough inspection
of the manufacturing premises.

Fig 1.2.1: GMP Components
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Good manufacturing practice guidelines follow a few basic principles:
•

Pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities must maintain a clean and hygienic manufacturing
area.

•

Controlled environmental conditions in order to prevent cross contamination of food or
drug product from adulterants that may render the product unsafe for human consumption.

•

Manufacturing processes are clearly defined and controlled.

•

All critical processes are validated to ensure consistency and compliance with specifications.

•

Manufacturing processes are controlled, and any changes to the process are evaluated.

•

Changes that have an impact on the quality of the drug are validated as necessary.

•

Instructions and procedures are written in clear and unambiguous language. (Good
Documentation Practices)

•

Operators are trained to carry out and document procedures.

•

Records are made, manually or by instruments, during manufacture that demonstrate that
all the steps required by the defined procedures and instructions were in fact taken and
that the quantity and quality of the food or drug was as expected.

•

Deviations are investigated and documented.

•

Records of manufacture (including distribution) that enable the complete history of a batch
to be traced are retained in a comprehensible and accessible form.

•

The distribution of the food or drugs minimizes any risk to their quality.

•

A system is available for recalling any batch from sale or supply.

•

Complaints about marketed products are examined, the causes of quality defects are
investigated, and appropriate measures are taken with respect to the defective products
and to prevent recurrence.
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1.2.1.2 Schedule M Compliance for Indian Manufacturer
The manufacturing of medicinal products/ vaccines (drugs) in India is controlled under the Drugs
and Cosmetics Rules (1945, last amended in 2005), which states that the holder of the license
to manufacture drugs has to comply with the requirements of GMP as laid down in Schedule M.
Schedule M is a part of the Drugs and Cosmetics Rules and embodies the Indian GMP regulations,
which are based on the 1982 version of WHO GMP guidelines.
It is mandatory for Pharmaceutical units in India to follow the requirements specified under the
upgraded Schedule ‘M’ for GMP from July 1, 2005. Schedule M classifies the various statutory
requirements mandatory for drugs, medical devices and other categories of products as per
the current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP). Schedule M protocols have been revised
to harmonize it along the lines of WHO and US-FDA protocols. These revised protocols include
detailed specifications on infrastructure and premises, environmental safety and health measures,
production and operation controls, quality control and assurance and stability and validation
studies.

Steps
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Tips

Notes
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Do
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Practical
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Demonstrat
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Facilitation Notes

Learning Outcomes
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Summary

Role Play

Example

Practical
Elaborate

Field Visit

Do an online search for Draft Pharma Policy of India and identify
Say

1. Proposed changes in GMP rules

1.2.1.3 ISO Standards applicable to Life Sciences Sector
The three ISO documentary standards that is particularly relevant to the life science industry:
•

ISO 17025:2005: This standard sets out general requirements for ensuring the processes
for making measurements are of high quality. This leads to accurate and precise readings
(Clause 4) and the general guidelines for ensuring the proper training of people taking
measurements (Clause 5). This standard does not dictate acceptable tolerances, but rather
helps labs create quality processes. This is done by highlighting important factors for making quality measurements, and for training people to take quality measurements.

•

ISO 15189:2012: This standard translates ISO 17025:2005 into a language, which is more
specific for medical testing laboratories. It helps to ensure processes for quality measurements and training in these critical applications.
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•

ISO 15195: This standard translates ISO 17025 into a language specific for medical reference labs. These are for labs that conduct the longer, more complex and accurate tests
that are of the highest metrological order and provide traceability to the best available

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Objectives

Do

Field Visit

Practical

Lab

Say

standards.
Ask

Explain

Elaborate

Demonstrat
e

Exercise

Team Activity

Facilitation Notes
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Resources

Activity

Summary

Role Play

Example

Summarise
•

The objective of Good Manufacturing Practices is to minimize risks with reference to the manufacturing, packaging, testing, labelling, distributing and importing of drugs, cosmetics, medical
devices, blood and blood products, food items etc.

•

Schedule M classifies the various statutory requirements mandatory for drugs, medical devices
and other categories of products as per the current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP).

The revised protocols v include detailed specifications on infrastructure and premises, environmental safety and health measures, production and operation controls, quality control and assurance and stability and validation studies

Notes
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UNIT 1.3: Role of a fitter in industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will understand:
1. List the role of fitter in industry
2. Know about personal attributes and knowledge requirements

1.3.1 Role of a fitter
Fitters are mechanical engineering tradespersons who have pooled their area of expertise in mechanical fitting and metal machining.
A fitter fits and gathers parts and sub-congregations produced using metal and different materials
to create production machinery and additional equipments. Their work for the most part can be
partitioned into three ranges: marking out work to be done, assembling and installing machine
components, and maintaining up and repairing them. They might be identified as bench fitters,
diesel fitter mechanics, fitter engineers, fitter welders, hydraulic fitters or maintenance fitters.
Fitters may recoil fit parts amid assembly, utilizing oxy-acetylene lights and presses, dry ice and carbon dioxide solidifying; manufacture, repair and fault find hydraulic and pneumatic tools; Assess
machinery and make repairs; and erect machinery and machinery on location.
A metal engineer sets up and function tools to cut, shape and frame metal stock and castings to
correct sizes, utilizing itemized drawings. They machine metal components from solo to complex
frame. Metal mechanics can specialize considerably in many sorts of machining work, for example,
turning, boring, exhausting, processing, molding or pounding.

1.3.2 Job obligations of a fitter
•

Examine point by point drawings or details to discover employment, material and
equipment necessities.

•

Lay’s out, positions, and secures parts and congregations as per details, utilizing straightedge,
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mix square, calipers, and ruler.
•

Set up and alter metalworking machines and gear.

•

Operate machines to deliver parts or instruments by turning, boring, milling, planing,
molding, slotting, crushing or drilling metal stock or segments.

•

Cuts work piece, utilizing powered saws, hand shears, or chipping blade.

•

Melts lead bar, wire, or scrap to add prompt joint or to expel softened piece into reusable
shape.

•

fit and gather metal parts, tools or sub-assemblies, together with the welding or brazing of
parts

•

Tack-welds or welds segments and assemblies, utilizing electric, gas, bend, or other welding
hardware.

•

cut, string, bend and introduce hydraulic and pneumatic pipes and lines

•

dismantle broken instruments and assemblies and fix or supplant faulty parts

•

Installs or repairs hardware, for example, lead pipes, valves, floors, and tank linings.

•

Set up or potentially work hand and machine tools or welding hardware.

•

Check exactness and nature of completed parts, tools or sub-congregations.

•

Observes tests on welded surfaces, for example, hydrostatic, x-beam, and measurement
resistance to assess weld quality and conformance to details.

•

Scrutinize grooves, angles or gap allowances, utilizing micrometer, caliper, and accuracy
measuring instruments.

•

Removes unpleasant spots from work piece, utilizing portable grinder, hand file, or scraper.

•

Welds parts in level, vertical, or overhead positions.

•

Develops layouts and other work assistance to hold and adjust parts.

1.3.3 Personal requirements for a fitter job
You ought to have;
•

enjoy specialized work

•

have practical skill
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•

be physically healthy

•

have great dexterity

•

be ready to work autonomously

•

be ready to act as an element of a group

•

have awareness to specifications

•

possess typical hearing

•

have no skin hypersensitivities

•

be safety cognizant

Notes
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safety requirements, procedures, and resources for different areas
2. Discuss about safe work practices
3. Know about hazards, types of hazards and how to control hazards
4. Know about common hazard signs
5. Discuss about PPE requirements
6. Discuss about safe working practices at heights
7. Know about weight handling practices
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Unit 2.1: Learn occupational health and safety

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about health and safety requirements in industry
2. Know about essential elements for safety
3. Know about good safety work practices

2.1.1 Safety in workshop
The health, safety and protection of employees, equipment and the environment are of serious
concern in workshops since capital
goods is an industry of hazardous
nature.

The health and safety of

employees is crucial since it affects both
economic and social factors. It is
necessary that workshop management
recognizes the advantages of safe work
environments and progressively adopt Fig. 2.1.1 The iceberg of accidents
safety management practices to prevent hazardous events, avoid production and manpower losses
and fall outs associated with the accidents.
The nature of various types of accidents is shown by an iceberg of incidents. They are unsafe
actions, incidents, minor injuries, lost time injuries, serious accidents and fatalities.
Accident : It leads to a physical injury to a person because accident is unplanned in nature.
Lost Time Accident : refers to an accident that resulted in the person being unable to attend work
within 48 Hrs.
Near - Miss: is an incident that has occurred and could have resulted in a physical injury and likely
will if not investigated to identify the root cause of the incident.
A Potential Near-Miss: is to identify an unsafe condition (Hazard) that can lead to injury, damage
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or Loss.
Behavioural Safety: is about observing people and the work activities. Ensuring processes
are followed with the correct discipline. Coaching / guiding people to the right standard and
commending people for compliance or process improvements.

Fig. 2.1.2 Accidents in Industry

Every workshop should aim at zero accidents. To aim for an accident free working environment in
a workshop is every one’s responsibility. It is
possible to reduce dramatically the number
of accidents at work by assigning necessary
priority to the safety since a safe way of
working is a quality and efficient way of
working. The pyramid of the overall of zero
accidents is depicted.
The following three aspects are important
for progress of safety in a workshop:
•

The condition of the work place

Fig. 2.1.3 The pyramid of overall goal of zero accident

environment e.g. means of access, safety of physical plant, housekeeping and safe place
of work etc.
•

The training and competence of the employees which helps them to understand apply and
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respond to safe systems of work..
•

The development of motivational and behavioural influences of employees. This includes
identifying unsafe behavior and attitudes by using more direct strategies and to motivate
employees.

2.1.2 Essential elements necessary for safety
The following are the essential elements which are necessary for implementation of safety culture
in a manufacturing plant.
•

Safety consciousness is to be ingrained amongst the workforce as well as among the top
management of the manufacturing plant.

•

There is to be a communication plan and a participatory way of working from the maximum
number of employees which will confirm that the commitment towards the safety is real.

•

There is to be recognition of best practices in safety and there should exchange of the
safety related ideas both within and between the departments.

•

There is to be an appropriate safety organization structure, which is well defined by the
management and well understood by everyone. The safety organization is to have well
defined role and responsibilities.

•

Management should put into place mechanisms which have influence on behaviour of the
employees towards safety. For example that the safety performance of the employee is to
be recognized towards career development.

•

Through training programs, management should demonstrate that attitude and behaviour
to safety is an essential part of the professionalism of every employee and everyone should
accept his responsibility not only for his own safety but also for his fellow employees. After
all, employees work in steel plant not as individuals but as a part of a team.

•

There is elimination of a two tier approach to safety. Contract workers working in steel plant
should attain the same level of safety consciousness as the steel plant’s own employees
and use the same methods to achieve this.
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2.1.3 Good safety practices
Good safety practices include the following:
•

Assigning and publishing the responsibility
and duties of the employees associated
with the management of the safety in the
workshop.

•

Investigation of all the accidents whether
small or big and the implementation of
corrective measures.

•

Fig. 2.1.4 Safety

Studying the significant safety incidents
which have happened in other workshops and learning from the same.

•

Registration and control of safety standards and maintaining a register of the significant incidents.

•

Internal and external publication of safety investigation results and the obtained experiences.

•

Conducting regular shop review meetings regarding status of safety in the shop as well as
monthly review meeting at the chief executive level.

•

Conducting training as well as refresher safety training programs amongst the employees
where investigation of various incidents are also to be discussed.

•

Conducting emergency safety drills.

•

Conducting of regular safety audits to locate unsafe areas and practices and to ensure that
the corrective actions have been taken. Safety audits can also help in early detection of
the equipment deterioration and the deviations and/or procedures that can degrade or
deteriorate then safety levels.
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Unit 2.2: Hazards

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about hazards and different types of hazards
2. Know about, how to identify and control hazards

2.2.1 Hazard
A hazard is something that has the potential to cause injury, disease or death in a workplace. A
slippery floor could result in someone falling and breaking an ankle.
There are a number of aspects to the development of a safe workplace
environment:
•

the development of policies

•

the development of consultative processes

•

Hazard identification, assessment and control.

Implications from hazards/risks can be accessed through:
•

accident/injury reports

•

information on risk from chemicals from data sheets

•

review of accident/injury statistics

•

information from government health and safety agencies

•

specific monitoring

•

Who is exposed, how much, how might they be affected.

Fig 2.2.1 Hazard sign

2.2.2 Hazards in pharmaceutical industry
Physical hazards
Dust, noise and vibrations are produced while unloading, preparation and handling operations of
material. The presence of large quantities of dust can also generate hazards:
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•

Noise from vibrating components and drive mechanism which are not properly maintained
may be a problem in mobile equipment.

•

Ionize radiations producing devices may be used.

Fig 2.2.2 Physical hazard warning signs

Chemical hazards
Many accidents, fires and explosions are caused due to unsafe use or storage of chemicals. Several
health issues like heart diseases, damage of nervous system, kidney and lung diseases, rashes,
cancer, burns etc. can be caused due to hazardous chemicals.
Severity of effect of chemical can be identified by recognizing following factors:
•

physical properties

•

poisonousness

•

environmental factors

•

Ways of entry in body like Inhalation, skin absorption etc.

Fig 2.2.3 Chemical hazard warning signs
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Hazardous gases
In chemical industries, many unstable and combustible chemicals are utilized. When these
chemicals exposed in atmosphere above room temperature, they will vaporize kin air and creates
pollution.
The vapour may become the cause of explosions and fire accidents if ignited. These chemical gases
require proper storage and handling to avoid hazards. Hazards due to chemical gases are:
Combustible Gases
•

Explosions,

•

Fire accidents.

Toxic Gases
•

Diseases

Oxygen Displacing Gases
•

Health issues

•

Breathing problem.

Biological hazard
Medical waste, samples of microorganism or toxins utilized in medical industry can cause biological
hazards. Lot of diseases can occur due to biological hazards. Example of disease are brucellosis,
byssinosis etc.

Mechanical hazards
The common mechanical hazards occur when
workers are caught between, struck by, fall
from or fail to lockout equipments.
•

Rotating parts of machine can catch
loose clothing, hands, or hair and cause
serious injuries. Uncovered parts of
machine fly off, and create risk of eye injuries.
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•

Skin burns from hot materials and surfaces.
Irritation in eyes from dust particles is
responsible for less severe occurrences.

•

Careless use of tools can cause injuries to
the eyes, hands, head and limbs

Fig 2.2.4 Mechanical hazard warning sign

Electrical hazards
The main hazards of working with electricity are:
•

Skin burns and electric shock due to any
body contact with live electrical wires

• Fire hazard from faulty electrical equipment
and injury from arcing
• explosion due to inappropriate electrical
Fig 2.2.5 Electrical hazard

equipment

Working on or near electrical machines is hazardous and can be deadly. Any work near electrical
apparatus can be done only when proper safety measures are there to guard you from electric
shock and burn.
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2.2.3 Common hazard signs in industry

Fig 2.2.6 Hazard signs

2.2.5 Control measures
To ensure the health and safety, you have to adopt following methods:
•

According to instructions, safely carry out assigned tasks and duties and to follow
with safety rules and codes of practice.

•

If there is any doubt about safety precaution or unsafe practice, consult with the supervisor.

•

Wear PPE all the time at workplace.

•

Never use unsafe or damaged tool/equipment for work. All equipment and PPE must be
placed at correct place after using them.

•

Make sure that all safety practices such as protective clothing provided are used and all
guards are securely fixed.

•

Don’t operate any equipment if you are not authorized.

•

Report any near-miss, accident or dangerous condition to supervisor.
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•

Always switch off unattended equipment.

•

Follow safety arrangements and safe ways of eliminating hazards.

•

Don’t do such actions, so that your fellow employees will be in danger.

•

Always attend the health and safety training sessions organized by organization.

Notes
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Exercise
1. The establishment of a safe workplace is:
a. Ethically and socially responsible		

b. Not cost effective

c. A priority in all organizations.

d. Ethically and socially irresponsible.

2. In a health and safety context, a hazard is:
a. Anything with the potential to result in an injury or illness.
b. The likelihood of someone being injured in the workplace.
c. Anything that could result in a physical injury.
d. Anything that could result in a psychological injury.
3. Once you have spotted a hazard you must:
a. Report it to your boss
b. Leave it as someone else will fix it eventually
c. Bring your own toolbox to work and fix it yourself
d. None of the above
4. From the following options, what is the best way to control hazards in the workplace?
a. Replace the hazard for a less risky option
b. Eliminate the hazard completely from the workplace
c. Use personal protective equipment (PPE)
d. Have rules to help people avoid hurting themselves
5. Identify the Sign
a. No Entry

b. No walking in the workplace

c. No posing allowed

d. No strolling at this workplace

6. The most common mechanical equipment injuries are to the:
a. body and arms
b. hands and fingers
c. legs and feet
d. ears and eyes
7. Ear plugs are required to protect………………………………………………………………………
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Unit 2.3: Safe working practices

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about safe working practices
2. Know about clean room practice

2.3.1 Safe working practices
Safe practices for avoiding general shop hazards
•

Don’t use pressurized air for removing chips and burrs from the machine.

•

Always clear stock and tools from the floor and clean spilled oils from the floor.

•

Know how to use fire extinguisher during fire.

•

Keep machines switched off during maintenance and adjustments.

Safe practices for avoiding machine hazards
•

Before using the machine, assume why you are using this machine

•

Remember the following safety checklist before using a machine:
1. Understanding about the operation of machine.
2. Potential hazards occurred while using machine.
3. All protection safeguards are available.
4. My actions are secure or not.
5. I am doing something which probably I have not to do.
6. All adjustments are properly done or not.
7. Workpieces are stored securely or not.
8. Do I have appropriate protection apparatus?
9. Know about how to switch off the machine.
10. Do I think about safety in everything I do?
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2.3.2 Lockout & Tagout Procedure (LOTO Process)
Locking out of equipment
Lockout is a method of avoiding machinery
or electrical current to become operational
during repairing and maintenance. In this
method a lock is fixed to the machine power
switch, so that it can’t be switched on.
Only the authorized person carries the key
of the lock who is working with the machine.
Only authorized person can unlock the lock
who fixed it with the machine

Fig 2.3.1 Lockout and tagout of equipments

‘Danger’ and ‘out of service’ tags
Black and red ‘DANGER’ tags are used for the safety of workers. Personal danger tag can be
removed by the person only whose name is written on the tag.
To avoid accidents and damage machine which is out of service for repairs, black and yellow ‘OUT
OF SERVICE’ tags are used.
Any faulty equipment should be tagged so that it cannot be used until it is repaired or replaced

Fig. 2.3.2 Danger tag

Fig. 2.3.3 Out of service tag

The safe work procedures for the removal of ‘OUT OF SERVICE’ and ‘DANGER’ tags at workplace
must be followed.
The machine’s controls should be visibly mentioned on the machine in such a manner that if a
person who is not familiar with the machine working, can turn it off in case of an emergency.
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2.3.3 Clean room practices
A clean room is an environment having very low levels of contaminants like aerosol elements,
aerial microbes, dust and chemical vapors. Many industries like pharmaceuticals, aerospace, food
production etc. requires clean rooms for their products manufacturing.
In clean rooms air flow rates and direction, pressurization, temperature, humidity is controlled
strongly to make it contaminants free.
Sources of Pollution
1. Infra
•

Air conditioning debris

•

Walls, floors and ceilings

•

Spills and leaks

•

Room air and vapours

•

Paint and coatings

2. People
•

Skin

•

Hair

•

Cosmetics

•

Saliva

•

Dust and lint in clothes

3. Tools
•

Lubricants

•

Wear and tear of particles

•

Vibrations

•

Cleaning equipment

4. Liquids
•

Floating particles in air

•

Bacteria

•

Moisture

•

Floor coatings

•

Cleaning chemicals
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•

Deionized water

5. Product
•

Aluminium particles

•

Quartz shavings

•

Silicon chips

•

Cleanroom waste

Key elements of controlling impurities
•

High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter (HEPA) - HEPA filters are utilized primarily in clean
rooms for controlling impurities. These filters can filters particles of size 0.3 microns with a
particle collection efficiency of 99.97%.

•

Cleanroom construction – Clean rooms has to maintain airflow with uniform velocity in
along parallel flow lines. This type of air flow is called laminar flow. Turbulence can occur
if more restriction is given to air flow and this turbulence causes movement of particle in
rooms.

•

Filtration - HEPA filters are usually utilized in clean rooms. These filters provide effective
pollution control.

•

Cleaning - A vital element of pollution control is regular cleaning of place. Proper details
and procedures are required to maintain and clean the clean rooms effectively.

•

Clean room clothes - Clean room garments will differ from place to place. Standard clean
rooms clothes utilized in clean rooms are gloves, face masks and head covers.

•

Humans in cleanrooms – Availability of humans in clean rooms effects it physically and
psychologically. Physical behaviour like fast motion can rise pollution. Psychological
anxieties like room temperature, humidity, odours and workplace attitude can also rise
pollution. Ways people produce pollution are:
1. Body Regenerative Processes - Skin shavings, oils and hair.
2. Behaviour - Sneezing and coughing.
3. Attitude - Work habits.
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•

Commodities – It is important to take care during the selection and use of clean room
commodity items.

•

Cosmetics - Cosmetics comprise sodium, magnesium, silicon, calcium, potassium or iron.
These chemicals create damaging particles and rise pollution.

•

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) - Electrical charge can be formed when two surfaces rub with
each other. Moving air can generate electric charge. People touching surfaces can also
form electric charge. ESD protective materials are required in clean rooms to avoid any
damage from ESD.

Clean room pollution control by HEPA or ULPA filters
HEPA or ULPA filters are utilized in clean rooms to control laminar or turbulent air flow in the
environment. Laminar air flow control systems are generally fixed near ceiling of clean room to
keep constant processing of air. To construct laminar air flow filters stainless steel or other non
shedding materials are utilized. To keep air in continuous motion, turbulent air flow filters utilizes
both laminar air flow hoods and non-specific velocity filters in the clean room. The rough air traps
the pollutants in the air and move them towards filters and maintain the clean room atmosphere.
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Unit 2.4: Personal protective equipments

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about PPE
2. Know about different types of PPE
3. Know about utility of PPE
4. Learn the use of PPE

2.4.1 Personal protective clothing
While working on shop floor every worker has to take care of several things about personal safety
and also safety of its co-workers. To avoid certain accidents and hazards, person has to take
different precautions for different situations.
Firstly on shop floor every person has to wear person protective equipment (PPE) for its personal
safety

Fig 2.4.1 PPE

What is Personal Protective Equipments?
•

Personal Protective Equipments is characterized as “All equipment which is expected to be
worn or held by a man at work and which secures him against at least one dangers to his
health safety”

•

Personal Protective Equipments defend us from work area risks
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2.4.1.1 Eye protection
Possible eye injuries are:
•

Injuries due to dust, dirt, metal or wood chips in eyes during work.

•

Chemical sprinkles from dangerous solutions.

•

Objects like ropes, chains, tools etc. are swinging into the eye.

•

Effect of radiant light (and additionally warm, glare, sparks, sprinkle and airborne particles)
on eyes.

Choice of most reasonable eye and face assurance should think about the accompanying
components:
•

Ability to ensure against particular working environment perils.

•

Comfortable to wear.

•

No disruption in eye vision.

•

Clean and strong.

Probably the most widely recognized sorts of eye and face protection incorporate the following:
•

Safety spectacles: Safety glasses made of metal or plastic
and impact-resistant lenses.

•

Goggles: These goggles completely covers the eyes and
face. It provides safety from dust and sprinkles.

•

Welding shields: These are made of fiberglass and fixed
with filtered lens. They provide safety from burns during
welding.

Fig 2.4.2 Safety goggles

2.4.1.2 Head protection
Hard caps provide shield from falling objects and hard blows. Head protection is necessary to
prevent accidents from following:
•

Falling objects strike on the head;

•

Hard blows from uncovered pipes or shafts; or
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•

Head contact with electrical dangers.

Defensive helmets or tough hats ought to do the accompanying:
•

Resist entrance of objects.

•

Absorb hard blows.

•

Provide safety from burns and electrical dangers.
Fig 2.4.3 Safety hat

2.4.1.3 Foot protection
Safety footwear should be worn while working around heavy equipment or falling objects to avoid
crushing of toes.
Incidents where foot protection is required:
•

When tools fall on the worker’s feet;

•

When working with sharp objects like for example, nails
etc.;

•

Sprinkles of hot liquid metal on legs;

•

Working on hot or dangerous surfaces; and

•

Working near electrical dangers.

Fig 2.4.4 Safety boots

Foot and leg protection equipment includes:
•

Leggings provide shield to lower legs and feet from heat hazards.

•

Safety shoes provide safety from sharp objects, heavy objects fall and hot metal or liquid.

2.4.1.4 Hand protection
Possible hazards like absorption of hurtful substances by skin, chemical or thermal burns, electrical
threats, wounds, scraped areas, cuts etc. can occur at workplace. Gloves, finger guards and arm
covers are utilized to provide safety to hands during work.
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A few elements that may impact the choice of protective gloves for a working environment:
•

Nature of contact

•

Period of contact

•

Area needing safety (hand only, forearm, arm).

•

Grip necessities (dry, wet, oily).

•

Thermal protection.

•

Abrasion/resistance necessities.

Types of gloves utilized in workplace are:
Fig 2.4.5 Safety gloves

•

Leather gloves for metal work;

•

Coated fabric gloves;

•

Chemical and liquid resistant gloves.

2.4.1.5 Body protection
Various factors can cause body damage during work are:
•

High temperature;

•

Sprinkles from hot liquid metal and fluids;

•

Injuries from tools, machinery and materials;

•

Hazardous chemicals.

Many protective dresses are accessible in market for to provide safety
from particular hazards. Types of protectove clothing available are:
•

Paper like fiber is utilized as disposable suits. It provides safety
from dust and sprinkles.

•

Treated wool and cotton provide safety in high temperatures. They are comfortable and
fireproof.

•

Leather clothes provide safety from dry heat and flames.

•

Rubber, rubber treated fabrics, neoprene and plastics provide safety from chemicals.
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2.4.1.6 Ear protection
Various factors can affect the ears during work:
•

Noise intensity

•

Time spent in loud area.

•

Noise levels

•

Sources of noise.

Hearing protection equipment include:
•

Earplugs gives protection from heavy noise. Waxed Fig 2.4.7 Ear plugs
cotton, foam or fiberglass wool can be uses as earplugs.

•

Earmuffs provide an ideal seal around the ear.

2.4.1.7 Some other safety instruments
•

Safety harness: It provides safety from dropping at heights.

•

Respirator: It secures respiratory system when working in place having harmful gasses, fumes,
fog and dust.

Fig 2.4.8 Respirator

Fig 2.4.9 Safety belt
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Exercise
1. The safe way of working is
(a)

an effective and right way of working

(b) an ancient way of working

(c)

a way of handling the work in a hurry

(d) a way of normal working

2. The best way of avoiding accident is by
(a)

doing work in ancient way

(b)

doing work in one’s own way

(c)

observing safety rules related to job, machine and workplace

(d)

using safety equipment

3. Employers have to provide a safe and healthy place for:
(a)

Employees only.

(b) Workers only.

(c)

Employees and Workers only.

(d) Employees & Workers

4. You have been given a dust mask to protect against hazardous fumes. What should you do?
(a)

Do the job but work quickly

(b)

Do not start work until you have the correct Respiratory Protective Equipment

(c)

Start work but take a break now and again

(d)

Wear a second dust mask on top of the first one

5. If you drop your safety helmet from height on to a hard surface, you should:
(a)

Repair any cracks then carry on wearing it

(b)

Make sure there are no cracks then carry on wearing it

(c)

Work without a safety helmet until you can get a new one

(d)

Stop work and get a new safety helmet
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Unit 2.5: Safe working at heights

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about risks of working at heights
2. Know about safety precautions while working at heights

2.5.1 Safe working at heights
You have to done many activities at height. Ladders, scaffolds and platforms are examples of
equipments used while working at height, but many more activities are there where you have to
work at height with limited protection.
These activities may lead to people and objects falling. The reason for this may be an insufficient
protection while working.

Safe working procedures or ways while working at heights:
1. Mobile elevated platforms
•

Set the platform on plane and solid ground

•

Use equipment with stabilizers

•

Trained operator should be at ground level.

•

While working on platform, don’t forget to wear safety
Fig 2.5.1 Mobile elevated platforms

harnesses.
•

Fix the platform under safe working limits and keep
an eye on speed of wind..

2. Scaffold towers: Scaffold towers should:
•

Towers should be put up by trained people.
Fig 2.5.2 Scaffold towers
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•

It have a height to base dimension ratio which is not more than that 3 to 1 for indoors and
2.5 to 1for outdoors

•

For right height to base ratio placed stabilizers if necessary.

For 2.5 m high or above deployed outriggers or stabilizers
•

Firmly locked all the casters before use

•

Working platform should be provided ladder access.

•

Don’t move when the tower is engaged

•

Regularly inspect and maintain the tower.

3. Safety lines, harnesses and nets
When no other equipment are reasonably practicable, use
safety lines, harnesses and nets such as nets and airbags.
Fig 2.5.3 Ladders

4. Ladders

Ladders are acceptable only for access or work of short duration.
They should be:
•

assembled at right angle

•

Fixed and footed

•

place the ladder ear the work

•

Adequately support the ladder at the base to avoid hitting on vehicles or pedestrians..

5. Stepladders: When using stepladders the following precautions should be taken:
•

Spread them to full extent and then locked it

•

Avoid working on top of the stepladder

•

Never use the top tread or rear part of the steps for supporting foot

•

Only one person has to work on ladder at a time.

•

Appropriate and correct grade ladder should be used.

6. Access equipment
•

The risks involved in using access equipment must be provided by hire contractors.

•

Regularly inspect and properly maintain all access equipment.

•

Person using access equipment must be well trained.
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•

Take necessary precautions to avoid fall of objects or persons

•

Don’t try to increase reach by putting ladders on access equipment.

2.5.1.2 Dos and don’ts of working at height
Do….
•

Work on ground level, as much as possible.

•

Make sure equipment is sufficiently stable, appropriate and strong for the job.

•

When working on or near delicate areas, take safeguards

•

Always be prepared for protection from falling objects

•

make strategy for evacuation in case of emergency and rescue procedures consider
emergency evacuation and rescue procedures

Don’t…
•

Overload ladders

•

Overreach on ladders or stepladders

•

Fix the ladder on weak and uneven surfaces

•

Use stepladders or ladders for tough or heavy tasks
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Unit 2.6: Safe weight lifting practices

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safe manual weight lifting practices
2. Know about heavy weight lifting equipments

2.6.1 Material lifting
Every worker has to lift and move heavy weight during the job whenever required. He may be
required to move the job manually or by using forklift for lifting and moving..
When moving materials manually, probable injuries occur are:
•

Improper lifting of load can cause strains and
sprains

•

Fractures caused due to struck by materials

•

Cuts caused on body due to falling objects.

A load may be hazardous because of:
•

weight

•

shape

•

size

•

slippery or damaged surfaces

•

imbalance

•

inappropriate handleS

Fig 2.6.1 Wrong material handling

The task or method of handling may be hazardous when it involves:
•

lowering down or lifting of load

•

difficult to get near to load

•

carrying load to long distances

•

too high or too low position of load
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•

body movements or postures which can be hazardous (e.g. twisting, extended bending)
multiple handling requirements (e.g., lifting, carrying, unloading)

Extreme care should be taken while lifting or moving the job so that no damage occurs to the job
or plant and also to prevent accidents at work place.
•

Lifting and moving the job manually

•

Lifting or moving the job using fork lift

•

Assist in lifting of heavy job

•

Attaching the job to the overhead crane’s sling / hook in a proper and balanced manner.

2.6.1.1 Manual weight lifting - Steps
Step 1:

Look and plan, then move ahead. Ensure that there are no obstructions, slips and falls
due to greasy and oily surface in your path.

Step 2:

Don’t lift too heavy load, more than your body strength.

Step 3:

Make good grip of hands on the load.

Step 4:

Stand over the object.

Step 5:

Balance your feet on surface, then move.

Step 6:

Don’t bend knees beyond 90 degrees angle and keep back in upright position.

Step 7:

Use your both hands and grip the load firmly.

Step 8:

Use legs strength for lifting the load

Step 9:

Lift load effortlessly without making jerks.

Step 10: Grip the load near to body.
Step 11: Don’t twist the body.
Step 12: Walk in small steps, when moving with load.
Lowering guidelines (putting a load down): Steps
Step 1:

Put your one foot in front of the other.

Step 2:

Keep load near to body.

Step 3:

Keep back straight, don’t bend it when lowering load
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Step 4:

Bend knee and hips only.

Step 5:

Put down the load. Tilt the load slightly to avoid injury in figures

Step 6:

Ease your muscles and stand up smoothly

Fig 2.6.2 Safe material handling process

2.6.1.2 Material handling equipments
Eliminate the need to lift or lower manually by using handling equipments that can assist you. Few
types of equipment are:
•

Trucks

•

Forklifts

•

Dollies

•

Carts

•

Wheelbarrows

•

Hoists

Fig 2.6.3 Forklifts

Make loads easier to push or pull by ensuring the
use of:
•

carts, hand trucks and dollies with large
diameter casters and good bearings, and

•

grips or handles on loads or mechanical
aids,
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Exercise
1. Material handling consists of movement of material from

2.

(a)

one machine to another

(b)

one shop to another shop

(c)

stores to shop

(d)

all of the above

Fork lift truck is used for
(a)

lifting and lowering

(b)

vertical transportation

(c)

both ‘a’ and ‘b’

(d)

none of the above

3. Material handling consists of movement of material from

4.

(a)

one machine to another

(b)

one shop to another shop

(c)

stores to shop

(d)

all of the above

What does this sign indicate?
(a)

Only run across this roof

(b)

Fragile roof

(c)

One person at a time on this roof

(d)

Wet roof

5. If you are working above height and over water, what Personal Protection Equipment would
you require?
(a)

A harness, lanyard and a life jacket

(b)

A harness, goggles and a life jacket

(c)

Goggles, life jacket and a safety net

(d)

None of the above
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3. 5S & House Keeping
Unit 3.1 – Housekeeping and safety issues in industry
Unit 3.2 – 5S Safety system
Unit 3.3 – Waste management

LFS/N0101

Participant Handbook

Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safety issues at workplace
2. Know about 5S safety management system
3. Discuss about Housekeeping practices
4. Discuss about benefits of housekeeping
5. Know about elements of effective housekeeping
6. Know about waste management practices
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Unit 3.1: Housekeeping and safety issues in the industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safety issues in the industry
2. Know about housekeeping issues in the industry

3.1.1 Safety issues in workplace
Uncovered wires, exhausted workers, poorly kept equipment. Manufacturing facilities are riddled
with risks, both hidden and out in the open. Hazards can result in serious injury or death, if don’t
know where to begin looking.
The biggest safety worries in any manufacturing setting are:
•

Hearing Protection: Hearing can be affect by noise is produce by Industrial machines if you
are uncovered to the noise on a long basis. The Occupational Safety & Health Administration
requires companies to provide hearing guard when noise levels surpass specific levels.
Protection required is depends on the sound level and the
duration of the contact.

•

Eye Hazards: 61 percent of eye damages occur in the
manufacturing, construction industries and trade a report
by the Vision Council reports. Eyes may be injured by dust,
metal, concrete and other particles throw by machines. Eyes
can burn or irritate by chemical fumes and splashes.

•

Fig 3.1.1 Hazard

Chemical Exposure: Some employees in manufacturing
units work with hazardous chemicals like workers who
produce batteries may be exposed to lead in the form of
dust or fumes. This can harm nervous, urinary systems and
reproductive with lead exposure linked to failures, seizures,
coma and death.

Fig 3.1.2 Hazardous chemicals
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•

Mechanical Hazards: There are several risks to employees while working with manufacturing
machines. Machines that have sprockets, gears, pulleys and rotating shafts pose risks of
predicament. Employees are at risk of crush injuries, when a machine has two hard surfaces
that move together. Workers at risk of cuts, punctures and severed limbs by machines that
have sharp edges or perform scissoring actions. If a machine has cables or hoses then
employees are also at risk of trip-and-fall accidents.

Fig 3.1.3 Mechanical hazard example

•

Fire Hazards: In manufacturing, heat and flame can produce by the tools and equipment,
which cumulative the risk for fires. Employees should aware of where to find fire
extinguishers and how to rescue the facility immediately in the event of a serious fire.

Fig 3.1.4 Fire hazard example
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•

Carbon monoxide poisoning: In manufacturing industries, blast furnaces and converters
generate huge amount of gases. Once dust has been removed, these gases are used as fuel
resources and some are use as raw materials and supplied to chemical plants.
Carbon monoxide poisoning can cause by leakage from the top or inside body of blast
furnaces and from the plant gas pipelines. Especially during repairs such poisoning ccurs
during work around blast furnaces.

•

Dust and fumes: During the manufacturing
process, at many points dust and fumes are
generated. Dense fumes released during the use
of oxygen can cause lung diseases. Contact with
silica is also a danger for the workers and cause
serious infections and injuries.
Fig 3.1.5 Dust and fumes
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Unit 3.2: 5S Safety System

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about 5S Safety system
2. Discuss about essential elements Housekeeping
3. Discuss about good housekeeping practices

3.2.1 5S Safety management system
What is 5S?
5S is a fundamental, systematic, basic, approach for quality, productivity and safety improvement.
5S (Japanese Philosophy) is the name of a workplace organization procedure. 5S is created by a list
of five Japanese words: seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu, and shitsuke. 5S system is implemented for
organizing the workplace for increasing effectiveness and efficiency by maintaining the area and
items, storing the items used, and sustaining the new practices.

Fig 3.2.1 5S Safety system
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Objectives of 5S:
•

The Manufacturing Process to be standardize

•

Tools can be search in very less time.

•

By 5S the quality of products and Service is improve

•

Production can be increase by the use of 5S.

•

Focus on safety and health

Phases of 5S:
Japanese English
term
Term

Seiri

Sort

Seiton

Set

Seiso

Shine

Seiketsu

Standardize

Meaning in Japanese Context
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dispose off unnecessary items or properly remove.
Do work simply by removing obstructions.
Stop buildup of needless things.
Calculate necessary items for costing and other factors.
Remove all parts not in use.
Separate unwanted items from the workplace.
A skilled supervisor is requiring for checking on regular basis.
Define a red-tagged area to keep unnecessary items.
Waste removal.
For items to be easily available arrange them all properly
By arranging work station in such a way that all tooling /
equipment is in close proximity that can avoid loss and misuse of
time.
Make simple to identify and pick up essential things
Work on first come and first serve basis method
This makes the workflow easy and smooth
All work should be complete on regular basis
Workplace should be completely clean and clear
Stop weakening of machinery and equipment
Keep workplace safe
Keep work place clean
If someone isn’t familiar to the environment must be able to find
problems in 5 seconds within 50 feet.
Regulate the best practices in the work area.
Keep high standards at workplace organization at all times.
Keep neatness. Keep everything in order and according to its
standard.
Everything in its right place.
Every process has a standard.
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Shitsuke

Sustain

•
•
•
•
•

To maintain in working order
Also translates as “do without being told”
Regular audits to be perform
Discipline and Training
Goal oriented process is training. Its resulting feedback is
necessary monthly

Table 3.2.1 5S Safety system

3.2.1.1 Advantages of 5S
•

If equipment and tools are properly placed in organized work areas

•

Items can be visible very easily.

•

It leads to greater workstation efficiency and mass production

•

To greater well-being and amplify motivation workplace should be clean and tidy

•

Time saving

•

Quick recovery

•

Minimization in mistakes & accidents

•

Increases workspace

•

Constant enhancement in work quality

•

Smooth working no obstruction

3.2.1.2 5S Audit
Purposes of conducting regular 5S audits are:
•

Evaluation of 5S standards for industry.

•

To fix what is wrong! - note and address non-compliance.

•

Give a official chance to suggest improvements.

The Basic Steps:
•

Plan for the audit. Divide the workplace into several areas for successful audit reviews.

•

Based on the standards set during audit, make a list for every area. Find out the list of
known problems in each area. From the initial 5S sweep, this may include:
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•

Need of repairing machines

•

Rack of tool

•

Signages on tool racks or storage shelves; cabinets and “keep clear” markings on
instruction pages or corridors.

•

Equipment and materials which were not cleared instantly.

Three key tasks has to be done during the audit
1. Find out whether known difficulties have been addressed:

2

•

Lubricants are still leak from this machine?

•

People are not walking under crane, is the warning sign in place?

•

Why outdated drill press is still in the workshop?

Look into the standards is being met:
•

Are tools left on work tables?

•

From the tool rack is something missing?

•

Is dirt collecting anywhere?

•

Are safety labels visible and readable?

3. To be noted that what has not yet been standardized – Most imaginative and hard section, it
may include seeing what is missing in an area that seems neat:
•

Why is there no sign over the well-ordered stack of work-in-process materials on that
shelf?

•

Tools that are not yet labeled.

3.2.2 Housekeeping practices
Workplaces hazards can be eliminate by effective housekeeping and by completing the job securely.
Poor housekeeping and hiding hazards can cause frequent disasters which can cause injuries.
Cleanliness doesn’t mean housekeeping. Housekeeping includes keeping work areas tidy and
arranged; keeping floors free from slips and falls; waste material cleaning and no fire risks. It also
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involves attention on other things like markings on stairs, proper storage facilities etc. Good To
prevent accidents, proper housekeeping is a basic step.

Fig 3.2.2 Workshop housekeeping

3.2.2.1 Purpose of workplace housekeeping
Accidents are cause due to poor housekeeping, such as:
•

Neat and clean movable objects i.e. stairs

•

Hitting by dropped items

•

Slipping because of wet and dirty surface

•

Hitting due to poorly stacked objects

•

Cuts and wounds on hands or other parts of body parts because of projected wire and
nails.
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3.2.2.2 Benefits of good housekeeping practices
Efficient housekeeping results in:
•

Proper handling and flow of material

•

Less falling and slipping accidents

•

Less fire hazards

•

Hazardous substances e.g. dusts, vapors exposures to lower worker

•

Better inventory management of tools and equipments

•

Well maintained and clean equipment.

•

More hygiene conditions

•

Space utilization is more efficient

•

Reduced property damage due to improvement in preventive maintenance

•

Improved efficiency because it is easy to find tools and materials.

3.2.2.3 Elements of an effective housekeeping program

Fig 3.2.3 Dust removal

Dust and Dirt Removal
Proper working of exhaust ventilation systems for collection of dirt, dust and chips adequately at
workplace. Use vaccum cleaners for cleaning of light dust and dirt. To clean machinery, ceilings,
walls and other hard to clean places, special fittings are made to clean dust and dirt.
To reduce the amount of air dust, use sweeping compounds or dampen the floor before sweeping
of floor.
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Surfaces
Spilled liquids and oil needs cleaning; because of poor floor
conditions. Accidents may happen due to accumulation
of dust, chips and shavings. To prevent accumulation,
regularly clean trapped dust, chips and shavings. Antislip flooring is used where areas that cannot be cleaned
continuously, such as entrance ways.

Fig 3.2.4 Surface cleaning

Maintain Light Fixtures

Light levels are reducing by dirty light fixtures. Lighting efficiency can improve by clean light fixture.
Aisles and Stairways
Aisles are the passages that allow movement of people, product and materials. Avoid use of stairs,
don’t take shortcuts and pass through risky area.
Always keep stairs clean and clear. Don’t use them for temporary storage of materials.
Spill Control
Spills can be controlled before happening by doing proper maintenance.
Clean and maintain machines and equipment regularly. Where you find
oil spills; place guards and drip pans for protection. Clean the spill right
away, if found anywhere at the workplace.
Use cleaning chemicals or absorbents for wiping the greasy, oily or other
liquid spills.

Fig 3.2.5 Slip warning sign

Tools and Equipment
Housekeeping of tool storage area is very important i.e. tool rack, tool room etc. Tools require
appropriate fittings with locations and labels marked on it in
tool storage area.
Regularly inspect, repair and clean all tools. If found any
damaged or worn tools, remove them and marked as out of
service.

Fig 3.2.6 Oil spill cleaning

Maintenance

Maintenance is most important element of good housekeeping. Repairs involve keeping machinery
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and equipment in harmless, well-organized order. Damaged doors,
broken windows, broken floor surfaces and defective plumbing
can make a workplace look abandoned; these conditions creates
accidents and disturb work practices. So, damaged items should
replace as quickly as possible.
Waste Disposal
Good housekeeping require regular collection, grading and
sorting of waste. Separate the materials from waste which can Fig 3.2.7 Storage of tools
be recycled and reuse.
For systematic waste gathering and disposal,
place the bin containers, near the place where
waste is generated most.
Storage
Give at least one meter of clear space to stored

Fig 3.2.8 Waste management

materials from the spray heads.
Materials should be store away from fire equipment, stairs,
aisles, exits, or first aid stations. Clear marking should be
there in all storage areas.
Store toxic, combustible and other hazardous materials
should in designated containers and areas. Storage facilities
should meet all necessities and guidelines of environmental Fig 3.2.9 Material storage
and occupational health and safety.
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Exercise
1. Prepare a housekeeping checklist of your training center
If housekeeping meets standard then sign (√) or not then sign (x). Also give your comments if not
meeting standard
Particulars
Aisles
• Clean
• Well-marked
Exits and entrances
• Clear
• Well-marked
• Free of ice, snow, water, other obstructions
Hand and Portable Tools
• Properly stored when not in use
Fire Fighting Equipment
• Clearly marked
• Accessible
Floors
• Clean
• Clear
• Well-drained
Ladders
• In good condition
• Free of grease/oil
• Secure when in use
Lighting
• Adequate
Machines
• Clean
• Clear
• In good condition
Signs, Tags
• Adequate
• Appropriate
• Clean
Stacking and Storage
• Aisles clear
• Stacks stable, secure
• Well labelled
• Area clean and clear
Stairs
• Non-slip tread
• Clean
• Clear
Ventilation System
• Clean
• Clear
Waste Disposal
• Adequate number of bins
• Separate and approved containers for oily
rags, flammable scraps, etc
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Sign

Comments

1 = Very little compliance

2 = Some compliance

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

4 = Total compliance

Date _______________________

3 = Significant compliance

Department___________________

Determine what is needed and remove the rest.
Have all the necessary items (tools, machines etc.) been removed ?
Does the inventory include any part that is not required?
All tools and equipment are located in the most convenient location?
Do cupboards, storage cabinets and shelves, have been sorted?
Is the quarantine area properly managed?
A place for everything and everything in its place……….no searching
Are shelves and storage areas clearly defined with location indicators?
Are shadow boards and other storage systems used where possible?
Are walkways and work areas clearly defined and unobstructed?
Are personal belongings stored in lockers provided?
Is all safety equipment in place and up to date?
Cleaning and looking for ways to keep it clean
Floors - Are they kept clean, tidy and in good state of repair?
Machines and tools – Are they free from dirt, visible leaks and spillages?
Bins - Are they properly maintained and emptied on regular basis?
Is anyone responsible for routine inspection/maintenance?
Do operators regularly sweep up and clean down machines and tools?
Make standards obvious and maintained
Is stock control established, obvious and in use?
Is everyone aware of their responsibilities and department flow?
Is information to carry out daily routine work clear and in use?
Are improvement ideas being generated and regularly acted on?
Are the standards for the first 3S’s clear and up to date?
Maintain high standards and constantly seek to improve
Are checklists available and being used?
5S board – Is this up to date and regularly reviewed?
Have improvement suggestions from last month been acted upon?
Training - Is everyone adequately trained?
Education – Can everyone in the area explain the 5S?

0 = No compliance

5S Audit Form

SORT

SET IN
ORDER

SHINE

STAND
ARDISE
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2. Do the 5S audit of your training center and fill the form given below
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Unit 3.3: Waste Disposal

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about waste management
2. Know about importance of waste management
3. Know about waste management methods

3.3.1 Waste management
Waste management is gathering, transport,
recycling, processing and disposal of waste
materials. Waste management is carried
by recovering resources from waste
materials.
It involves waste substances (i.e. gaseous,
solid,

liquid

or

radioactive),

expert

personnel and different methods of

Fig. 3.3.1 Waste management

management.
Classification of wastes typically as follows:
•

Garbage i.e. decomposable waste

•

Rubbish: paper, wood, cloth i.e. combustible in nature and metal, glass, ceramics i.e. noncombustible in nature and non-decomposable wastes

•

Ashes

•

Sewage-treatment solids: material reserved on settled solids, biomass sludge and sewagetreatment screens

•

Industrial wastes: like chemicals, paints etc.

•

Mining wastes: slag heaps and coal refuse piles
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Industrial waste can be of two types:
1. Non-Hazardous waste – It can be reused, sold or disposed without any legal consent. e,.g.
paper, wooden scrap etc.
2. Hazardous waste – There are authorized waste disposal plants by Pollution control board of
each state. The organization must collect and send this waste to authorized waste disposal
plants for disposal. E.g. Paint, Rockwool, Ceramic blankets etc.

3.3.2 Elements of waste management strategy
Good waste management involve much more than ensuring that wastes are safely and legally
disposed of. A typical strategy for the management of industrial waste might contain the following
elements:
•

Current waste management procedures and primary audit of wastes produced.

•

Risk assessment to find that stowage and handling procedures does not possess any health
or environmental risk.

•

Identification of options for reuse, waste reduction, recovery assessment and recycling of
waste.

•

Identification of best practicable environment! There should be an option for dumping of
waste and residues.

•

Selection of the contractor offering the best service and audit of potential waste
management contractors.
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3.3.3 Methods of waste management

Fig. 3.3.2 Segregation of waste

1. Segregation
Building materials, plastics, glass and waste from the site work could take a really long time period
to decompose. This is the actual reason, why waste separation using container unit is so necessary.
Thus, it is very required to maintain green practices so waste management should be done
with proper segregation. Thus we make sure to assist you in eliminating hazardous waste from
compostable organic waste, non-hazardous solid waste, recyclable materials and other regulated
material.
2. Composting
this process waste turns into organic compounds that can use to feed
plants. In terms of the environment advantages this is actually beneficial
technique. By the use of this method, it’s easy to turn unsafe organi
products into safe compost.
Fig. 3.3.3 Composting waste

3. Burning
If your approach is not towards disposing materials and other wastes,
then burning method will be a good approach for you. If waste is biodegradable or cannot produce hazardous gases after burning, you can
burn the waste.
Fig. 3.3.4 Burning waste
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Exercise
1. Tripping over objects can be reduced by ……………………………………………………….
2. Which is not the element of effective housekeeping
(a) Waste disposal

(b) Cleaning

(c) Machining

(d) Spill control

3. Spilled oil can be the cause of an accident. True or False
4. Which phase of 5S are you in when you clean machines, windows, floors etc.
(a) Sort

(b) Set-In-Order

(c) Shine

(d) Standardize

5. Which is not a benefit of Sort?
(a) Reduce the waste of searching

(b) Reduced set-up times

(c) Increased productivity

(d) Improved machine dependability

6. In the Set-In-Order phase, where should tools be stored that are used daily?
(a) In personal tool boxes where they won’ t be stolen
(b) At the point of use
(c) Where the supervisor can keep an eye on them
(d) In a company owned locking cabinet
7. The most serious environmental effect posed by hazardous wastes is
(a) air pollution.

(b) contamination of groundwater.

(c) increased use of land for landfills.

(d) destruction of habitat.

8. Which of the following is not a primary contributor to the greenhouse effect?
(a) carbon dioxide

(b) carbon monoxide

(c) chlorofluorocarbons

(d) methane gas

9. In a health and safety context, a hazard is:
(a) Anything that could result in a psychological injury.
(b) Anything with the potential to result in an injury or illness.
(c) The likelihood of someone being injured in the workplace.
(d) Anything that could result in a physical injury.
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4. Fire safety and
emergency procedures
Unit 4.1 – Fire safety practices
Unit 4.2 – Use of fire extinguishers
Unit 4.3 – Emergency procedures and rescue techniques
Unit 4.4 – First-aid procedures

LFS/N0101
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about fire hazards
2. Know about fire safety practices
3. Know about use of fire extinguishers
4. Discuss about emergency procedures
5. Know about first aid procedures
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Unit 4.1: Fire safety practices

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about fire hazard
2. Know about types of fire
3. Identify different fire fighting equipments

4.1.1 Fire hazard
Fire is one of the most common causes of the accidents in establishments. Fire is defined as a
self-sustaining combustion process in which a substance (fuel) combines with oxygen in air to
produce immense heat and light.
Life and properties are in danger due to fire hazards. Safety
systems have a prime object which is fire hazards. These fire
safety systems are used to sense or remove the danger of fire
hazards.
Common ways of fire hazards are:
•

Flames of all types used for any work

•

loose electrical connections, higher loads and

Fig 4.1.1 Fire

old electrical equipment
•

Cooking appliances

•

Welding, cutting, metal casting works etc.

•

Improper storage of tools, equipment and material

•

Fireworks, ammunitions and explosives

•

Inappropriate storage of flammable materials and chemicals

•

Inadequate numbers of emergency exits

•

Barrier to reach alarm system and firefighting equipment

•

Insufficient availability of fire extinguishers

•

No fire detection and alarm system

•

Violation of fire safety rules
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4.1.2 Types of Fire

Table 4.1.1 Types of fire

4.1.3 Fire fighting equipments
1. Fire Extinguishers
It is a portable fire-fighting device formed like a cylinder filled with
chemicals. The type of fire extinguisher used depends on the type of fire.
Fig 4.1.2 Fire Extinguisher

2. Smoke Detectors
It is a device fitted on the roof which gets activated by smoke in case of
fire. Once activated, it in turn activates fire alarm or water sprinklers.
Fig 4.1.3 Smoke detector

3. Fire Alarm System
It is an alarm system which can be manually or electronically operated
/activated in case of outbreak of fire. Usually fire alarm system is
connected to smoke detectors and gets activated once smoke detectors
are triggered.

Fig 4.1.4 Fire alarm
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4. Fire hydrants
There are fire hydrant systems installed in organizations which have outlets and
hydrant lines provided at many locations where there are chances of fire hazard.
Fig 4.1.5 Fire hydrant

Notes
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Unit 4.2: Use of fire extinguishers

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about fire extinguishers
2. Know about types of fire extinguishers
3. Know about how to use fire extinguishers

4.2.1 Fire extinguishers
A fire extinguisher extinguishes or control fires. Nobody uses an out-of-control fire intentionally.
To stop the out of control fire expertise of a fire department required.
Common fire extinguishers are:
•

Dry chemical: These types of fire extinguisher are in powder form. They stops and halts the
production of fire supporting by “free-radicals”, accordingly extinguish the fire.

• Foams: This type is applied over aspirated or non-aspirated fuels. It forms a seal or foamy
blanket over the fuel and stops oxygen to reach near the fuel. Unlike powder type, foam
type fire extinguisher is used to extinguish fires without flashback.
•

Water: It cools burning material by absorbing heat through the use of air pressurized
water. It is successful to extinguish class A fires. Unlike dry chemicals and foams based fire
extinguisher it is harmless, inexpensive and easy to clean.

•

Clean agents and carbon dioxide: hese types of extinguisher displace oxygen, control
chemical chain reaction and remove heat from fire zone. This extinguisher does not leave
any remains after release which is ideal for electronics items and sensitive documents.
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Extinguisher
Color

Type of Fire

Type

Solids
Flammable
(Wood,
Liquids
Paper, Cloth) Flammable

Flammable
Gasses
Flammable

Flammable
Equipment

Cooking Oil
& Fats

Water

Yes

No

No

No

No

Foam

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Dry
Powder

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Carbon
Dioxide
(CO2)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Table 4.2.1 Types of fire extinguisher

4.2.2 Steps for using a fire extinguisher

Fig 4.2.1 Using fire extinguisher
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Step 1:

Pull the pin from the top of the extinguisher for releasing locking mechanism which
discharges the extinguisher.

Step 2:

Aim the extinguisher at the base of the fire not the flame.

Step 3:

Squeeze the lever slowly. Deliver the extinguishing agent in the extinguisher. When the
lever of extinguisher is released, the discharge of extinguishing agent stops.

Step 4:

Sweep from side to side. Move the fire extinguisher to and fro by sweeping motion until
the fire is under control. Operate the extinguisher from a safe distance. Move towards
the fire when it starts to reduce.

4.2.3 Tips during fire outbreak
S NO.

INSTRUCTION

1

On noticing a fire, immediately start shouting “fire” at top of your voice. Do
not wait for the automatic fire alarms to start ringing.

2

Take a fire extinguisher

3

Use extinguisher as per fire type :
-   -for general fires use water and co2 fire extinguishers.
-   -Foam type extinguishers is suited for oil fires
-   Co2 fire extinguisher is recommended for electrical fires.

4

Switch off all mains in case of an electrical fire.

5

Do not try to switch off electrical equipments.
Cut the power from the main source.

6

do not panic and alert the building fire department

7

If the fire seems to be dangerous, call the fire brigade immediately.

8

Make sure that the water sprinklers and other fire-fighting equipment have
properly started operating.

9

First priority should be to save people. Help others to safely get out of the
floor

10

For treating serious burn injuries, it is very important to alert the nearest
hospital..

Table 4.2.2 Tips during fire emergency
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Exercise
1. Fire is a combination of
(a) fuel, light and oxygen

(b) fuel, heat and oxygen

(c) fuel, heat and carbon dioxide

(d) fuel, light and nitrogen

2. In case of electric fire, which one of the following should not use
(a) put water on it

(b) Use sand or clay

(c) Use C.T.C. extinguisher

(d) Use dry chemical powder

3. Which is the cause of electric fire
(a) Loose connection

(b) over loading the wires

(c) Electric short circuit

(d) All the above

4. Carbonatious fire is caused due to burning of wood or coal, to put off this fire use
(a) Soda acid extinguisher

(b) Sand or clay

(c) Water

(d) All the Above

5. If there is LPG leakage at home or workshop, what should u do
(a) Don’t switch on lights & fans

(b) Don’t switch off lights & fans

(c) Open the doors

(d) All the above

Notes
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Unit 4.3: Emergency proceures and rescue techniques

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about emergency procedures
2. Know about fire drills
3. Know about rescuing person in emergency

4.3.1 Emergency procedures
Training of staff is required to on emergency procedures, so that they can perform their duties
and responsibilities during the emergency. Safety drills ensure that staff is able to perform their
responsibilities and duties during any emergency securely and competently. During safety drills,
staff knows about the strategies and plans during an emergency, fire safety features and availability
of fire safety equipments.
Safety drills are like an exercise which evaluates staff response and activeness during an emergency.
It also tests the organization fire protection system and safety plans effectiveness during an
emergency. Analysis of emergency plans is very important during safety drill to ensure that there
should not be any problem in plan during the emergency. These problems majorly arise due to
outdated safety equipments and evacuation plans.
For preparing an emergency plan, two essential elements of plan are:
1. An action plan, having details of plan during an emergency
2. An accident prevention plan, which specifies the activities need to done during an
emergency.
You need to participate in safety drills arranged by organization for own safety and also for others
safety.
These drills helps in understanding the safety signage and action plan of organization in case of
emergencies.
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4.3.2 Fire drills
Conducting a Fire Drill Includes Exercising the Fire Plan:
a) For separation of fire
•

Close doors

•

Use automatic sprinkler systems

b) Evacuation of immediate area
•

save anyone in danger

c) Evacuation of smoke section
•

shift workers through exit doors

•

hift workers to specific areas

Fig 4.3.1 Fire exit

d) Prepare building and floors for mass departure
•

collect medical records of all fellow workers

•

Hearing aids, wheel chairs, walkers etc..

e) Extinguishment of fire

4.3.2.1 Fire drills record
For all required emergency evacuation drills records shall be maintained and shall include the
following information:
1. recognize of the person conducting the drill
2. Drill date and time
3. Notification method used
4. Staff members on duty and participating
5. Number of occupants evacuated
6. Special conditions simulated
7. Problems faced
8. Weather conditions when evacuating outside
9. Time required to attain complete evacuation
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Fire Drill Report
Facility Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________
Date: _____________Time: _______________ Shift: _______________
24 Hour Clock

Person conducting the drill: ___________________________________
Name & Title

Fire Alarm Activation Method: _________________________________
Drill Location and simulated Conditions: _________________________
__________________________________________________________
Unusual Conditions: _________________________________________
(weather, Remodeling, Temporary exits)

Number of Occupants evacuated: ________ Total Time of Drill: ______
Fire Alarm System reset?:______Sprinkler System restored?” _______
Critique: ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Fire Alarm System tested: _____________Verified by: _______________
Monitoring company received signal at: _________ Verified by: ____________

Fig 4.3.2 Sample Fire Drill Report
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4.3.3 Correct method to move injured people and
others during an emergency
To carry injured people to medical help or rescue from further harm. In these cases, you must
consider the number of rescuers you have, the capabilities of these rescuers and the condition of
the patient that must be stimulated. Below discussion on several ways to carry an injured person::
Steps

Steps 1: Always stand on either side of the conscious
patient. Grip the patient’s wrist with the hand
closest to the patient’s feet on your side.
Steps 2: To grasp the clothing on the shoulder nearest to
you use your hand and pull the patient’s arms to
support them to a sitting position.
Steps 3: If possible place the arms around your shoulders
and assist the victim to his or her feet.
Steps 4: Put your free hand about the person’s waist and
let him or her established the pace on hobbling
out.
Steps 5: Support the patient for moving slowly.
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Unit 4.4: First aid procedures

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about basic first aid techniques during electric shock, burns and choking
2. Know about CPR process
3. Know about bandaging process

4.4.1 Free a person from electrocution
It may not be immediately clear, but if you think someone is suffering from electric shock, approach
with extreme caution.
Steps
Steps 1: If find someone is suffering from electric shock,
approach with extreme caution and following
first aid
Steps 2: Firstly take the suffered person away from the
electricity source as fast as possible. Turning
off the electric supply of machine is the best
Fig 4.4.1 Saving person from electrocution

method for doing this.
Steps 3: If this seems impossible, remove the person

from electricity source by using a piece of wood or insulating materia
Steps 4: Don’t touch the victim getting the electric shock because you could also get shock too.
Steps 5: After successful executing the victim from the electricity source, call the ambulance, if
victim is unconscious. Give first-aid to victim till the time ambulance is coming.
Steps 6: If victim is conscious and looking well, monitor its condition, as the results of shock must
not be clear immediately.
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4.4.2 First aid victims in case of bleeding,
burns, choking, electric shock, poisoning etc
For treating shock, burns, bleeding and wounds, electric shock, choking, eye injury, heat stroke,
hypothermia, fainting and unconsciousness, use following first-aid techniques:

4.4.2.1 Shock
Cold, weakness, unbalanced breathing, rapid weak pulse, pale or bluish lips and fingernails and
nausea are the symptoms of shock.
Steps
Steps 1: Don’t give anything for eating and drinking to victim.
Steps 2: Put down the victim on his/her back. Don’t move the victim if there’s any neck or back
injury. If find victim is unconscious or vomiting, put down on his/her side and ensure that
sufficient air is available in the room.
Steps 3: Use blankets or clothes to keep the victim warm.
Steps 4: Place the victim’s legs on a pillow.

4.4.2.2 Bleeding and Wounds
Steps
Steps 1: Cover the wound by a clean cloth and gloved hand; then apply firm and steady pressure
on wound for 5 mins at least.
Steps 2: Lift up the injured leg or arm above the victim’s heart level.
Steps 3: Secure the wound by a bandage when bleeding stops. Ensure that bandage is not fixed
too tightly—it may stops blood circulation.
Steps 4: Check person for shock.
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4.4.2.3 Burns
Chemical or Compressed Gas Burns
Steps 1: Use a drench hose and emergency shower for at least 15
mins to rinse away all residues of chemicals.
Steps 2: Cover the burn by a clean and dry cloth or special
dressing for burns.
Steps 3: Check person for shock.
Heat or Electrical Burns
Fig 4.4.2 Saving from gas burns

Steps 1: Cool burning of skin by water.

Steps 2: Place the burned area under cold running water if the skin is not broken and gently
compress the wound by hand. Bandage the wound by a dry and clean cloth.
Steps 3: If blister appear, don’t try to break it.
Steps 4: Ointments or creams should not be applied.
Steps 5: If skin is cracked, or if injuries are severe:
- Don’t clean the coiled or eliminate entrenched clothing.
- Cover the injury insecurely with a clean, dry cloth.
- Expect tremor and extravagance accordingly.

4.4.2.4 Choking
The patient is talking and getting sufficient air; don’t restrict it if he/she tries to cough the obstruction
in the throat. If the patient can’t talk or not getting enough air, make call on emergency number.
Steps
Steps 1: Wrap your arms around the stomach and stand directly behind the victim.
Steps 2: Just above the navel and well below the ribs, make a fist by a hand. Place that fist with
the thumb and forefinger side toward you.
Steps 3: Hold the fist by other hand and pull it rapidly towards you by a slightly upward and
inward thrust. If required, repeat it.
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Fig 4.4.3 Saving person from choking

If the patient becomes insentient:
Steps 1: Put down the patient on their back.
Steps 2: If the object that is obstruct the airway is noticeable, reach a finger into the patient’s
mouth and try to bend the obstruction out of the patient’s throat, being careful not to
push the object deeper into the patient airway.
Steps 3: Rescue breathing play an important role if this is not successful.
Steps 4: If the victim is still not breathing or moving, begin chest compressions (CPR).

4.4.4 Basic techniques of bandaging
Steps
Steps 1: Make sure the person is comfortable.
Steps 2: Never lean across their body always make sure
you work from the side of the injury.
Steps 3: First clean the wound and apply the
antibacterial cream over it.
Steps 4: When the bandage is on always remember Fig 4.4.4 Bandaging injured person
keep the injured part of the body supported in the position it will be in.
Steps 5: Always use right size of bandage.
Steps 6: To check the passage easily, don’t cover fingers or toes when bandaging a limb.
Steps 7: Never wrap the bandage tight, and secure the end by folding it over and binding a knot
in the end. Safety pin, adhesive tape, or a bandage clip can be used.
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4.4.5 Artificial respiration and the CPR Process
CPR instructions
•

Check the Passage - make sure it is harmless for you to help.

•

Don’t become another patient.

CPR Steps
Steps 1: Hit and shout to get response from the Victim.
Steps 2: Minimum 30 times pump the chest – circulation.
Steps 3: At the center of the chest put the heel of one hand and your other hand on top of it. At
a rate of 100 per minute (16 compressions in 10 seconds) press chest down 2 inches.
Steps 4: Tilt head back, lift chin up to open airway - Airway.
Steps 5: Breathing - Tweak nose closed, take a normal breath, cover patient mouth with yours and
blow out your breath until you see the chest rise. One breath per 1 second. Again open
airway again if chest doesn’t rise.
Steps 6: Repeat the process until help reaches or the patient starts breathing.

Fig 4.4.5 CPR Process
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Exercise
1. What type of breathing protection do you use in a space with little oxygen?
(a)		A disposable mask
(b)		Self-contained breathing apparatus.
(c)		A filter mask with the correct filter cartridge.
(d)		None of these
2. The risk of manual task injuries are increased by:
(a)		The length of time spent handling the load
(b)		Twisting sideways, bending and stretching
(c)		Using trolleys and hoists
(d)		Wearing a back brace
3. What is a frequent cause of stumbling, slipping or tripping?
(a)		Failure to wear safety footwear.
(b)		The lack of barrier tape along a footpath.
(c)		The presence of cables and pipes lying across a footpath.
(d) None of these
4. Which one of these is NOT a symptom of carbon monoxide poisoning?
(a) Increasingly high levels of energy
(b) Nausea
(c)		Slight to moderate headaches
(d)		Impaired motor skills
5. Why is the use of propane in pits and cellars dangerous?
(a)		Propane is heavier than air, as a result of which it collects at the lowest point.
(b)		The use of propane is associated with very high temperatures and fire can erupt in pits
and cellars.
(c)		The use of propane consumes very high amounts of oxygen.
(d)		None of these
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6. What should your first action be when treating an electrical burn?
(a)

Ensure that the casualty is still breathing.

(b)

Wash the burn with cold water.

(c)

Check for danger and ensure that contact with the electrical source is broken.

(d)

Check for level of response.

7. What is a faint?
(a)

A response to fear.

(b)

An unexpected collapse.

(c)

A brief loss of consciousness.

(d)

A sign of flu.

8. What steps would you take to control bleeding from a nosebleed?
(a)

Sit casualty down, lean forward and pinch soft part of nose.

(b)

Sit casualty down, lean backward and pinch soft part of nose.

(c)

Lie casualty down and pinch soft part of nose.

(d)

Lie casualty down and pinch top of nose.

9. What is first aid?
(a)

Completing a primary survey

(b)

The first help given to the victim of an accident

(c)

Assessing a victim’s vital signs

(d)

Treating a victim for shock

10. The best treatment for all heart attack victims is immediate CPR.
TRUE

FALSE
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Unit 5.2 - Understanding the engineering drawings
Unit 5.3 - Accessories for assembling
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about limits, fits and tolerances
2. Know about engineering drawing
3. Identify fitting accessories
4. Identify use of measuring instruments
5. Know about how to calibrate instruments
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Unit 5.1: Limits, Fits & Tolerances

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand the basic deviation, tolerance and tolerance grades
2. Know about transition fit, limits and system for limits and fits

5.1.1 Limits
The most extreme and least permissible sizes
inside which the actual size of a part lies are
called Limits.
Terminology of limit systems:
•

Limits of size: The two maximum
allowable sizes of a part between which
the actual size should lie including the
maximum and least sizes of the part.

•

Nominal size: Actual size of the
component through which it is referred.

•

Basic size: It is the part of a section
in connection to which all points of Fig 5.1.1 Limit System Terminology
variation are determined.

•

Zero Line: It is the line in which places of resistance zones are appeared.

•

Deviation: Deviation is mathematical difference between highest size and essential size.

•

Upper Deviation: Logarithmic difference between most extreme limit of size and relating
fundamental size is upper deviation. It is meant by letters “ES” for a hole and “es” for a
shaft.

•

Lower Deviation: Mathematical distinction between the minimum limit of size and the
relating essential size is lower deviation. It is meant by letters “EI” for hole and “ei” for a
shaft.
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•

Fundamental Deviation: It is either upper or lower deviation, which is closest to the zero
line for either a shaft or a hole. It settles the position of the resistance zone in connection
to the zero line.

•

Allowance: Allowance is intentional difference between hole measurements and shaft
measurement for a fit.

5.1.2 Fits
When two sections are to be collected, the connection resulting because of the difference between
their sizes before assembly is known as a fit. A fit might be characterized as the level of tightness
and detachment between two mating parts.
A fit is expressed by writing the basic size of the fit first (the basic size which is common to both hole and
the shaft), followed by the symbol for the hole and symbol for the shaft. Example: 30 H7/g6
A fit can be divided into three classes:
1. Clearance: It is the difference between size of the shaft and extent of the hole (it is constantly
positive). Clearance fit is a fit that dependably give clearance. In such a case, resistance zone of
hole is above resistance zone of the shaft.
•

Difference between max hole and min shaft is maximum clearance.

•

Difference between mini hole and max clearance is minimum clearance.

2. Interference: Difference between span of hole and shaft before get assembly is interference. It
is negative. For this situation, shaft is constantly bigger than hole. Here resistance zone of the
hole is beneath tolerance zone of shaft.
•

Greatest interference is the arithmetic distinction between min hole and max shaft.

•

Least obstruction is arithmetic difference between max hole and least shaft.

3. Transition Fit: It provides clearance and sometime interference.
Standard System of limits and fits
Hole Basis system:- In standard arrangement of limits and fits, when the span of holes is kept
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consistent and shaft size is varied to get varied class of fits, this system is classified as hole basis
system. For hole basis system, fundamental deviation symbol H is chosen. This is so because the
lower deviation of hole H is zero. This is known as basic hole.
Shaft Basis System:- When the size of shaft is kept constant and hole size is varied to get different
class of fits, this system is classified as shaft basis system. For shaft basis system, fundamental
deviation symbol h is chosen. This is so because the lower deviation of shaft h is zero. This is known
a basic shaft.
Generally, hole basis system is followed. The reason is that depending on the class of fit, it is always
easier to alter the size of shaft because it is external, but it is difficult to alter hole that is internal.

Fig 5.1.2 Limit and Fits System

5.1.3 Tolerances
Tolerance is the difference between maximum limit of size and minimum limit of size. It characterizes
the permissible or limits in size variation. It is constantly positive and articulated as a number.
International Tolerance grade: It is standardized measure of difference in size between the
segment and fundamental size.
Fundamental Tolerance: It is the grade of tolerance. In Indian Standard System, for both hole and
shaft, 18 evaluations of tolerance are symbolized by number images. It is indicated as IT01, IT0,
and IT1 to IT16.
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Fig 5.1.3 Fundamental Tolerances

Types of Tolerance
1. Unilateral Tolerance:
•

Tolerances of a measurement may be one-sided or bilateral.

•

The tolerances are known as unilateral, when two measurements are on one side of the
nominal size.

2. Bilateral Tolerance: When two limit measurements are above and beneath apparent size, the
tolerances are said to be bilateral or two-sided.
One-sided tolerance, are favored over bilateral in light of the fact that the administrator can
machine to the furthest reaches of the shaft (or lower limit of hole) as yet having the entire
resistance left to machine to dodge dismissal of parts.
Tolerance Size: It includes the basic size, the fundamental deviation and grade of tolerance.
Example: 25H7 – tolerance size of a hole whose basic size is 25. The fundamental deviation is

Fig 5.1.4 Schematic representation of tolerances
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represented by symbol H and grade of tolerance
by number 7.
Example: In the figure below, the hole is shown
as 25 +/- 0.2. It means that 25 mm is the basic
dimension and 0.2 +/- is the deviation
Most commonly, the deviation is given on the
figure. In this example, +/- 0.2 is the deviation of Fig 5.1.5 Tolerances Size
the hole of 25 mm dia. Therefore the acceptable size of its dimension is between,
25 + 0.2 = 25.2 mm
Or 25 – 0.2 = 24.8 mm
25.2 mm is the maximum limit and 24.8 mm is the minimum limit.
The difference between minimum and maximum limits is Tolerance, here the tolerance is 0.4 mm
(25.2 – 24.8)

Exercise
1. Match the following.
Basic size

Possible minimum difference between basic size and component size

Upper Deviation
Lower Deviation

Nominal diameter of a component
Difference between maximum possible component size and basic size

2. Tolerance is the difference between maximum and minimum limit of size. True or False?
Ans: …….................................…………………….................................................................................

3. In Indian Standards the number of fundamental deviations is:
a. 30

b. 25

c. 14

d. 5
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4. ………………..................………………...........………… is the difference between the size of the hole
and size of the shaft.

5. 5. In standard system of limits and fits when hole size is kept constant and shaft size is varied,
it is known as:
a. Shaft basis system

b. Constant System

c. Hole basis system

d. None of these

Notes
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Unit 5.2: Understanding the engineering drawing

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about basics of engineering drawing
2. Know about orthographic projection views
3. Know about concept of quadrants
4. Discuss about engineering standards
5. Discuss about tools require for engineering drawing

5.2.1 Basic knowledge of engineering rawing
Engineering drawing: It is a graphical language utilized by specialists and other specialized faculty
related with this profession. The reason for engineering drawing is to pass on graphically the
thoughts and fundamental data for the development or examination of structures, machines or
frameworks.
These are point by point technical drawings drawn precisely and accurately. These are line drawings,
drawn with the guide of numerical instruments by recording and transmitting the specialized data.
They provide accurate and entire explanation of machines or machine components which have to
fabricate or manufacture.
•

Technical drawings can’t sow the actual view of articles as they appear to the eye.

•

Drawings do the utilization of many particular symbols and traditions keeping in mind the
end goal to transmit specialized data unmistakably and precisely.

•

To learn and accurately translate specialized drawings, you have to familiarize with the
essentials of specialized drawing.

5.2.1.1 Presentation of engineering drawing
In basic engineering drawing, orthographic projection method is used. Here in welding industry to
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communicate technical information through engineering drawing, we usually utilize orthographic
views (OV) rather than pictorial views.
•

OV records the exact shape of objects.

•

OV only shows one side of an object and overall dimensions of two and its two-dimensional
(2-D) drawing.

•

At least couple of OV is needed to demonstrate the object in 3-D and to illustrate its
complete shape.

So, here we are going to only study about orthographic projections.

5.2.1.2 Orthographic projection
Orthographic drawings are the establishment of technical and machine drawings. These drawings
generate complete data for development and repair, and in addition exhibit the object in its actual
extents i.e. its size and shape. The orthographic projection demonstrates the object like it views
from the front, right, left, base, top or back, as per the projections in first-angle or third-angle
projection. Third angle orthographic projection is standard projection for every single mechanical
drawing.
Orthographic projection is the technique for speaking to the correct state of an object in at least
two perspectives, on projection planes commonly at right angle position to each other or by
drawing perpendiculars from object to planes.

Fig 5.2.1 Plane of projection

One of these perspectives is eluded as top view and represent to the object as it looks from the
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top-side. Other perspective is known as front view and represents the object as it looks from the
front. Last one is assigned as side view, which can be drawn by the data from the top and front
perspectives.

Fig 5.2.2 Slab view

Fig 5.2.3 Different views of slab

View arrangement: Concentrate the course of action of the three perspectives in figure. The front
view is the starting point of drawing. Front view is chosen as base view because it highlights the
important attributes of the object. The right side view is anticipated straightforwardly to right of
the front view. Top view is placed over the front. Subsequent to concentrate each view, attempt to
envision or picture the presence of the object.
Principal Plane Line: Drawings are divided into zones. Each zone of drawing carries OV, combine
with the symbols and data needed to draw that view. The zones are isolated by principle plane
lines which are also known as crossed (90°) development lines. These lines are like a coordinate
system. These lines are excluded in completed drawings. Principle plane lines are characterized as
shown in fig.
For example: Orthographic views of a cylinder are

Fig 5.2.4 Principal plane
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Fig 5.2.5 Orthographic views of cylinder

To understand how to draw these views, first we need to understand the planes of projection and
concept of quadrants.

5.2.1.3 Concept of Quadrants
See the projection of cylinder in all the four quadrants as shown

Fig 5.2.6 Projection quadrants
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•

If we imagine the projection in 1st quadrant, then it is called 1st angle projection.

•

If we imagine the projection in 2nd quadrant, then it is called 2nd angle projection.

•

If we imagine the projection in 3rd quadrant, then it is called 3rd angle projection.

•

If we imagine the projection in 4th quadrant, then it is called 4th angle projection.

For basic engineering drawings two guidelines are regularly being used in orthographic projection;
the first angle projection also known as European projection and third angle projection also known
as American projection. Perspectives are indistinguishable in both techniques for projection with
the exception of their relative positions on the drawing papert. So, let’s understand them:

1st angle Projection – Rotation of Plane - steps
In 1st angle projection, the front view is reference VIEW and other views are drawn as “shadows”
of that view. For example, the left hand side view is drawn on the right side of front view. So, the
top view (plan) is drawn at the base of front view, and so on.
Step 1: Rotate the Horizontal Plane Clockwise through 900.
Step 2: Rotate the planes clockwise through 900 to face the observer.

Fig 5.2.7 Rotation of planes in 1st angle projection

3rd angle Projection – Rotation of Planes:
In 3rd angle projection, the front view is the premise (similarly as before) however other views are
drawn as “reflections” of font view. In this projection, the left hand side view is drawn on the left
hand side of front view. Additionally, the top view (plan) is drawn over the front view.
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Fig 5.2.8 Rotation of planes in 3rd angle projection

Step 1: Rotate HP through 900 in the clockwise direction
Step 2: Rotate the planes through 900 in the clockwise direction to face the observer
For example: The Front View (FV), Left Hand Side View (LHSV) and Top View (PLAN) of the given
object

In 1st angle projection is:
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In 3rd angle projection is:

Fig 5.2.9 Orthographic view example in 1st angle and 3rd angle
projection

5.2.1.4 Tips for drawing the sketches

!

A systematic order of application should be followed for both idea sketches and sketches from
objects. It is outlined as follows:
•

Visualize Object: Visualize the definite and clear picture of object in mind, and then a
decent graphical picture can be created.

•

Determine Views: The perspectives might possibly be the same with respect to a scale
drawing; e.g., the thickness or state of the line can be utilized to draw a view.

•

Determine Size: Determine the size of sheet of paper for portraying the object. Size of the
sheet should be enough to show all details the object, however permit a lot of space for
measurements, notes, and particulars.

•

Locate Center Lines: When going to start drawing, always locate the inside lines of object.

•

Block in Main Outlines:Check the extents of width to height in drawing. Select one edge of
the object as a unit and assess the proportionate lengths of alternate edges.

•

Complete Detail: Once the primary blueprint is acceptable, fill the points of interest for
right extent.

•

Dimension Lines and Arrowheads: When the state of the object has been drawn completely,
then include the measurement arrowheads and lines. Don’t make any estimation until the
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work is finished.
•

Dimensions: Now embed the measurements on the drawing. These measurements can be
obtained by a steel cable. Take all estimations from completed surfaces.

•

Titles and Notes: Titles and notes should be embedded together with the date mentioned
on sheet.

•

Check: Make a last check after completing the draw. Do it carefully.

5.2.2 Engineering Drawing Standards
Engineering drawings, being one of the many types of specialized form of exchanging information,
need to satisfy some acknowledged guidelines. There are different national, multinational and
worldwide principles, however the present pattern in many nations is to follow (receive) the ISO
gauges.
What are Drawing Standards?
•

Following Standards help in easy understanding of drawings across the country

•

Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) provides the standards for technical drawings

•

Examples
-

IS 919 (Part 2) : ISO system of limits and fits

-

IS 10714 : General principle of presentation of technical drawings

-

IS 10718 : Method of dimensioning and tolerance cones on drawings

5.2.2.1 Drawing Sheet Sizes
ISO most prescribed paper sizes for specialized drawings are known as A-FORMATS. Different
arrangements, similar to the B-Series, are of lesser significance. In the A-Format arrangement, the
biggest size is A0. The extent of an A1 paper is a large portion of the measure of A0 while A2 is a
large portion of the span of A1 et cetera. Small sized A design papers (i.e. A5, A6, and so on) are
once in a while utilized for specialized drawings.
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Fig 5.2.10 Drawing sheet

Designation
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Size of the Sheet
A (mm)
B(mm)
841
1189
594
841
420
594
297
420
210
297
184
210

Size of Frame
C(mm)
D(mm)
791
1139
554
804
380
554
267
390
180
267

Table 4.5.1 Different drawing sheets sizes

5.2.2.2 Lines
In technical drawings, various type of
lines and line styles are used to provide
the desired information. These lines
differ in thickness and style.
•

Visible – these are sequential
lines used to represent edges
which can be seen directly from
a specific angle?

•

Hidden – these lines are used
to represent edges which can’t
be seen directly.

•

Center – These lines are used to Fig 5.2.11 Different lines used in engineering drawing
represent the axes of circular.
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features. These lines are long and short dashed.
•

Cutting plane – are lines that used to define sections for section views, these are thin and
medium dashed lines, or also thick, long and double short-dashed lines.

•

Section – These are thin lines, represent section views which results due to cutting of
object. These are also known as “cross-hatching.”

•

Phantom – These lines indicates feature or component of the assembly which is not the
described part or assembly. These lines are alternately long and double short-dashed thin
in shape

5.2.2.3 Dimensioning
Through the usage of dimensions, the appropriate sizes of features are expressed. Distances might
be shown with either of two accepted forms of dimension: ordinate and linear.
•

In linear dimensioning, two parallel lines, also known as “extension lines,” separated
at the distance between two components, which are shown at every element. A line
perpendicular to the extension lines, known as “dimension line,” is appeared between and
ending at the extension lines. The distance is shown in numerical form at the midpoint of
the dimension line.

•

In ordinate dimensioning, an origin is established between one horizontal and one vertical
extension line for the complete object view. The small circles placed at the ends of these
lines shows the origin of line. Measurements along the x- and y-axes are shown by these
extension lines, with the distances written in numerical form at the ends of these lines.
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Exercise
1. Draw the orthographic projections of the solid:

2. In an orthographic projection, projectors are parallel to each other. True or false?
Ans: …………………………..................................

3. ____________________ is a drawing instrument used by draftsmen to draw horizontal lines.

4. Alternatively thick and short double dashed lines used to represent sections.
Ans: …………………………..................................

5. Pencils are specified on the European system using H, F and B. What does these stands for?
H : ____________________
F : ____________________
B : ____________________
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Unit 5.3: Equipments, accessories and parts for assembling

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will understand:
1. Identify equipments require for assembling
2. Identify accessories require for assembling
3. Know about parts require for assembling

5.3.1 Equipments require for assembling
1. Crowbars: A crowbar is a tool consisting of a metal bar with a solo arched end and flattened
points, usually with a minute fissure on one or both ends for taking out
nails.
It is utilized as a lever to separate two things/objects or to take out
nails. Crowbars are normally brought into play to release nailed
wooden crates, remove nails, or pry apart boards.
2. Pull-lifts: The Ratchet Lever Hoist is called ‘Pull-lift‘.

Fig 5.3.1 Crow bar

Pull lift with link/roller chain are used for
maintenance of overhead traction lines etc.
It is light in weight and robust in construction
which makes it suitable to bear the higher no.
of operation for service requirements.
Operating the pull-lift
•

Hoist the load: Keep the reversing lever
of the operating handle in ‘UP’ position,
engage the load and operate the handle
up to the requirement.

•

Lower the load: Keep the reversing lever Fig 5.3.2 Pull lift
of operating handle in down position and operate handle as per the requirement.
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•

Adjust the chain length: Use hand wheel to adjust the length.

3. Lubricated plates: Lubricated Wear Plates design and produced for applications where low
wear and high effect quality determinations are a need.
These plates give an enduring wear surface for molds requiring
slides, cams or level surfaces where frictional wear is an aspect.
•

Coefficient of friction is low

•

No pre-drilled holes – permits adaptability in mounting
designs

Fig 5.3.3 Lubricated plates

•

Quality plug design intended for greatest surface lubrication

•

Close resistance to simplify installation

These plates are utilized to guide and control straight movement when there are substantial forces
to compete with. Initially created for metal stamping dies they find numerous different uses, for
example, in molds, extraordinary machines and substantial equipment.

5.3.2 Accessories require for assembling
Right lifting can move large objects proficiently and lessen labor-intensive operations. Wrong
lifting be that as it may, can prompt unfortunate mishaps. Consistently, wrong lifting strategies
cause wounds, loss of work time and property. Individuals, machinery, loads, techniques and the
workplace are terrifically essential reason for correct lifting. Amid assembling, we require following
lifting accessories:
1. Wire rope slings:
Wire rope comprises of individual wires laid into various
strands, which are then wrapped around a focal center.
Distinctive number of wires in the strands and different
techniques for course of action may influence the traits of
the wire rope sling. The wire rope should be furnished with
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a thimble and with squeezed metal sleeve and set apart with a Safe Working Load.
Safe use of Slings - Steps
Step 1:

Prepare the arrival region ensuring the floor is sufficiently solid to take the load.

Step 2:

Make sure the lifting point is over the focal point of gravity. Any loose parts of the load
ought to be expelled or secured. Secure the sling immovably to the load by hooks onto
lifting points or shackles and so forth

Step 3:

Do not surpass the SWL or rated angle.

Step 4:

Don’t hammer, compel or wedge slings or accessories into position; they must fit without
restraint.

Step 5:

When appending more than one sling to the hook of the machine utilize a shackle to join
the slings and abstain from overloading the hook.

Step 6:

Ensure the load is liberated to be lifted and not, for instance, bolted down.

Step 7:

Make sure that there are no overhead hindrances, for example, electrical cables.

Step 8:

Keep fingers, toes and so on clear guaranteeing they don’t end up plainly caught when
lifting, bringing down or controlling burdens.

Step 9:

Make a trial lift by raising the load a little to make certain it is balanced, steady and secure
and if not bring down it and modify the slinging course of action.

Step 10: Do not enable anybody to go under or ride upon the load. The territory ought to be kept
clear.
Step 11: Use backings which are sufficiently solid to manage the load without pulverizing.
Step 12: Never drag slings over floors and so forth or endeavor to drag a caught sling from under
a load.

Fig 5.3.5 Use of wire rope slings
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Step 13: Never utilize slings in contact with chemicals or heat without the maker’s authorization.
Step 14: Never utilize broken or contaminated slings.
Step 15: After the finishing of lift restore all equipment to suitable storage.
Points for attention:
•

Use just reasonable wire rope slings.

•

Never utilize harmed wire rope slings.

•

At the time of lifting, the Safe Working Load must not be surpassed.

•

Regular reviews might be directed

•

Sudden height is not permitted

•

If more than one wire rope sling is utilized as a part of lifting, focus on the angle between
the slings.

2. Chain sling: Chain slings are comprised of chain rings. The advantage of chain slings is that they
worsen and rust less. Chain slings are made
of alloys. They can keep up their Safe Working
Loads

under

temperatures

of

50oF.

Notwithstanding, the whole chain ends up
noticeably hazardous if issues emerge in any
area. A spoiled chain sling will abruptly break
and the harm is not as effortlessly Fig 5.3.6 Chain slings
recognizable when contrasted with rope slings.
Points for attenton:
•

No common chains might be utilized for lifting.

•

The Safe Working Load (SWL) might not be surpassed.

•

No knots or bolts that abbreviate the chain length might
be utilized.

•

Chain slings have no adaptability, so striking objects must
Fig 5.3.7 Incorrect use of chain slings

be kept away from while lifting.
•

Do not utilize hammers to reshape a disfigured chain sling.

•

When acquiring chain slings, those denoted “A” ought to be chosen as they are of premium
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for normal utilization.
•

Regular investigations should be directed.

3. Shackles: A shackle is a bended bit of metal secured with a stick or bolt over the opening.
Shackles are utilized as a connection in rigging frameworks
that are utilized as a part of water crafts, ships and mechanical
cranes.
Points for consideration:
•

By no means supplant the shackle stick with a bolt.

•

Make sure the stick is completely secured.

•

Ensure not to utilize screw stick shackles if the stick can Fig 5.3.8 Shackle
roll and detach.

•

At the time of lifting, shackles should not slant to one side.

•

Shackle pins must at all times be appended to the hook.

•

Washers might be utilized to focus the shackle.

Fig 5.3.9 Incorrect use of shackle

4. Eye bolt: An eye blot is a screw which has a circle at one side and strings on the inverse end.
These bolts are basically employed to connect cables to items.
Eye bolts are for the most part categorized into plain
(shoulderless) eye bolts and shoulder kind eye bolts.
•

The bolt length should measure 1-1.5 times the diameter
of the bolt and entirely pierce on the stack.

•

The bolt gap shall lay into the bolt
Fig 5.3.10 Eye bolt
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Safety points:
•

The hook should not be specifically settled on to the eye bolt.

•

Plain eye bolts simply are valid to the perpendicular lifting.

•

The position of lifting of shoulder eye bolts should not be more than 45’.

•

Washers might be utilized to guarantee that the shoulder is immovably in proximity with
the surface.

•

In no way utilize a sling along a pair of eye bolts.

Fig 5.3.11 Incorrect use of Eye bolt

5. Hooks: Hooks are a key piece of lifting gear. A range of them
accommodate various lifting purposes.
•

All hooks should be introduced with security locks

•

Hooks can be fit with swivels to enable the load to spin.

Points for attention:
•

Select hooks of the correct size.

•

Do not tie or evacuate the security locks.

•

Maintain the hooks in an upright position. On the off chance that the hook is unusually

Fig 5.3.12 Hooks

stacked, the Safe Working Load will be diminished.
6. Rings, links, swivels: Most of the rings, links and swivels are
set apart with Safe Working Loads (SWL). In the event that no
SWL is denoted, the SWL determination should be checked
by their distances across.

Fig 5.3.13 Rings
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5.3.3 Parts require for assembling
For mechanical assembly, we require many mechanical components i.e.
1. Shafts
2. Bearings
3. Couplings
4. levers/linkages
5. springs
6. fabricated components
7. chains
8. keys
9. belts
10. pulleys
11. gaskets
12. seals
13. sprockets
14. gears
15. pipework/hoses
16. bushes
17. cams and followers
Let’s study one by one all the components.
1. Shaft: A shaft is a turning machine component,
typically roundabout in cross section, which is
utilized to transmit energy initiating from one
component to another. The various members
such as pulleys and gears are mounted on it.

Fig 5.3.14 Shaft

The material utilized for normal shafts is mild steel. At the point when great power is needed,
an alloy steel, nickel-chromium or chromium-vanadium steel is utilized.
They are largely categorized into two types.
•

Transmission shafts are utilized to transmit force amid the source and the machine
engrossing force; e.g. counter shafts and line shafts.
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•

Machine shafts are simply the indispensable piece of the machine; e.g. crankshaft.

The typical lengths of the shafts are 5 m, 6 m and 7 m.
2. Bearings: A bearing is a machine component that restrains relative movement to just the
coveted movement, permits rotational or liner development and decreases friction between
moving parts.
There are a wide range of sorts of bearings, each utilized for particular purposes and intended
to convey particular sorts of loads, radials or thrust.
•

Plain bearings: Plain bearings are the least difficult kind of bearing and are made out of
quite recently the bearing surface with no moving components. They have a high loadconveying limit.

•

Rolling Element Bearings: Rolling component orientation put balls or rollers between two
rings - or “races” - that permits movement with small moving resistance and sliding. These
bearings incorporate ball bearings and roller bearings. Ball
bearings are the most well-known kind of rolling element
bearing. These bearings can deal with both radial and thrust
loads however are normally utilized where the load is
moderately little.

•

Jewel Bearings: Jewel bearings are plain bearings with a Fig 5.3.16 Rolling bearing
metal axle that turns in a gem lined pivot opening. They
convey stacks by rolling the axle marginally skewed and are normally utilized as a part of
mechanical watches or tickers.

•

Fluid Bearings: Fluid bearings bolster their heap utilizing a thin layer of gas or fluid and can
be ordered into two sorts: Fluid dynamic bearings and hydrostatic bearings. Fluid bearings
are utilized as a part of high load, rapid or high exactness
applications.

•

Magnetic Bearing: Magnetic bearings bolster moving parts
with no manual contact, rather depending on attractive fields
to convey the heaps. They are progressively utilized as a part Fig 5.3.17 Magnetic bearing
of modern machines like turbines, engines, and generators.
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•

Flexure Bearing: A common flexure bearing is one section joining two others, similar to a
pivot, in which movement is upheld by a load component that twists. A few materials flop
after repeated bending, even at low loads, however with the correct materials and bearing
plan the flexure bearing can have an undetermined life.

3. Couplings: Couplings are mechanical gadgets used to associate together two shafts to transmit
force. Coupling can have many capacities, yet their basic
role is to join two bits of rotating equipment while
allowing some level of misalignment or last movement
or both.
Shaft couplings are utilized as a part of machinery for a Fig 5.3.18 Couplings
few purposes. The most well-known of which are the accompanying.
•

To accommodate the connection of shafts of units that is made independently, for example,
an engine and generator and to accommodate separation for repairs or changes.

•

To accommodate misalignment of the shafts or to present mechanical adaptability.

•

To diminish the transmission of stun loads starting with one shaft then onto the next.

•

To present safety against over-burdens.

•

To change the vibration distinctiveness of rotating units.

•

To interface driving and the driven part

•

To exchange force from one end to another end.(ex: engine exchange energy to pump
through coupling)

Coupling maintenance is for the most part a basic issue, requiring a routinely planned
assessment of each coupling. It comprises of:
•

Performing visual inspections, checking for signs of wear or fatigue.

•

Checking and changing lubricant regularly if the
coupling is lubricated.

•

Documenting the maintenance performed on
each coupling, along with the date.

4. Seals: A mechanical seal is a gadget that combines
frameworks or components by forestalling spillage
Fig 5.3.19 Seals
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(e.g. in a pipes framework), containing weight or barring contamination. By a mechanical seal
we represent a gadget which is utilized to seal shafts of pumps, mixers or agitators.
Fundamental components of a mechanical seals
Every single mechanical seal are developed with the accompanying fundamental arrangements
of parts:
•

A set of (very flat) machined and lapped primary sealing faces: The very close (near)
contact between these two flat mating surfaces, which are
perpendicular to the shaft, minimizes leakage. When handling
abrasive, two hard surfaces are normally used:

•

-

One face is apprehended stationary in a housing

-

The other face is fixed to, and rotates with the shaft.

A set of secondary static seals, typically O-rings, wedges and/ Fig 5.3.20 Use of seals
or V-rings.
-

One static seal, seals stationary component(s) to the housing

-

The other seal, seals the rotating component(s) to the shaft (it normally moves axially
on the shaft or shaft sleeve)

•

A spring member to maintain face contact, such as a single spring, multiple springs or
metal bellows.

•

Other mechanical seal hardware, which includes shaft sleeves, gland rings, collars,
compression rings, and/or pins.

Mechanical seals require clean water, or other perfect fluid, for the oiling of the seal faces. The
appearances in a run of the typical mechanical seal are greased up with a margin layer of gas
or fluid between the countenances. Lubrication can be provided
from the pumped fluid itself or from an outside source, contingent
upon framework necessities.
5. Gaskets: Gaskets are utilized to make a static seal among two
stationary individuals from a mechanical assemblage and to keep
up that seal under working conditions which may shift relying
upon changes in pressures and temperatures.
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Gaskets are usually created by cutting from sheet materials. Gaskets are regularly produced using
a level material, a sheet, for example, paper, elastic, silicone, cork, rubber-fiberglass and so forth.
Scarcely any gaskets are made totally of metal and depend on a seating surface to fulfill the seal;
the metals own spring qualities are used.
6. Pulleys: A pulley is a wheel on a hub or shaft that is intended to help movement and alter of
course of a rigid link or belt along its perimeter. Pulleys
are utilized as a part of an assortment of approaches to
lift loads, apply power, and to transmit force.
Pulleys are amassed to frame a square and handle so
as to give mechanical preferred standpoint to apply
huge powers. Pulleys are likewise amassed as a feature
of belt and chain drives keeping in mind the end goal
to transmit power starting with one turning shaft then

Fig 5.3.22 Pulleys

onto the next.
The most straightforward hypothesis of operation for a pulley framework accept that the
pulleys and lines are feathery, and that there is no energy deprivation because of friction. It is
additionally expected that the lines don’t extend.
These are distinctive sorts of pulley frameworks:
•

Fixed: A fixed pulley has a pivot mounted in bearings appended to a supporting structure.
A fixed pulley alters the course of the drive on a rope or belt that moves along its boundary.
Mechanical favorable position is picked up by joining a settled pulley with a movable pulley
or another fixed pulley of an
alternate diameter.

•

Movable: A movable pulley
has a pivot in a mobile block.
A solitary movable pulley is
bolstered by two sections of a
Fig 5.3.23 Pulley systems
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similar rope and has a mechanical preferred standpoint of two.
•

Compound: A mixture of fixed and movable pulley forms a hoist.

7. Belt: A belt is a bend of adaptable material used to connect at
least two turning shafts mechanically, regularly parallel. Belts
might be utilized as a wellspring of motion, to transmit force
effectively. Belts are circled over pulleys and may have a turn
between the pulleys, and the shafts require not being parallel.

Fig 5.3.24 open belt drive

In a two pulley framework, contingent on path the belt drives
the pulley, the belt drives are separated into two sorts:
•

Open belt drives: An open belt drive is utilized to turn the driven pulley a similar way of
driving pulley. In movement of belt drive, power transmission comes about makes one side
of pulley more fixed contrasted with the opposite side.

•

Crossed belt drives: A crossed belt drive is utilized to turn driven pulley the other way of
driving pulley. Higher the estimation of wrap
empowers more power can be put out than an
open belt drive. In any case, bending and wear
of the belt are imperative concerns.
Fig 5.3.25 Crossed belt drive

Benefits of belt drives
•

Belt drives are straightforward and are inexpensive

•

They don’t have a need of Parallel shafts.

•

Belts drives are furnished with over-burden and jam safety.

•

Noise and vibration are damped out. Equipment life is expanded in light of the fact that
load variances are shock engrossed.

•

They don’t need oiling. They are lubrication-free. They need less upkeep cost.

•

Belt drives are very productive when being used (up to 98%, normally 95%)

Drawback of belt drives:
•

Heat development happens. Speed is restricted to
for the most part 35 meters for every second. Power
transmission is restricted to 370 kilowatts.
Fig 5.3.26 Chain drives
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•

Operating temperatures are normally confined to –35 to 85°C.

8. Chain: A chain is a progression of associated joins which are commonly made of metal. A chain
may comprise of at least two connections.
•

Those intended for lifting, for example, when utilized with a crane; for pulling; or for
securing.

•

Those intended for moving force in machines has joins intended to work with the teeth of
the sprockets of the machine, and are adaptable in just a single measurement

•

Roller chain is an extremely effective strategy for energy transmission contrasted with
(friction drive) belts, with far less frictional deprivation.

•

Although chains can be made more powerful than belts, their more noteworthy mass
builds drive train inactivity.

•

Chain drives are ordinarily utilized as a part of bike, engines, vehicles and so on.

9. Sprockets: A sprocket is a profiled wheel with teeth, gear-teeth or even sprockets that fit
together with a chain, track or other punctured or indented material.
Sprockets are utilized as a part of bicycles, bikes, autos and other
technology to transmit turning movement between two shafts where
gears are unsatisfactory or to confer linear motion to a track, tape and
so on
10. Gears: A gear is a pivoting machine part having cut teeth which Fig 5.3.27 Sprocket
interconnect with another toothed part to relay torque.
Geared gadgets can change the speed, torque and course
of a power source.
The gears in a transmission are similar to the wheels in a
crossed belt pulley framework. Benefits of gears are that
the teeth of a gear avoid slippage.
Kinds of gear
•

Spur: Spur gears are the most straightforward sort of

Fig 5.3.28 Gears

gear. They comprise of a chamber or plate with teeth anticipating radially. These gear work
together effectively just if fitted to parallel shafts.
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•

Helical: Helical gears recommend an improvement over spur gears. The key edges of the
teeth and the axis of rotation are not parallel to each other, but rather are set at a position.
Helical gears can be coincided in parallel or crossed introductions. The previous alludes to
when the shafts are parallel to each other; this is the most widely recognized introduction.
In the last mentioned, the poles are non-parallel, and in this design the gears are now and
again known as “skew gears”.

•

Skew gears: For a “crossed” or “skew” design, the gears must have a similar weight angle
and typical pitch; in any case, the helix angle and handedness can be distinctive.

•

Bevel: A bevel gear is formed like a right round cone with the vast majority of its tip cut
off. At the point when two bevel gears fit together, their nonexistent vertices must possess
a similar point.

•

Crown: Crown gears are a specific type of bevel gear whose teeth assigned at right points

Spur Gear

Skew Gear

Helical Gear

Worm Gear

Skew Gear

Rack and pinion gear

Fig 5.3.29 Types of gear

to the plane of the wheel; in their introduction the teeth look like the tips on a crown. A
crown gear can just work precisely with another bevel gear, despite the fact that crown
gears are now and then observed interconnected with spur gears.
•

Worm: A worm adapt is a types of helical gear, however its helix edge is typically to some
degree substantial (near 90 degrees) and its body is normally genuinely long in the axial
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direction. These characteristics give it screw like qualities. The refinement between a worm
and a helical gear is that no less than one tooth holds on for a full pivot around the helix.
On the off chance that this happens, it is a ‘worm’; if not, it is a ‘helical gear’’. Worm-andgear sets that do bolt are called self locking, which can be utilized to benefits, with respect
to occurrence when it is sought to set the position of a system by turning the worm and
after that have the mechanism hold that position. An instance is the machine head found
on a few sorts of stringed instruments.
•

Rack and pinion: A rack is a toothed bar or pole that can be consider of as a sector gear
with an endlessly vast radius of curvature. Torque can be changed over to direct force by
cross sectioning a rack with a pinion: the pinion turns; the rack moves in a undeviating
line. Such a system is utilized as a part of automobiles to change over the rotation of the
controlling wheel into the left-to-right movement of the tie rod(s). The rack and pinion gear
sort is utilized in a rack railway.

11. Key: A key is a machine component used to interface a pivoting machine component to a shaft.
The key avoids relative turn between the two sections and may empower torque transmission.
For a key to work, the shaft and rotating machine component need to have a keyway and a
keyseat, which is an opening and pocket in which the key fits. The entire framework is known
as a keyed joint.

Fig 5.3.30 Key

Key is set so that piece of it lies in a furrow cut on the shaft, called “key seat”, and part of it
fits into a furrow cut in a hub, called “key way”. Along these lines, after the assembly bolted
together by the key, the shaft and hub will turn together.
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12. Spring: A spring is a stretchy object used to store mechanical pressure. Springs are generally
made out of spring steel.
Springs can be grouped relying upon how the load force is
connected to them:
•

Tension/extension spring – the spring is intended to
work with a pressure load, so the spring extends as the
load is connected to it.

•

Compression spring – is intended to work with a
condense load, so the spring gets shorter as the load is

Fig 5.3.31 Spring

connected to it.
•

Torsion spring – not at all like the above types in which the load is an axial energy, the load
connected to a torsion spring is a torque or contorting power, and the finish of the spring
turns through an angle as the load is connected.

•

Constant spring - upheld load will continue as before all through deflection cycle.

•

Variable spring - resistance of the coil to load shifts amid applying pressure.

12. Cams and followers: Cams are utilized for basically an indistinguishable reason from linkages,
that is, era of sporadic movement. Cams have leverage
over linkages since cams can be intended for substantially
tighter movement specifications. A cam adherent,
otherwise called a track follower, is a specific sort of roller
or needle bearing intended to pursue cam lobe profiles.
Fig 5.3.32 Cams and followers

Fig 5.3.33 Cams and follower system
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13. Bushes: A bush is a mechanical settling between two, conceivably moving, parts, or a fortified
fixing point where one mechanical assembly is appended to another.
14. Hoses: A metal hose is an adaptable metal line component. There are
two fundamental sorts of metal hose that contrast in their outline
and application: stripwound hoses and corrugated hoses.

Fig 5.3.34 Bushes

a) Stripwound hoses have a strong mechanical power.
b) Corrugated hoses can withstand high load and give most
extreme leak rigidity by virtue of their material
With its capacity to meet high levels of demand for passing on
hot and icy substances, this cutting edge innovation has the
accompanying real ranges of utilization:
•

Fig 5.3.35 Hoses

Electrical industry and mechanical engineering: as a protective hose for electrical cables or
light conductors

•

As a suction, conveying and coolant hose, e.g. when conveying and transporting liquid gas

•

Automotive industry: as an exhaust gas hose.

•

As a ventilation hose in technical building equipment

•

Measuring and control equipment

•

Medical equipment

•

Aviation and space travel

•

Reactor technology
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Exercise
1. Gears are used to do the following for rotating shafts:
(a)

increase speed

(b)

decrease speed

(c)

change direction of rotation

(d)

all of the above

2. What type of bearing is meant to carry radial loads?
(a)

journal

(b)

ball

(c)

thrust

(d)

guide

3. What type of linkage is fixed at one end and is free to rotate 360 degrees?
(a)

Crank

(b)

Lever

(c)

Rocker

(d)

Bell

4. In wire rope, the purpose of a ‘filler wire’ is to do what?
(a)

To strengthen the rope

(b) To keep the rope from unwinding when under load
(c)

To increase flexibility

(d) To keep other wires in the strand in place
5. Which one of the following is NOT the function of bearing?
(a)

Ensure free rotation of the shaft with minimum friction.

(b) Support the shaft and hold it in correct position.
(c)

Take up forces that act on shaft and transmit them to the frame or foundation.

(d) Reduce centrifugal force of the shaft.
6. Springs are used
(a)

to absorb shock and vibration

(b)

to store and release energy

(c)

to measure force

(d)

for any of the above functions

7. In radial cams, the follower moves
(a)

in a direction perpendicular to the cam axis

(b) along the cam axis
(c)

in a direction parallel to the cam axis

(d) in any direction irrespective of cam axis
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8. The sleeve or muff coupling is designed as a
(a)

solid shaft

(b)

dun cylinder

(c)

thick cylinder

(d)

hollow shaft

9. Eyebolts are used to
(a)

prevent relative motion between two parts

(b) absorb shocks and vibrations
(c)

lift and transport heavy objects on shop floor

(d) prevent loosening of threads
10. The function of key is
(a)

to connect transmission shaft to a rotating element like gears

(b) to transmit torque from shaft to hub
(c)

to prevent relative rotational motion between shaft and connected element

(d) all the above three operations

Notes
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Unit 5.4: Using of measuring instrument

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify different measuring instruments
2. Know about how to use measuring instruments properly

5.4.1 Measurement
Measurement is the comparison of one quantity with standard quantity. Any measurement can be
decided by the following values: level of estimation (which includes magnitude), measurements
(units), and uncertainty. Commonly measurements are made in the SI system, which contains
major units like: kilogram, meter, candela, second, ampere, liter and mole.
What is a ‘Unit’?
A unit of measurement is a definite magnitude of a physical quantity (length, Mass and Time).
Example: 10 liter,200 meter, 20 kg
Commonly used systems of measurements are:
S. No

Unit

Length (L)

Mass (M)

Time (T)

1.

CGS

Centimeter (cm)

Gram (gm)

Second (sec)

2.

FPS

Foot (ft.)

Pound (lb)

Second (sec)

3.

MKS

Meter (m)

Kilogram (Kg)

Second (sec)

Table 5.4.1 Systems of measurements

However, now-a-days SI (International System of Units) is used across the globe as a standard
system of measurement. It is an extension of MKS system of measurement.
SI system has 7 fundamental units and 2 supplementary units, there are a number of derived units.
S. No

Measuring

S I Units

1

Length

Meter

2

Mass

Kilogram

3

Time

Second
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4

Intensity of Electric current

Ampere

5

Thermodynamic Temperature

Kelvin or degree Celsius

6

Quantity of substance

Mole

Table 5.4.2 Measuring units

Few Derived units in SI system are:
S. No

Physical units

S I Units

1

Area

Sq. mtr

2

Volume

Cu.mtr

3

Speed

m/sec

4

Acceleration

m/sq sec

5

Density

Kg/cu.m

6

Force

Newton

7

Pressure

Pascal

Table 5.4.3 Physical SI Units

5.4.2 Measuring instruments
A measuring instrument is a gadget for measuring a physical amount. In the physical sciences,
quality confirmation and engineering, estimation is the movement of getting and contrasting
physical amounts of certifiable items and events. Set up standard articles and events are utilized
as units, and the procedure of estimation gives a number relating the thing under review and
the referenced unit of estimation. Measuring instruments, and formal test strategies which
characterize the instrument’s utilization, are the methods by which these relations of numbers
are gotten. All measuring instruments are liable to shifting degrees of instrument mistake and
estimation vulnerability.
Measuring instruments are classified into types:
•

Precision instruments - Precision Instruments are those which can measure with an
accuracy of 0.01mm or more. Example: Vernier Caliper, Micrometer etc.

•

Non precision instruments - Non precision instruments are limited to the measurement of
parts to a visible line graduation. Example: Steel Rule, Scale etc.
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Least Count:
•

The minimum tally of any measuring hardware is the littlest amount that can be measured
precisely utilizing that instrument

•

Least Count shows the level of precision of estimation that can be accomplished by the
measuring instrument

•

All measuring instruments utilized as a part of material science have a least coun

•

Example: LC of Vernier Caliper is 0.02mm

5.4.2.1 Steel Rule
Steel Rule is a flat and thin linear measurement instrument. It is the most commonly used measuring
instrument. Steel rule is manufactured from stainless steel. The edges of the rule are accurately
ground to form straight edges. Steel rules are available in different sizes like 150 mm, 300 mm and
600 mm. usually; the reading accuracy is around 0.5 mm.
There are different types of rules available. Few commonly used are:
•

Engineer’s rule

•

Folding rule

•

Flexible rule

•

Hook rule

Fig 5.4.1 Engineer’s rule

5.4.2.2 Vernier Caliper
A Vernier Caliper is a precision measuring instrument. It is used to measure the inside and outside
diameter of Shafts, thickness of parts to an accuracy of 0.02mm.
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The vernier calipers measure reading of the distance directly with precision and high accuracy.
These calipers consist of calibrated scale with fixed jaw and movable jaw with a pointer.
For using vernier caliper, move the position of the pointer on the scale. At the point where the
pointer is between two markings, take the reading on the scale. This is basic caliper; expansion of
vernier scale on the instrument gives more exact reading; this is the vernier caliper.

Fig 5.4.2 Vernier caliper

Parts of a vernier caliper:
1. Outside Jaw - To measure outer dia. and width of an object.
2. Inside Jaw - To measure inner dia.
3. Depth Probe - To measure depth of an object.
4. Main Scale - Scale set apart in millimeter (mm)
5. Main Scale - Scale set apart in inches
6. Vernier Scale - Interpolated estimations in millimeter
7. Vernier Scale - Interpolated estimations in millimeter
8. Retainer - Used to lock movable parts
Least count
The Least Count of a Vernier Caliper can be calculated using the formula
LC = 1 MSD - 1 VSD ( Value of one Main Scale Division - Value of one Vernier Scale Division)
1VSD = 49/50 = 0.098 mm
LC = 1 – 0.098 = 0.02 mm
Total Reading (TR) = (MSR) + (CV) X LC
Where,
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MSR = Main Scale Reading
CV = Coinciding Vernier Reading
LC = Least Count

Steps for using and reading a Vernier Calliper
Step 1:

Loosen the locking screw and move the slider to check if the Vernier scale works properly
and make sure the calliper reads 0 when fully closed. If the reading is not 0, adjust the
calliper’s jaws until you get a 0 reading. If you can’t adjust the calliper to 0, remember to
add to subtract the correct offset from your final reading.

Step 2:

Close the jaws delicately on the object which need to be quantify (For instance a round
steel ball).

Step 3:

The primary metric scale is perused first and for instance says this demonstrates there
are 13 entire divisions before the 0 on the hundredths scale. Thusly, the main number is
13.

Step 4:

The ‘hundredths of mm’ scale is then perused. The most ideal approach to do this is to
tally the quantity of divisions until you get to the division that lines up with the principle
metric scale. This is 21 divisions on the hundredths scale.

Step 5:

Then 21 is multiplied by 0.02 giving 0.42 as the appropriate response (every division on
the hundredths scale is comparable to 0.02mm)

Step 6 : The 13 and the 0.42 are included to give the last estimation of 13.42mm (the diameter
across of the bit of round area steel)

5.4.2.3 Micrometer
A micrometer is a device assimilating an aligned screw broadly utilized for exact estimation of
segment in mechanical trades and machining. They are used to measure very small distances.
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Body parts of a Micrometer

Fig 5.4.3 Micrometer

•

Frame – It is a C-shaped part which holds the barrel and anvil in steady connection together.
It’s body is tough since it has to limit flexion, magnification, and compression, which can
misinterpret the estimation.

•

Anvil – Spindle is pushes towards it and workpiece stands on it.

•

Sleeve – It is a fixed cylindrical part having straight scale on it.

•

Lock nut – It is like a lever which holds the spindle.

•

Screw – It is the main part of instrument, stays inside the barrel.

•

Spindle - The gleaming round part which pushes the thimble towards anvil.

•

Thimble – This part turns by the thumb

•

Ratchet stop - Applied pressure can be limited by the device in the end of the handle by
slipping at an aligned torque.

Operating principle:
Micrometers utilize the rule of a screw to expand little separations into big rotation of the screw
which can be easy to read on a scale. The precision of a micrometer gets from the exactness of
the string shapes. In few cases it is a differential screw. The fundamental working standards of a
micrometer are:
1. The measure of turn of a precisely made screw can be directly associated to a specific
measure of axial movement (and the other way around), known as the screw’s lead. It is
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the distance which moves ahead axially with one entire turn (360°).
2. With a fitting lead and screw, a given measure of axial movement will be intensified in the
consequential circumferential movements.
Least Count of Micrometer Screw Gauge:
LC = Pitch / Number of vernier scale division
LC = 0.5 mm / 50 or 1 mm / 100 = 0.01 mm
Total Reading = Sleeve Reading + Thimble Reading X LC

5.4.2.4 Height Gauge
This gauge is precision calculating device used precisely for calculating height of two points.
To carry out different tasks like measuring step heights,
internal/external diameters and centre-line distances
advanced electronic (digital) height gauges can be used. The
electronic height gauge has a precision of up to 0.0254 mm
and claims consistency of ±0.00254 mm. The conventional
height gauges are similar to Vernier Callipers, except that the
fixed jaw is shaped like a base. The scale is graduated on both
sides, one side being graduated for internal measurement.
The main scale for external measurement starts at 1 inch.
This allows for the combined width of the base and movable

Fig 5.4.4 Height gauge

jaw, when the jaws are in contact. The gauge can be converted into a form of scribing block (to
mark the work piece) by attaching an extension arm, beveled to a sharp edge, to the movable jaw.

5.4.2.5 Feeler Gauge
•

A feeler gauge is a measuring tool used to measure gap widths. They are used to measure
the clearance between two parts

•

They are made of number of small steel strips of different thicknesses with
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measurements marked on each piece
•

They are flexible enough that, even if they are all on the
same hinge, several can be stacked together to gauge
intermediate values

•

Feeler gauges are generally used for setting spark plug
gaps, valve clearances and ignition point gaps in engines

•

Feeler gauges are generally available in Metric and Inch
Grades

Fig 5.4.5 Feeler guage

5.4.2.6 Dial indicators
•

Instruments use to measure small linear distances is called dial indicator. They are also
known as dial gauges.

•

The measurement results are displayed on a magnified
scale i.e. a dial in the instrument.

•

Variation in tolerance of machined part can also be
checked by dial indicator.

•

It’s typical measurement range is 0.25 mm to 300 mm.

Fig 5.4.6 Dial Indicator

5.4.2.7 Bore gauge
This gauge is used to measure inside diameter of hole, pipe, cylinder etc. and calibrated in .001
inch or .0001 inch. If it is connected with a micrometer, it gives the accurate measurement of a
bore size.
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A typical bore gauge is comprised of:
•

Dial indicator on top of the shaft

•

A measuring sled at the base. The measuring sled consists of:
-

2 hardened steel anvils (1 fixed, 1 movable).

-

The movable anvil is connected to a push rod inside
the instrument which operates dial gauge on other

Fig 5.4.7 Bore gauge

end.
Setting the bore gauge to zero by micrometer
Step 1. Set a micrometer to the size bore you will be
testing.
Step 2. Set up the dial bore gauge with the extensions
necessary for the bore diameter.
Step 3. Place the bore gauge between the micrometer’s

Fig 5.4.8 Parts of bore gauge

spindle and anvil.
Step 4. Rock the dial bore gauge back and forth and
side to side in the micrometer.
Step 5. Note the minimum reading and zero the dial
indicator to that reading

Fig 5.4.9 Use of bore gauge

How to use a dial gauge – Steps

Step 1. Zero the gauge: This is proficient by measuring across
the gauge with an external micrometer set to the
exact bore size. This is ready to use when the zero
aligns with the needle.
Step 2. To measure depth, insert the gauge into the bore:
For proper inserted in the pipe make rock it back and
forth.
Step 3. Look at the reading: This is the lowest reading, which is

Fig 5.4.10 Calculating diameter using
bore gauge

taken when the gauge is square on the bore, and the indicator needle reverses its direction. It
can be either more or less than the zero mark, and will indicate an oversize or undersize bore
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5.4.2.8 Slip gauge
For creating precision lengths this system is used. Slip gauges are made of metal blocks of different
thickness. This gauge comes in groups of blocks having different
lengths. When using, the blocks are stacked together to
measure required length. This can be use for checking the
activity of hand tools and gauging equipment. Micrometers
and other hand calculating instruments can be checked for
linearity.
These are measuring tools of the maximum order. Slip gauge

Fig 5.4.11 Slip gauge

require great care, and if correctly handled, will give lengthy useful service. However, these gauges
are primary standards of length, and when handle as working gauges they must be controlled in a
manner that will preserve the original accuracy and fine finish of the gauge surfaces.
Wringing
This is the process of sliding two blocks together so that their faces lightly unite together. Because
of ultraflat surfaces, gauge blocks combined tightly when pressed.
The process of wringing includes four steps:
Step 1. Across an oiled pad wiping a clean gauge block.
Step 2. By the use of dry pad, wipe any extra oil on gauge block.
Step 3. Apply some pressure and place one block perpendicularly across the other block.
Step 4. Then revolve the block till that it is not lined up with other block.

Fig 5.4.12 Wringing process

Slip gauge set
•

Slip gauge sets are coming with holders and tools
to extend the usefulness. Slip gauge set comprises
different length gauge blocks, scribers, caliper jaws etc.
Fig 5.4.13 Slip gauge set
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in it.
•

A gauge block stone is there to remove marks and husks.

•

To prepare a gauge block for wringing there are two wringing pads are used. One is oil pad
and other is dry pad for removing the excess oil from the blocks.

Grades of slip gauge
Depending on their intended use a slip gauges are available in various grades. The grading standard
is depends on the tightness of tolerance on their sizes; therefore higher grades are made for tighter
tolerances and have higher accuracy and precision.
•

Reference (AAA): for measure small tolerance upto ±0.05 μm

•

Calibration (AA): used to calibrate inspection blocks and measure tolerance range between
+0.10 μm to −0.05 μm

•

Inspection (A): for setting other gauging tools and measure tolerance range between +0.15
μm to −0.05 μm.

•

Workshop (B): Used to measure large tolerances range between +0.25 μm to −0.15 μm

Use and care of Slip gauge
The average life expectation is about 3 years. The primary cause of scratches on slip gauge is
corrosion and mishandling. Few recommendations for their care are:
1. After using blocks clean them by a soft cloth. Always keep the blocks clean.
2. When steel blocks not in use keep them coated with rust preventative oil.
3. Clean the blocks from mineral spirits. It saves the blocks from corrosion when using them.
4. Accurate at 68 °F (20 °C) temperature is requiring for calibration of gauge blocks.
5. Check the blocks for scratches and burrs, before wringing slip gauges together. Don’t leave
blocks wring together overnight.
6. At the time of use keep blocks away from an open case. Don’t use, clean or wring blocks
when case is open.
7. Check the instrument for scratches and burrs. Nicks and burrs not only damage the gauge
but also give incorrect measurements during measurement.
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5.4.2.9 Thread gauge
To measure the pitch of a screw thread a thread gauge is used. Determining the pitch of a thread that
is on a screw or in a tapped hole thread pitch gauges are used as a reference tool. This tool is not
used as a precision measuring instrument. It allows the user to find the profile of the given thread
and quickly categorize the thread by shape and pitch.

Fig 5.4.14 Using thread gauge

To find the number of threads per inch or the distance between threads in metric connections a
thread pitch gauge is used.
1. Place the gauge on the threads until the fit is snug.
2. The teeth of the pitch gauge that fit perfectly into the threads will match the size of the
thread gauge.

5.4.2.10 Profile gauge
A profile gauge is a tool for recording the cross-sectional
shape of a surface. It consist of a set of steel or plastic
pins that are set tightly against one another in a frame
which keeps them in the same plane and parallel while
allowing them to move independently, perpendicularly
Fig 5.4.15 Profile gauge
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to the frame. When pressed against an object, the pins conform to the object. The gauge can then be
used to draw the profile or to copy it on to another surface.
How to use profile gauge - steps
Step 1. To use the gauge, start by first pressing the teeth
against a flat surface until all of the ends are in line.
Step 2. Next, press the comb against a molded surface—each
tooth will contact a small area and move relative to
the next tooth, which adjusts to the adjacent point.

Fig 5.4.16 Using profile gauge

Step 3. The tip of each tooth then defines a point, creating a
static wave of pins around the curves, in the form of a traceable line.

5.4.2.11 Coordinate measuring machine (CMM)
A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is an instrument
used for measuring physical geometrical qualities of an item.
This machine can be manually controlled or PC controlled.
CMMs are mechanical frameworks intended to move
a measuring probe to decide directions of points on a
workpiece surface. They give exact estimations of objects
to configuration, testing, evaluation, profiling, and reverse
engineering of parts. Machines are accessible in an extensive
variety of sizes and outlines.
How Do Coordinate Measuring Machines Work?
CMM consists of three fundamental segments:
1. the machine itself,
2. the measuring probe,
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3. The control or computing framework with suitable measuring programming.
Subsequent to setting a workpiece on the machine table, a probe is utilized to quantify distinctive
points on it by mapping the x, y, z coordinates. The test works either physically by means of an
administrator or naturally through a control framework. These focuses are then transferred to a PC
interface where they can be examined utilizing modeling software (e.g. Computer aided design) and
regression algorithms for additional growth.
Measurement Capabilities
CMMs can be intended to perform diverse sorts of estimation. These incorporate dimensional,
profile, angularity, depth mapping, digitizing/imaging, and shaft estimations.
•

Dimensional measurements are measuring estimations made in the x, y, and z directions.

•

Profile estimations are made to catch data about the shape or profile of a object. These
estimations might be 2-D or 3-D, contingent upon the machine abilities.

•

Angularity or orientation measurements are made to record angle data between focuses on
an object.

•

Depth mapping is developed by measuring the distinction between two stereo pictures.
Stereo pictures are progressive pictures of a similar scene taken at somewhat unique points.
The objects advances away will move moderately little starting with one picture then onto
the next, though objects nearer to the viewer will move by a more noteworthy degree. A
profundity outline at that point is being made, bringing about a solitary picture utilizing
diverse forces to speak to the distinctive depths.

•

Digitizing or imaging gives a digital layout or picture to outwardly catch the geometry of the
workpiece from the estimations made by the CMM.

Shaft estimations are application-particular assignments for estimations made by CMMs planned
particularly to inspect shafts.
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5.4.3 Calibration of measuring instruments
Calibration includes establishing and documenting abnormality of the measured value from
retraceable, extremely precise standards of inspection. During calibration, known value of instrument
is compared with the measured value under specific conditions.
In calibration, balancing and correction of scale reading is done to correct the deviations found
in the instrument, therefore measured value is then adjusted to the known value of instrument.
Permanently changes the measuring instrument by adjustment always involves manipulation.
Retraceability of a calibration procedure means that the calibration order is reproducibly documented
from the separate device under test. A country’s metrological infrastructure defines retrace ability of
measurement results.
Why do measuring instruments have to be calibrated?
This must be reviewed to national standards at regular intervals by means of calibration, and if needed
adjust, and normally labeled with their calibration status. If it is determined during calibration that the
measuring instrument doesn’t fulfill the stated requirements, the operating company must examine
the validity of before obtained measurement results and apply suitable measures with regard to the
measuring instrument itself, as well as all affected products.
Throughout the calibration range of the instrument, calibration of an instrument is checked at several
points. The upper and lower limit within which a quantity is measured is defined as the calibration
range.
Calibration process
1. It starts with the design of measuring instrument which has to be calibrated.
2. The design of measuring instrument is like that it can hold the calibration process and
calibration intervals within tolerance limits.
3. Design with following characteristics improves the life of instrument.
4. Selection of standards is the most visible part in calibration process.
5. The calibrated equipment has to be correct with the working standards.
There are some connections between calibrated device and standards, which can impact the process
of calibration. For example, an analog phenomenon is involved in electronic calibrations; the result is
directly influence by the impedance of the cable connections.
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Exercise
1. Usually, the reading accuracy of steel rules is around 0.5 mm. True or False? Ans:…………………

2. Precision is the degree under which repeated measurements under un changed conditions
show the same result. True or False? Ans: …………………

3. Micrometres use the principle of a ……………… to increase small distances (that are too small
to measure directly) into large rotations of the screw.

4. What is the least count of a micrometre:
a. 0.1 mm

b. 0.01 mm

c. 0.0001 mm

d. None of these

5. What is the use of locking screw in a Vernier Calliper:
a. To read measurement

b. To tighten or loosen object held in the jaw

c. To provide a level surface

d. None of these

6. The height gauge can be converted into a form of scribing block (to mark the work piece) by
attaching an extension arm to the movable jaw. True or False? Ans: …………………
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Key Learning Outcomes
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Know about basics of marking out
2. Identify tools required for marking put
3. Know about methods of marking out
4. Perform procedure of marking out
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Unit 6.1: Marking out

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will understand:
1. Know about basics of marking out
2. Know about methods of marking out

6.1.1 Introduction
With all types of work, one of the first actions is setting out or marking the positions of components,
whether they are fixed or to be fabricated. All details must be interpreted correctly and set out
accurately. The equipment used for setting out will
vary, depending on the size of the task.
Marking out refers to the process of measuring and
marking lines on the surface of materials that will be
used for fabrication purposes. The marking out is used
to indicate:
•

cutting lines

•

folding lines

•

hole positions.

Fig 6.1.1 Marking out of work piece

The positions and dimensions of all marking out would usually be from a mechanical drawing.
During marking out, these dimensions need to be transferred to the material that will be used for
fabrication.
The purpose of marking-out is to;
•

Define the shape of an article

•

Indicate position of holes and other features

•

Provide alignment and machining marks

•

Minimize material wastage
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As an electrician, sheet metal would be the most common material that you would mark out. The
same principles can also be allied to any other sheet material such as plastic, melamine, particle
board, etc.

Fig 6.1.2 Marking out material, equipment and mechanical drrawing

Notes
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Unit 6.2: Marking out tools

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify marking out tools
2. Know about how to use tools

6.2.1 Marking out tools
6.2.1.1 Graduated steel rule
It is utilized to measure lengths to a direct level of exactness. Graduations on the ruler are normally
millimeters and half millimeters. To be precise, the rule must be in great condition with level, straight
and genuine edges.

Fig 6.2.1 Steel rule

Practical uses:
•

direct to cut or sketch in a straight line

•

straight edge to check the accurateness of a smooth surface

•

Scale for setting dividers and other marking tools.
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6.2.1.2 Tape rule
Tape rule is very popular to measure and lay out large jobs. Available in various lengths,

Fig 6.2.2 Tape rule

6.2.1.3 Engineers square
Comprises of a metal sharp edge set at 90 degrees to a strong metal square (the stock).

Fig 6.2.3 Engineers square

Practical uses:
•

To control a scriber when checking out lines at right-points to the edge of work

•

Guide to setting up or checking work for square.

6.2.1.4 Combination square
Consists of a blade and moveable square head (including spirit level and 45 degree bevel).
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Fig 6.2.4 Combination square

Practical uses:
Square head and blade for:
•

depth gauge

•

height gauge

•

checking for level

•

checking or marking out square

•

marking out 45 degree angles.

6.2.1.5 Scriber
Scriber is made using solidified steel with sharp focuses at each end. Lines drawn with a recorder are
much more exact than a line drawn with a pencil or pen.
Practical uses:
•

It helps in making pointed, unmistakably clear lines on metal.

Using a scriber - Steps :
Step 1. Hold the straight edge firmly in the required position. Fig 6.2.5 Scriber
Step 2. Incline the scriber away from the straight edge to bring the sharp tip as close to the straight
edge as possible.
Step 3. Incline the scriber slightly toward you in the direction of the stroke.
Step 4. Draw the scriber toward you in one firm stroke.
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6.2.1.6 Center punch
Practical uses:
•

locating a centre position to start a drill
point cutting accurately in that position

•

Indenting a centre position for scribing
arcs or circles.

Note: A prick punch, a sharper pointer version of Fig 6.2.6 Center punch
a centre punch, can be used to make light (witness) marks on scribed lines. This makes it easier to:
•

see marking outlines

•

check the accuracy of centre positions before centre punching

•

Locate the pivot points of dividers for scribing circles of arcs.

6.2.1.7 Dividers
Practical uses:
•

transferring measurements from a ruler or
drawing onto a piece of material

•

Scribing circles and arcs.

To scribe an arc - steps :
Step 1. Lightly centre-punch the centre of the circle or
arc.
Step 2. Hold the knurled stem on top with your Fig 6.2.7 Dividers
thumb and forefinger.
Step 3. Place one point in the punch mark.
Step 4. Keep a balanced downward pressure on both legs.
Step 5. Twist the stem while you incline the dividers slightly in the direction of twist to draw the
moving leg around in an arc.
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6.2.1.8 Marking or scratch gauge
Practical uses:
1. to set distances from an edge or shoulder
2. Marking out lines parallel to an edge.
Using a marking gauge - steps :

Fig 6.2.8 Scratch gauge

Step 1. Loosen the lock screw on the headstock.
Step 2. Hold the headstock with one hand against the end of the rule.
Step 3. Move the scriber point to the required graduation on the rule.
Step 4. Lock the screw on the headstock.
Step 5. Hold the headstock against the reference edge of the material.
Step 6. Draw the gauge along the edge to scribe a parallel line.

6.2.1.9 Trammel Points
These are used for scribing large arcs and circles.
They are manufactured in various types with two
straight, removable legs tapered to needle points and
attached to separated heads or holders.
The heads or holders slide on wood or steel beams
and are held in place by thumb screws. Either of
the points can be removed and often one point has Fig 6.2.9 Trammel points
adjustment for fine settings. A special clamp for a pencil can be attached to one of the points.

6.2.1.10 Surface Plate
Surface plate is made out of impressionable solid metal. It has been machined and scratched to a
high level of levelness. The level surface is being utilized as a datum
surface for stamping out and for measuring purpose. In the event
that it can remain on the floor, it is called surface table.
Fig 6.2.10 Surface plate
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6.2.1.11 Angle Plate
An angle plate is utilized for supporting or setting up work vertically, from given holes and spaces
through which securing bolts can be found. It is made of solid
metal and ground to a high level of precision.

Fig 6.2.11 Angle plate

6.2.1.12 Vee Block
Vee blocks typically in a couple are made of solid metal or steel on the off chance that solidifying.
They are by and large utilized for holding roundabout work piece
for checking out or machining.

Fig 6.2.12 Vee block

Exercise
1. This tool has a sharp metal point for marking on wood, metal and plastic:
(a)

scriber

(b)

center punch

(c)

file

(d) cold chisel

2. This tool has a moveable handle angled at 45 degrees and 90 degrees:
(a)

tri-square

(b)

bevel protractor

(c)

combination square

(d) bevel set

3. The tri-square, combination square, framing square and bevel set are all:
(a)

marking tools (b)

measuring tools

(c)

clamping tools		

(d)

finding tools

4. The tool, Which is used for laying out large circle is
(a) Trammel

(b) Divider

(c) Jenny caliper

(d)

Scriber

5. Scriber is made of
(a) copper

(b) High carbon steel
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Unit 6.3: Marking out methods

Unit Objectives
By the end of this unit, you would be able to:
1. Discuss marking out methods
2. Know about how to draw datum properly

6.3.1 Datum line method
The term datum can be described as a point, line or edge, depending on the shape of the work
piece from which measurements are taken. The function of a
datum is to establish a reference position from which all
dimensions are taken and hence all measurements are made.
Fig 6.3.1 Datum line

6.3.1.1 Types of datum
•

Point datum: This is a singly point from which measurements can be taken when allotting and
marking out. For instance, the middle purpose of a pitch circle.

•

Line datum: This is a solo line from which or beside which
measurements are taken when allotting and marking out. It is as
often as possible the inside line of a symmetrical piece.

•

Edge datum: This is otherwise called a service edge. It is a

Fig 6.3.2 Datum points

physical surface from which measurements can be taken. These
two edges guarantee that the separations set apart out from
them are additionally at right edges to each other.
Marking-out using datums

Fig 6.3.3 Datum lines

Effective marking-out requires clean edges and faces on the work
piece, and uses a combination of at least two primary reference points such as
Datum Points, Datum Lines and Datum Edges.
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6.3.2 Marking out method
1. Marking Straight Lines
When a straight line is necessary between two focuses, a law
can be utilized or, for longer separations, a straight edge.
2. Marking Circles and Arcs
Dividers are utilized to scribe round lines and Arcs. The leg
about which the dividers turn is generally situated in a fine Fig 6.3.5 Marking straight lines
focus speck check. To find the purpose of this leg precisely it is basic to utilize
a sharp spot punch as appeared.
3. Marking Large Diameter Circles
Trammel is used to draw a large diameter circle or arc.

Fig 6.3.6 Marking circle

Fig 6.3.7 Marking pitch circle diameter

Fig 6.3.8 Marking large diameter circles

4. Marking lines parallel or perpendicular the to surface plate
To mark out lines parallel to a datum edge or a datum surface a scribing block or surface gauge is
used.
5. Marking parallel lines on angled sections
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Fig 6.3.9 Marking lines parallel or perpendicular the to surface plate

•

Place the curved leg of the caliper on the edge of the measuring stick at the zero mark.

•

Twist the caliper screw until the pointed caliper leg reaches the desired measurement. This
measurement will equal the distance of the scribed line to the edge of the item marked.

•

Place the curved leg of the caliper at the edge of the item to be marked. Set the pointed leg
of the caliper on the item’s surface.

Notes
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Exercise
1. Which one of the following parts of a universal surface gauge helps to draw parallel lines
along a datum edge?
(a)

Fine adjusting screw

(b) Guide pins

(c)

Base

(d) Rocker arm

2. A divider is used for
(a)

scribing circles

(b) scribing arcs

(c)

transferring and stepping of distance

(d) all of the above

3. The slots are provided on angle plate for

4

(a) accommodating bolts

(b) hanging with hooks

(c) reducing weight

(d) aligning the work

V͛ block is used to hold round bars. It has a Vee groove which is usually
(a) 300

(b) 600

(c) 900

5. During marking. The reference surface is provided by
(a)

Sketch of the job

(b) Workpiece

(c)

Marking off table surface

(d) Surface gauge

Notes
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Unit 6.4: Marking out procedure

Unit Objectives
By the end of this unit, you would be able to:
1. perform marking out procedure

6.4.1 Marking out procedure -Steps
Step 1:

Inspection

Material should be inspected before use for:
•

edges not straight or square

•

cracks and surface defects

•

warps and twists

•

insufficient allowance of metal for machining, filing, etc

•

incorrect metal for the required job.

Step 2: Layout dye
Application of a coating substance can be used so that the marked lines will show clearly. The
colour of the coating substance should be in contrast to the surface colour of the work.
•

For rough surfaces (such as those on black bar material), chalk rubbed in or water paint
is commonly used.

•

For machined or finished surfaces, a blue marking out dye can be used.

Step 3: Marking out lines
Datum lines
Datum refers to a fixed or starting point, line or surface. A marking out operation will be more
accurate if all measurements are from one datum point.
This could be the use of one straight edge of a sheet of metal as the datum for marking out a
square or a specific corner of the material.
Marking points
To measure a point on a marked line use a V marking. Scribing a line through the point of the V
will give an accurate position of the marked line.
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Centre lines
Centre lines are scribed at required distances from the datum features to establish the positions
of holes, slots, radii and other details. Holes and radii centres require two centre lines to form a
cross. A slot with two rounded ends requires three centre lines.
Outlines
Outlines show the dimensions of the work piece and indicate the location and amount of metal
to be removed. Lengths, widths, thicknesses, angles, diameters, and radii are outlines which
determine the finished shape.

Fig 6.4.1 Markings on sheet metal

Step 4: Finally check
To prevent wasted material and time, carefully cross check all dimensions with the drawing
before any cutting or drilling.
Step 5: Permanent establishment of outlines
Following marking out and checking of dimensions, witness marks can be added to permanently
indicate the position of the outlines. Witness marks are light, uniform indents made with a prick
punch, and punched accurately on the line work indicating the outlines. With witness marks
added, the marking out will not be lost amongst scratches that occur during handling.
The placing and spacing of witness marks should be as follows:
•

edge to be cut, machined or filed

•

hole to be drilled

•

hole to be filed
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•

at every change in direction (spaced to accurately indicate the shape).

When sheet metal is to be folded, particularly aluminium, any adjacent folds (corners) will bulge
during the folding process. To prevent bulging, small holes should be drilled at the intersection of
fold lines before the material is cut and folded. Therefore these intersecting points need to be
centre punched during mark out.

Fig 6.4.2 Placing witness marks on sheet metal

Notes
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7. Fitting operations
Unit 7.1 – Filing
Unit 7.2 - Sawing
Unit 7.3 – Drilling and reaming
Unit 7.4 - Threading
Unit 7.5 - Grinding
Unit 7.6 - Work holding devices

LFS/N0260
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Learn about filing
2. Perform sawing operation
3. Perform drilling operation
4. Perform reaming procedure
5. Perform grinding operation
6. Learn about work holding devices
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Unit 7.1: Filing

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about files
2. Discuss about features of files
3. Know about how to use files properly

7.1.1 Fitting operations
The word fitting, is identified with gathering of parts, brining the measurement or shape to the
required size or frame, so as to secure the essential fit. The operations required for the same are
typically done on a work bench, thus the term bench work is additionally included with the name
fitting.
Fitting Operations
•

Filing

•

Marking and measuring

•

Sawing

•

Drilling

•

Reaming

•

Dieing

•

Tapping
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7.1.2 Filing
It is an operation which is performed by the help of files.
Files

Fig 7.1.1 Parts of file

It is most important tool used by a fitter very frequently in workshop. Generally high grade carbon
steel (1¼%) is used for manufacturing of files. During manufacturing of file, they have to pass through
the following processes: forging, surface grinding, teeth cutting, and hardening etc.
Files are used for shaping of objects, for reducing the size of object, tool marks removal and
preparation of surface for polishing and scraping etc.
Parts of a File
The image underneath is showing the key parts of a file.

Fig 7.1.2 Types of file cut

Classification of Files
Files are classified by the subsequent characteristics:
•

Length

•

Kind of cut

•

Grade of cut

•

Longitudinal

•

Cross-sectional shape

Fig 7.1.3 Types of file
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1. The Length of a File
Distance between point and shoulder is the length of a file. It doesn’t include the length of tank.
Different files have different lengths.
2. Kinds of Cut
•

Single cut files have single set of teeth, which are shaped as parallel chisel cuts. Every tooth
of single cut file makes an angle with the edge if the sides of file.

•

Double cut files have double set of teeth, which are shaped as parallel chisel cut and
diagonally crosses each other. Their teeth look like a series of diamond shape. Single cut files
require lighter pressure than double cut files for smooth finish.

•

Single cut and double cut files come in three grades of cut: bastard, smooth and second cut.

•

Dreadnought files are utilized for cutting soft metals like aluminium etc. They have coarse
and curved teeth

3. Grades of Cut
The grade of cut is indicated by the pitch or size of the file teeth. The grades found on common types
of files are known as rough, coarse, bastard, second, smooth and dead smooth

7.1.2.1 Types of files
1. Hand File - Hand file is usually utilized for roughing and finishing
process. Its section is rectangular in shape and has parallel width.
Its face has double cut teeth and edge has single cut teeth.
2. Flat File: – Its section is similar to hand file i.e. rectangular in shape but
its tip width and thickness is a little tapered. Its face has double cut
teeth and sides have single cut teeth.
3. Half-round File: Its section shape is like a chord of a circle and tip is
taper. Its flat side is utilized for finishing of flat surfaces.
4. Round File: Its section is round in shape and tapered towards the
Fig 7.1.4 Types of file
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end. It is generally utilized for making holes larger and making round corners.
5. Square File: – Its section is square in shape and tip is little tapered. It has double cut on every four
faces. It is generally utilized for making rectangular grooves.
6. Three Square File: Its section is triangular in shape and tip is tapered. Its face has double cut
teeth. It is generally utilized for making angles less than 90° and corners.
7. Needle Files: Needle files are an arrangement of little files with their shapes made in a path like
the huge ones. They are for the most part utilized for little and sensitive works, for example, the
repair of little instruments.
8. Triangular File: This type of file has a triangular cross-section. It has three sides, each of which is
at an angle of 60°. This file has double cut on all its faces. Triangular files are used while working
with angles, grooves and corners. This file is most frequently used to sharpen saw teeth. Its shape
allows this file to fit between the teeth of the saw and sharpen them.
9. Knife File: This type of file is shaped like a knife and the angle of its edges is around 10°. It is used
for finishing or filing sharp corners and grooves, especially when there is little space. It is usually
double-cut on both sides

7.1.2.2 How to use a file
For ideal filing operation, make long and stable strokes with medium pressure at the rate of 35 to 45
strokes per minute. File can slip over the workpiece, if you put
too light pressure and too high speed over it.
For heavy filing, reduce the speed and raise the pressure. Use
less pressure and high speed, if the workpiece has narrow
and soft surface.
1. Cross Filing
Cross filing is the method by which substance is detached
from a work piece. This is the main process through which
material is removed from a work piece. After cross-filing is
Fig 7.1.5 Using a file
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done, other methods like, draw-filing, are used to smoothen the
work piece. In this filing, filing strokes are made at an angular
direction to the edge of the work piece. Cross filling is done
across the surface to be filed from tip to handle.
2. Draw Filing
Draw filing is used as final finishing process on parts which are
longer than their width. This process can be utilized on flat
surface workpieces. It delivers a smooth and level surface and all

Fig 7.1.6 File grip

file marks are going in one way.
To draw file utilize the accompanying strategy.
To draw file use the following procedure:
•

Balance the file at right angles to workpiece length;

•

Place the thumb on rear edge and fingers on front edge of file and grip the file firmly near the
workpiece;

•

Move both hands on same time and keep the file level;

•

Put light pressure and move the file in forward direction;

•

When making return stroke, don’t put heavy pressure on file; and

•

Carry on at a speed which is suitable for the work.

•

Continue at a speed suited to the job.

7.1.2.3 Storing and Safety
Files are fine cutting tools. Keep them clean for make a good cut. Since they are tempered so hard,
they are extremely weak and can be damaged very easily.
To care for file guarantee that you take after these rule
•

Keep the file spotless and dry.

•

Never twist or put very high pressure on file.

•

Ensure that file handle is fitted properly over it.

•

Store them separately on tool rack.
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Unit 7.2: Sawing

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about sawing
2. Discuss about features of hacksaw
3. Know about how to use hacksaw properly

7.2.1 Handsaw
Handsaws are the most generally utilized hand tool in workshop.
Parts of a hacksaw
A good number hacksaw frames are adjustable so they can moved to get a number of special lengths
of blades. A set screw is used to set the bow of handsaw in handle in the different positions.

Fig 7.2.1 Hacksaw

1. Hacksaw Blades
Metals generally used to make hacksaw blades are:
•

Low tungsten steel

•

High speed steel

Hacksaw blade comes in a variety of lengths; general hacksaw blade comes in length of 230mm,
250mm and 300mm.
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2. Set of Teeth
Teeth set indicate the one side bending of the teeth which makes the width of the slot or cut by the
blades larger than the width of the blade.
Teeth set prevent the blade binding in the slot and make clearance of chips easy if available.

7.2.1.1 Fitting the Blade - Steps
Step 1:

Set cutting blade at the right length;

Step 2:

Check both pins are facing in similar direction;

Step 3:

Grip the hacksaw handle in one hand and cutting blade front in other hand. Face the
direction of teeth towards the front of frame;

Step 4:

Fit the blade on the pins of both ends and steady it by thumb;

Step 5:

Press hard the blade by thumb and tight the wing nut by rotating it; and

Step 6:

Check tension of wing nut, of blade is ‘ringing’ sharply, then give more tension on the
wing nut.

7.2.1.2 Cutting with a Hacksaw - Steps
Step 1:

Holding the Hacksaw
Grip the hacksaw by both hands and always move it straight and upright.
Ensure that cutting blade will not bend or twist during the cutting stroke.

Step 2:

Stance
•

Stand behind the bench vice in balanced position.

•

Keep the right hand near the body and forearm in line of the blade.
Move the body back and forth when making the cutting strokes.

•

Maximum pressure will be on the left hand when starting the stroke, Fig 7.2.2 Holding
hacksaw

so to avoid any harm gradually try to move the pressure on right arm
when finishing the stroke.
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Exercise
1. Which methods belong to the shape cutting process?
(a)

Filing

(b) Drilling

(c)

Welding

(d) Soldering

2. What tooth forms can saw blades have?
(a)

Curved tooth

(b) Blind tooth

(c)

Union tooth

(d) Angular tooth

3. Which of the listed parts belong to a file?
(a)

Tang

(b) Blade

(c)

Handle

(d) Mantle

4. A ……………………. cut file is used when large amount of material is to be re-moved, and also
for sharpening and smoothing objects.
5. Cross filing is a method of:
(a)

Producing a smooth surface

(b) Filling a metal with other material

(c)

Removing metal

(d) None of these

6. While using hacksaws, the blade (pitch of the blade) is selected depending on the strength of
the material to be cut. True or False?
7. A sawing operation has to be carried out. Which criteria are of importance for the choice of
the saw blade (as far as the number of teeth is concerned)?
(a)

The required surface quality of the workpiece.

(b) The required depth of the cut.
(c)

The material to be cut and the length of the cut.

(d) The cutting direction.
8. For which of the following materials is a single cut file used?
(a)

Mild steel

(b) Ceramics
(c)

Aluminium

(d) Tool steel
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Unit 7.3: Drilling and reaming

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about drilling operation
2. Discuss about types of drills
3. Know about reaming and types of reamers

7.3.1 Drilling
Drilling is the way toward cutting holes in metals by utilizing a Drilling machine. Drills are the
instruments used to remove fine shavings of material as the drill progresses in a rotational movement
through the material.

7.3.1.1 Drilling machines
A drill is an instrument fitted with a cutting tool connection or driving device connection for drilling
a hole for securing different materials together with the utilization of fasteners. The connection is
grasped by a chuck toward one side of the drill and pivoted while pressed against the objective
material. The kind of drilling machine to be utilized is resolved essentially by the span of the drill to
be utilized and the measurements of the protest be drilled.

7.3.1.2 Types of drilling machines
Different types of drilling machines are:
1. Bench Drilling Machines
•

These drilling machines are utilized for drilling holes in small workpieces.

•

The speed of the drilling is typically changed by moving the drive belt to an alternate
arrangement of pulleys.

•

It can drill holes of size of 13 mm or ½ inch. In these drills, drill bit is held in chuck and drilling
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speed can be adjusted according the type of work.
•

Hold the workpiece firmly on bench vice or clamps when using
these drills. .

2. Pillar/Pedestal Drilling Machines
•

These drills have longer column like bench drilling machine.
They are mounted on the floor securely and used for drilling
large workpieces.

Fig 7.3.1 Bench drill machine

•

Holes up to 25 mm or 1 inch can be drilled by this machine.

•

Firmly secure the workpiece either on the work bench or
the machine base.

.
3. Radial Arm Drilling Machines
•

These machines have a radial arm over which a sliding
drill head is mounted.

•

It can make several holes in a single location very rapidly,
because positioning of drill takes less time for making
every hole.

•

These drills generally have radial arms ranging from 600

Fig 7.3.2 Piller/pedestal drill machine

mm to 3600 mm long
.
4. Portable Drills
Portable drills are operated by using the electrical power.
These drills have chucks which are intended to take straight
shanked drills. Be that as it may, a few manufacturers
additionally supply connections which permit decreased
shank contort drills to be utilized.
Types of Portable Drills
1. Pistol Grip Drills
These drills are made for making small diameter holes and can
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be used by single hand.
2. Pistol Grip with Side Handle
These drills are made for making large diameter holes.
3. Angle Head Drills
These drills are generally used in confined spaces for making
holes.

Fig 7.3.4 Pistol Grip Drills

4. Hammer Drills
These drills can be utilized for easy rotary activity and
also only for hammering without rotation.

Fig 7.3.5 Hammer drills

7.3.1.3 Drill Operating Parameters
These drills can be utilized for easy rotary activity and also only for hammering without rotation.
Cutting Speed
Material

Cutting Speed

Mild steel

6 - 9 m/min

Stainless Steel

4 - 9 m/min

Aluminium

30 - 36 m/min

Feed Rate
5.5 mm diameter twist drill

0.08 - 0.15 mm/rev

30 mm diameter twist drill

0.04 - 0.55 mm/rev

Table 7.3.1 Drill machine operating parameters
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7.3.1.4 Operating the Drill - steps
Step 1:

Choose accurate drill bit;

Step 2:

Use carbide tipped bits for drilling of brickwork, ceramic tile, concrete, sandstone and
fibrous cement

Step 3:

Insert the drill bit in chuck properly;

Step 4:

Tight the chuck by hand, then insert the key to lock it;

Step 5:

For drilling which requires several drill change, a keyless chuck is valuable. ]

7.3.1.5 Safety and Care on Drilling
1. Always clamp the drill bit tightly in the chuck.
2. Hold the workpiece securely by bench vice or clamps..
3. Check drill guards before starting the machine.
4. Move drill at accurate drilling speed and apply proper force
for getting accurate cut.
5. Use cutting fluid when drilling cast iron.
6. Great care should be required, when drill is about to Fig 7.3.6 Drill safety
penetrate the workpiece completely.
7. Lift up the workpiece by “screw in” action.

7.3.2 Reaming
Functions of reamer are
1. to control the hole diameter
2. to develop internal surface finish
3. to develop hole roundness
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Reamers are made of high carbon steel or high speed steel.
Reamers are of three types.
1. Hand Reamer
Hand reamers are of two types: straight and spiral. Spiral
hand reamer has spiral flutes on left hand side. Straight
reamers have straight flutes.

Fig 7.3.7 Types of reamer

2. Machine Reamer
Machine reamer has taper shank or straight shank. Collet is used to hold the straight shank while
taper shank can directly fit into machine spindle.
3. Expanding Reamer/Adjustable Reamer
This sort is utilized principally for dreary work to keep up a reliable size all through.

7.3.2.1 Reaming operation - steps
Step 1.

Care should be taken while handling sharp cutting edges.

Step 2.

Reamers should be used for removing small amount of materials.

Step 3.

Turn the reamer in only one direction when cutting or removing the tool from machine,
otherwise it will get jammed in the machine.

Step 4.

Use lubricant oil if cutting brass and cast iron.

Step 5.

It cannot right the position error occurred during drilling
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Exercise
1. A cutting tool used to finish and enlarge a hole is known as
(a)

Drill

(b) Tap
(c)

Die

(d) Reamer
2. What does the feed rate depend on when drilling?
(a)

Air pressure

(b) Clamping device
(c)

Workpiece material

(d) Drill bit material
3. Which of the following cutting conditions greatly affects the tool wear?
(a)

Cutting speed

(b) Feed
(c)

Depth of cut

(d) None of the above
4. Which one of the following metals does not require any coolant during reaming ?
(a)

Aluminium

(b) Cast iron
(c)

Copper

(d) Steel
5. A drilled hole goes out of centre due to
(a)

improper clamping of workpiece

(b) workpiece having blowholes
(c)

centre punch mark not being large enough to give proper seat to the chisel edge of drill

(d) any one of the above
6. The point angle of twist drill depends upon the
(a)

cutting speed

(b) type of drilling machine

(c)

size of the drill

(d) material to be drilled
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Unit 7.4: Threading

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about threading operation
2. Discuss about tapping
3. Discuss about stocking and dieing

7.4.1 Threading
Threading is the process of cutting external threads on a cylindrical work-piece. The work-piece after
threading functions like a bolt. Some commonly used dies are adjustable and solid dies. These dies
are held in a device called die stock.

7.4.2 Tapping
Tapping is the process of cutting internal threads in work-pieces. The tool used to perform this
operation is known as a tap.
Tap

Fig 7.4.1 Tap tool

Taps are utilized to cut the inner screw
threads. High carbon steel or high speed steel is used for making the taps.
Commonly used taps are:
•

Bottoming Tap or Plug Tap: It has continuous cutting edge without any tapering. Partially
threaded holes can be cut by using this type of tap.

•

Intermediate Tap or Second Tap: This tap has tapered cutting edges and is used to start
tapping of an untapped hole. It usually has 3 or 5 tapered threads.

•

Taper Tap: Taper tap has a less aggressive cutting action than intermediate tap. The number
of tapered threads generally ranges from 8 to 10.
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Fig 7.4.2 Different types of Taps

7.4.2.1 Tapping procedure
Step 1:

Check the size of the tapping hole and clamp the work-piece in a vise

Step 2:

Select proper set of tap and tap wrench and fix the tap in the tap wrench securely

Step 3:

Grip the tap wrench and turn it clockwise for producing threads

Step 4:

Regularly turn the tap quarter of a rotation in reverse motion to break off the metal cuttings

Step 5:

Use lubricants when required. Common lubricants used are lard oil (for steel), paraffin or
kerosene (for aluminium)

Step 6:

After the job is done, clean the tap and work-piece

7.4.3. Die
For cutting outer threads of round shape bars or tubes, dies can be used. Hardened high carbon steel
or high speed steel is used to make dies .
1. Split Die or Button Die
Split dies are placed in the stock. The split in the die
allows it to make some adjustments in its size by
adjusting the stock screws.
2. Die nuts

Fig 7.4.3 Split Die & Die Nut

Die nuts are not able to make any adjustments in die size. They are generally used for rectifying
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damages in existing threads, not for cutting the threads. They come in hexagonal shape, so can be
use with a spanner easily..

7.4.3.1 Precautions and Operation of Die
1. The diameter of blank rod has not to be bigger than the outside diameter of thread.
2. Make sure that die is set at right angle to the rod.
3. Use lubricant oil if cutting brass and cast iron.
4. Frequently reverse, after every half-turn to break the swarf otherwise the thread will tear off.
Blank size for threading with die: The diameter of rod to be threaded should be slightly less than the
major diameter of the thread. The blank diameter should be less by 1/10 or 0.1 of the pitch of the
thread. To calculate the blank diameter of rod, following formula is used:
D = d – p x 0.1
D = diameter of blank
d = diameter of rod
p = pitch of the thread
For example: A M10 thread with 1.5 mm pitch. Find the diameter
D = d – p x 0.1
D = 10-1.5 x 0.1
D = 9.85 mm

7.4.4 Threading Process
Step 1.

Check the diameter of rod. The blank diameter should be 0.1mm less than the pitch of the
thread

Step 2.

Correct size of die and die stock should be used

Step 3.

The length of the threaded potion should be marked

Step 4.

For easy start, chamfer the starting point of rod with a file
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Step 5.

Clamp the rod rigidly in a vise. The end of the portion to be threaded should be 20 to 2 mm
above the vise jaws

Step 6.

Proper lubricant should be used

Step 7.

Clamp the required die in the die stock

Step 8.

Place the die over the rod and give a few clockwise turns

Step 9.

To break off the chips, turn the die stock half a rotation anticlockwise after every one to
rotations

Step 10. After job is complete, remove sharp edges and burns

Notes
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Unit 7.5: Grinding

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about grinding
2. Discuss about different types of grinders
3. Know about how to use grinders

7.5.1 Grinding
Grinding is a finishing operation. Grinding is used to get required precision of form and accuracy by
removing excess material from the work-piece. This process is done by means of a grinding machine.
A grinding machine uses a grinding wheel that rotates at high speed to cut material.

7.5.1.1 Hand Grinding Machines
There are numerous kinds of grinding machines used.
The machines may be:
•

Pedestal type

•

Bench type

•

Portable

Fig 7.5.1 Grinding machine

1. Pedestal Grinder
A pedestal grinder comprises of a heavy base which holds the motor of
grinder.
The spindle is compelled by belts. On every end of spindle, wheels are
mounted.
It is generally utilized for action other than sharpening of tool, such as
drill bits etc.
Fig 7.5.2 Pedestal grinder
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2. Bench Grinder
It is mounted on a bench and have wheels fitted to the end of the
motor spindle.

3. Portable grinder
Portable grinders are utilized where it is difficult to work by pedestal

Fig 7.5.3 Bench grinder

grinder. It is used by hand and passing it over the work. Portable
grinders are once in a while utilized for device sharpening. The
trouble of acquiring consistent quality and inflexibility generally
brings about poor complete and erroneous surfaces.
Fig 7.5.4 Portable grinder

7.5.1.2 Features of grinding Machines
1. Work Rests
Portable grinders are utilized where it is difficult to work by pedestal
grinder. It is used by hand and passing it over the work. Portable grinders
are once in a while utilized for device sharpening. The trouble of
acquiring consistent quality and inflexibility generally brings about poor
complete and erroneous surfaces.

Fig 7.5.5 Work Rests

2. Wheel guards
Don’t use off-hand grinding machines, if wheel guards are not placed in
it. Wheel guards are require for many reasons:
•

If grinding wheel breaks, they keep the segments of wheel;;

•

Guard and avoid contact between grinding wheel and operator;

•

Prevent fittings of large machine wheels; and

•

Secure stationary wheel from damages..
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3. Wheel Speed
There is a maximum safe speed of all sizes of abrasive wheel has been
specified by manufacturer’s.
If you try to increase the speed more than recommended speed, then it
can be dangerous and wheel can be damage and fly apart
Fig 7.5.7 Wheels speed

4. Wheel Rotation

Fig 7.5.8 Wheels rotation

•

The grinding machine rotation is in downward direction in opposition to the work rest.

•

The spindle rotation should likewise have a tendency to fix the nuts holding the wheels on the
spindle.

•

Position in front of the machine.

•

The left hand side spindle should be tightening in anti-clockwise direction.

•

The right hand side spindle should be tightening in clockwise direction.

7.5.1.3 Grinding machines operation
Grinders - Pre-operation Checklist
Step 1.

Always wear eye safeguard. (Protection glasses beneath a face shield).

Step 2.

Remove ties, rings, watches and other gems. Long hair ought to be tied back and free sleeves
ought not to be worn. Try not to wear gloves while using a buffing, granulating or cleaning
wheel.

Step 3.

Make beyond any doubt the wheel guards are set up and appropriately balanced and fixed.
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Step 4.

Don’t alter a grinder when it is in operation.

Step 5.

Blotter and wheel flanges employed to mount the grinding wheels onto the shaft of the
grinder must be set up.

Step 6.

Tool rests must be balanced and fixed to guarantee that there is not as much as a 1/8-inch
gap from the wheel.

Step 7.

Wheels ought to be assessed before turning on the power. Wheels with splits or chips or
that are gravely rutted ought not to be utilized.

Operation
Step 1.

Stand to the other side of the wheel when turning on the power.

Step 2.

Before beginning grinding, permit the grinding wheel to keep running at working rate for no
less than one minute.

Step 3.

When starting a grinding operation, carry the object into contact with the grinding wheel
gradually and easily maintaining a strategic distance from affect or knocking movements.

Step 4.

Move the object being ground forward and backward over the face of the wheel as this
keeps away trenches or grooves from shaping.

Step 5.

Utilize the face of the wheel at the time of grinding. Try not to press too hard on the wheel.

Step 6.

Vibrating wheels ought not to be utilized. They should be dressed or supplanted or the
bearings of the shaft supplanted on the off chance if they are worn.

Step 7.

Do not touch the ground bit of the workpiece until the point when you are certain that it is
cool.

Step 8.

Shut off the power and don’t leave until the point that the wheel has arrived at a total stop.

Step 9.

Clean the work area when wrapped up utilizing the grinder.
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Exercise
1. A cutting tool used to cut outside threads is called
(a) Drill

(b) Reamer

(c) Die

(d) Tap

2. What is used for removing a broken tap?
(a)

Tap disposer

(b) Tap wrench
(c)

Tap extractor

(d) Tap nut
3. Which process is grinding a part of?
(a)

Joining process

(b) Printing process

(c)

Chip-removing process

(d) Casting process

4. Which abrasive has the highest degree of hardness?
(a)

Corundum

(b) Silicon carbide

(c)

Boron nitride

(d) Diamond

5. What is not one of the working rules of tapping??
(a)

Drill the core hole in the required size

(b) Ream the core hole to the exact dimension
(c)

Countersink the core hole

(d) Use a suitable threading fluid
6. Which one of the following materials is used for making a grinding wheel?
(a)

Silicon carbide

(b) Granite
(c)

Sand

(d) Calcium carbonate
7. A die nut is nothing but
(a)

a nut forged by using dies

(b) a die in the shape of a nut
(c)

a nut for tightening the die in the die stock

(d) a die which is used for cutting threads in nuts
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Unit 7.6: Work holding devices

Unit Objectives
BY the end of this unit, you would be able to:
1. Know about workholding devices
2. Discuss about different types of workholding devices
3. Know about how to use workholding devices

7.6.1 Workholding devices
Work holding incorporates any gadget used to present and hold a workpiece to a cutting device.
These gadgets incorporate clamps, tight clamps, tosses, fixtures and that’s just the beginning. The
choice about how to hold a section impacts:
•

which surfaces or holes can be assigned as reference surfaces, or datums

•

which surfaces can be machined in a solo setup

•

the general precision of the machining procedure

•

allowable cutting strengths, which may incorporate speeds and sustains

•

the device path

•

possibly the device size and shape

Commonly used devices are:
•

Clamps

•

Bench vises

•

Chucks

•

collets
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7.6.2 Clamps
Clamping tools are found in wide ranges in metal working workshop. Every clamp has its own use of
holding and aligning workpiece according to the condition and metal working process.
Types of Clamp

The “G” clamp are comes in shape of “G” and manufactured high quality steel. The upper point of G
clamp is called upper jaw while lower point is called lower jaw, which can be adjusted by turning the
threaded shaft inserted in it. Depending on the turning direction, pressure between the jaws either
increased or decreased. These clamps are classified in three categories i.e. general purpose, medium
or heavy duty having different weight and strength. They comes in various sizes and capacities having
range of 50 mm to 300 mm.
Other Types of Clamps
Aside from the “G” clip, numerous different clamps are
accessible, intended for particular uses..
List of other type of clamps is:
•

Quick action bar clamps

•

Spring clamps

•

Adjustable vice grips

•

Vice grip welding clamps

•

Vice grips

•

Vice grip pliers

•

Flat nose vice grips

•

D clamp

•

Sash clamps

Fig 7.6.3 More clamps
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7.6.3 Bench vise
A bench vice is a vice that is joined to a bench. It is generally used for holding the workpiece. .
It comprises of two flat jaws - one fixed and the other
movable - that can be united with a screw component. The
primary assortment of bench vise is comprised of cast iron or
steel. Hard jaws are accessible with either a coarse gripping
surface or are ground level and smooth to build precision.

Fig 7.6.4 Bench vise

Delicate jaws are typically produced using a delicate metal
(generally aluminum), plastic, or wood.
Using a machinist vice:
•

Make beyond any doubt the vise is darted safely to a bench or table and the swivel base is
bolted.

•

Open jaws of vise sufficiently wide to enable you to embed the object you need to clamp.

•

Insert object to be braced between vise jaws and fix handle.

•

Work should be held immovably set up, yet the jaws should not to be tight to the point that
they damage the wrap up. A bit of rawhide or leather might be utilized to secure extremely
polished surfaces.

7.6.4 Chuck
It is also used for holding workpiece. It is utilized in lathe machine and fixed into its spindle for holding
workpiece, and furthermore for works, where it is difficult to mount
the workpiece in center. Chucks are comes in many types as per the
various applictaions in which they required.
Types of chucks
1. Four jaws or independent chuck: Four jaw chuck has four

Fig 7.6.5 Chuck

jaws for holding workpiece. Each jaw of four jaw chuck moves
separately.
2. Three jaw chuck or self centering chuck: Three jaw chuck has three jaws for holding
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workpiece. In this chuck, when one jaw moves, after
that other jaws move one by one at equal distance.
Three jaw chuck is also known as universal chuck.
3. Combination chuck: This chuck is a combination of
three jaw chuck and four jaw chuck. It works in both
forms of independent chuck or self-centering chuck.
4. Magnetic chuck: Magnetic force is utilized for holding
the workpiece and this type of chuck is called magnetic chuck.
5. Collet chuck: When workpiece size is very long, then collet chucks are utilized.

Exercise
1. What clamping devices can be used to hold workpieces for machining?
(a)

Anvil

(b) Vice clamps

(c)

Clamps

(d) Vice

2. The movable jaw of a bench vice is not moving even though the spindle is turned. It is due to
the reason that
(a) fixed and movable jaws are overtight

(b) spindle pin is broken

(c)

(d) threads on spindle are slightly worn out

spring is not functioning

3. The jaw plates of a bench vice are made of
(a)

tool steel

(b) mild steel

(c) cast iron

(d) bronze

(c) Tool steel

(d) Bronze

4. The bench vice spindle is made of
(a) Mild steel

(b) Cast iron
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Identify requirements of components assembling
2. Know about nuts, bolts and screws jointing
3. Discuss about riveting
4. Know about jointing techniques i.e. welding, brazing, torqueing etc
5. Know about adhesive jointing
6. Perform assembling process
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Unit 8.1: Assembling components

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about threaded fasteners
2. Know about riveting
3. Know about circlips

8.1.1 Assembling components
For assembling the components, following accessories and materials are required:
•

Threaded fasteners

•

Spring circlips

•

Locking devices

•

Rivets

•

Adhesives

8.1.2 Threaded fasteners
A threaded fastener is a discrete bit of equipment that has inner or outer screw threads. These are
normally utilized for the get together of numerous parts and encourage dismantling.
The most well-known sorts of threaded fasteners are:
•

Bolt

•

Stud

•

Cap Screw

•

Machine Screw

•

Nut

•

Washer
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8.1.2.1 Bolts
A bolt is carrying two parts; one is bolt head and other is threaded end. The threaded end is passed
through the holes in the parts has t be joined and tightened by
rotating the head with the use of suitable hand tool.
Bolts are classified into two groups, which are:.
•

Round-head bolts; which are utilized via fastener and a
nut.

•

A wrench-head which have two shapes of head i.e.
hexagonal and square.

Types of bolts

Fig 8.1.1 Bolts

Table 8.1.1 Types of bolt

8.1.2.2 Studs
It is a kind of small rod having threads on both ends. It passes into hole of one
piece and screws inside the tapped hole of other piece permanently. Then a
nut is used to keep the parts jointly.
Studs are of two types:
Fig 8.1.2 Studs
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•

full-bodied studs, and

•

undercut studs.

Full-bodied studs have a shank which is equivalent to the real thread major
diameter. Undercut studs have a shank equivalent to the screw thread pitch
diameter. Undercut studs gives better axial stresses than full bodied studs.
Undercut studs are just required in applications where the stud is presented

Fig 8.1.3 Types of studs

to fatigue.

8.1.2.3 Cap screws
It goes through the clearance hole of one piece and then fastened into the tapped hole of other piece
has to be join. The head of the screw keeps the parts jointly as the screw is inside the tapped hole..
Types of cap screws

Table 8.1.2 Types of cap screws

8.1.2.4 Machine screws
It is a small type of fastener utilized similalrly
like a cap screw or fastener. It comes in may
standardized head shapes as per the requirement.

.

Fig 8.1.4 Machine screws
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8.1.2.5 Nuts
Nuts are utilized with bolts and studs for joining the components. They generally come in two shapes
i.e. square and hexagonal. With the plain shape they are more often
connected with bolts.
Types of nuts
Fig 8.1.5 Nuts

Table 8.1.3 Types of Nuts

8.1.2.6 Washers
Washers spread the load over a greater surface area when tightening a bolt, screw or nut. Lock
washers help preventing loosening.

Fig 8.1.6 Washers
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8.1.3 Circlips
Circlips are spring steel rings which fit (“snap”) into machined grooves to provide axial location.
The “lugs” with small holes allow special pliers to be used to expand or contract the ring so it can
snap into its groove.

Fig 8.1.7 Circlips

Typical uses of circlips include:
•

They gives axial restriction to the shaft of a component;

•

Hold bearing in its housing inside a cylindrical bore;

•

Keep small shafts or pins in axial position;

•

Keep bearing in axial position on shaft;

•

In case of helical gear, carry axial load on it.

8.1.4 Locking devices
When a threaded fattener is in services, it is necessary to make sure that it will not get loosen
during the operation. Loosening can happen especially due to severe vibrations near the joint, e.g.
motors when all is said in done, engine vehicles, air ship, and so forth. Significant plan exertion has
gone into creating viable techniques for LOCKING threaded fasteners to avert loosening

8.1.4.1 Locking nuts and washers
Nuts and washers comes in many types according to their various applications and purposes.

Fig 8.1.8 Locking nuts & washers
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A split pin is used to lock the nut in required position by passing it into the hole drilled in the axle.
In this application, the nut is not completely fixed and is utilized as a methods for modification of
the axial clearance of the tapered roller bearing.
Lock washer prevents turn of the hexagonal nut which holds the wheel bearing set up.

8.1.4.2 Lock wiring and tab washers
Lock wiring avoid loosening of in-service screwed fasteners. It is
generrally found in aircrafts. In lock wiring, two strands of wire are
twisted together and roll around the fastener. Make the wiring like that,
if any time fastener is going to losse, stretching in wire ocuurs.

Tab washers are fit into threaded part of shaft in which a KEYWAY is
available. The central tab anticipates washer rotation and bent the Fig 8.1.9 Lock wiring
outer tab to secure the nut position.

Fig 8.1.10 Tab washers

8.1.5 Rivet
Rivets are comparative in a few regards to the bolt-and-nut associations
already depicted. A rivet has a head which is forged at one end. Rivet
head is passed through the holes of the components has to be joined
and then other projecting end of rivet is then squeezed by hammer to
make the effective joining.

Fig 8.1.11 Riveting

Joints made by rivet can only be removed only by cutting the head of
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rivet and then pulling out the remaining part.

Fig 8.1.12 Types of revit

Types of riveting
•

Hot riveting: In this method of riveting, heat the rivet to bright red and then place it in the
holes of components. Position the rivet properly and then squeeze it by hammer for making
joint.

•

Cold riveting: In this method, deform the protruding end by a press. This method is utilized
mostly in factories and assembly lines.

8.1.6 Valves
Types of Valves used in Life Sciences
1. Ball Valve
Every valve is exclusive according to its design, objective and purpose. It having linear action or rotary operation has acritical part of the durability and act of the valve in the services. To safeguardclosing surfaces which can create a huge alteration exposed sealing mechanisms in contrast. For
fresh environments commodity valves are created at low temperatures or ambient are not made
to grip against the activeneed of extreme working situations.
Ball Valve Advantages
•

Continual exposure to the process flow to protect recessed seats

•

After every operation of valve the ball is wiped clean

•

No volumetric displacement doesn’t exist because of rotation on own axis.
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•

Potential media erosion is avoid around the packing area, risk of fugitive emissions is decrease by maintaining integrity of stem seal area

•

Non-rising stem configuration meets EPA VOC pressing spillage gauges for more prominent
number of cycles.

•

Pressure-assisted sealing

Disadvantages of Gate Valve:
•

Corrosion attack and potential wear leads to sealing components in the line of flow.

•

Loses and wears and the ability to grip tight seal is the geometry of the exposed sealing
surface.

•

At the time of functioned, flow route is broken up causing volumetric displacement of the
process fluid which must occur from behind the plug back into the flow stream.

•

Destructive catalyst is pull by multi-turn rising stems and a possible hazardous atmospheric
leaks may occur if pipe scale up through the interior diameter of packing area.

•

The number of cycles or the length of service life is not provided by sliding stem valve due
to the stem moving through the packing boxalong with the process fluid.

•

To drive the sealing plug into the seat depends on vertical thrust by the stem.

Disadvantages of Globe Valve:
•

At the time of valve open and the exposure of the seats due to which damage to sealing
surfaces may occur.

•

Sealing rib / trough erodes over time and can arrest running particles.

•

At the time of functioned, flow route is broken up causing volumetric displacement of the
process fluid which must occur from behind the plug back into the flowstream.

•

Destructive catalyst is pull by multi-turn rising stems and a possible hazardous atmospheric
leaks may occur if pipe scale up through the interior diameter of packing area.

•

The number of cycles or the length of service life is not provided by sliding stem valve due
to the stem moving through the packing box along with the process fluid.

•

Torque seated to activate seal — thermal cycling relaxes stem

2. Quarter – Turn Rotary
The petrochemical processing facilities, safety of chemical and operational efficiency is critical to
ensure the equipment isolation.
Quick, absolute shut-off is provided by quarter-turn rotary isolation valves and because of its consistent sealing mark MOGAS the faultless solution
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In extremely corrosive environments exposure of isolation valves to aggressive wear which demands maximum life, enhanced reliability and mechanical integrity. The corrosion resistance and
enhanced erosion provided by the application-specific materials and coatings of MOGAS valves extend valve life and reduce refurbishment costs and run times—which mean dependable strength
of serious path valves.
3. Control Valves
Process plants carries several control loops in thousands number which are networked together.
For quality output, each control loop has to maintain process variables like temperature, strea,
pressure, level etc. within a specified functioning values. These process variables are harmfully
affected by instabilities receive or self created by every loop in the netwok. These instabilities also
affect the interaction from other loops available in the network.
Sensors and transmitters are utilized to reduce the affect of these instabilities. They gather data
about the process variable and identify their connection with the set point. Now a controller utilizes this data and takes a decision to return back the process variable at the point where it has to be
after instability happens. After all the measurements and calculations, a control device is required
execute the approach identified by controller.
Principle of Operation
Control valve is the identified control device, utilize mostly in the industries. It controls a streaming
liquid like water, steam, gas or synthetic compounds, compensates for the occurred instability and
retain the controlled variable near to the set point.
In some cases, control valves may ignore some part of a control loop because of less understanding
of engineer about terms, aspects and certain areas like noise control, fluid mechanics, metallurgy
and design of vessel.
A control loop generally contains a sensor, transmitter and controller. It relates the “process variable” against the “set point” given by transmitter. Now, a corrective signal is directed by controller
towards the “final control device” of the loop. Here sensors are the eyes of process variables, controller is the brain and final control device is hands of the control loop.
What is a Control Valve?
Control valves controls pressure as well as stream rate. On the off chance that diverse plant system
work up to, and at pressure/temperature blends they need Class 300 valves, some of the time
(where the outline allows), all control valves picked will be Class 300 for trade capacity. Nonetheless, if none of the frameworks surpasses the evaluations for Class 150 valves, this isn’t essential.
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Globe valves are ordinarily utilized for control. Depending
on their sort of supply, the plate is moved by a hydraulic,
pneumatic, electrical or mechanical actuator. The valve
modulates flow through movement of a valve plug. The
valve plug is placed in the valve stem and connected to
the actuator.
Control Valve Arrangement
Control valve controls rate of flow in a line. The “controller” collects the pressure signals and then equates it with Fig 8.1.13 Control valve
required flow pressure drop. If found difference in actual flow, it increases or decreases the flow
by regulating the control valve. Comparable courses of action can be conceived to control any of
various process factors. Temperature, pressure, level and flow rate are the most well-known controlled factors.

Fig 8.1.14 Arrangement of control valve
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Valve types and typical applications

Valve type

Service and Function
IOS

TH

PR

DC

Gate

YES

NO

NO

NO

Globe

YES

YES

NO

YES (note 1)

Check

(note 2)

NO

NO

NO

Stop check

YES

NO

NO

NO

Butterfly

YES

NO

NO

Ball

YES

NO

YES (note 4)

Plug

YES

NO

YES (note 4)

Diaphragm

YES

NO

NO

NO

Safety Relief

NO

NO

YES

NO

IOS

TH

PR

DC

Valve type

Service and Function
Table 8.1.1 Valve types and applications

Here:
• TH = Throttling
• IOS = Isolation or Stop
• DC = Directional Change
• PR = Pressure Relief
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4. Valves and Liquid/Air pumps
How a Liquid Pump Works

Fig 8.1.15 Liquid/Air pumps

Major Features
Air Inlet Port
Air Drive Tube
Drive Piston
Upper Tappet Valve
Pilot Air Tube
Spool Valve
Lower Tappet Valve
Pilot Vent
Outlet Muffler
Inlet Check Valve
Outlet Check Valve
Drive Air Flow
Exhaust Flow
Air Drive Section
Air-drive section comprises a piston which carries a hard-coated aluminium barrel with a seal inside it. In a given series, air piston size is similar for all air pumps. In compression or pressure
stroke, piston moves down by the drive forces. In suction stroke, air powers back the piston in
upward direction. Due to the low friction forces, air drive line lubricators are not required during
assembly like in water pumps.
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Hydraulic Section
Here, air piston is connected with the hydraulic piston and a hydraulic pump head is utilized to
store its base segment. The pressure ratio of pump is determined by the size of the pump. It also
detrmined maximum pressure capability and output flow of pump. Inlet check valve pulls the liquid into hydraulic body and outlet check valve shoves it out at high pressure.
These valves are loaded with a spring and directs the way to liquid with the help of pump. Inlet
check valve opens maximum in suction stroke. The inlet check valve is closed in pressure stroke
and then guides the liquid out through the outlet check valve.
The hydraulic piston carries a seal which holds the liquid under pressure during cycling. It also
avoids both external and internal leakage into air drive.
5. Spool Valve
This section carries unbalanced, pilot operated, lightweight spool. Spool guides the compressed
air towards the air piston. Now air piston guides pilot valves at the end of each stroke, this allows
the spool to control the air flow and provides automatic cycling. Exhaust muffler vent out the main
drive air. This segment is a perfect place to utilize any pump control devices.
Air driven fluid pumps chip away at a standard responding differential zone guideline using an
extensive air drive cylinder associated with a little pressure driven cylinder to change compressed
air control into hydraulic power. The nominal ratio between the area of hydraulic plunger and the
air drive piston is shown by the dash number in the model description. The real proportion can be
higher than the nominal one so that the pump will work in any case.
The real ratio of the area of the air piston is 39 times the area of the plunger.
Example:
P.R = Pressure Ratio

= 1:49

PO = Maximum Outlet

= 39 x 80 = 3120 psi

PA = Air Drive Pressure = 80 psi
The outlet pressure will be nearby 3,900 psi at stall if the air drive pressure is raised up to 100 psi.
The hydraulic pressure drop (hysteresis) required to start the air driven pump is very small due to
little frictional resistance generated from air drive hydraulic seal and piston seal.
Depending on the pump, the maximum pressure of air drive required to operate a pump is 145 psi
and minimum is 15 psi.
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6. Quick release Connectors and one-way Flow Valves

Fig 8.1.16 Quick release connector

Construction materials are:
•

O-Ring: NBR (Buna-N)

•

Metal Body: Nickel Plated Brass

•

Release Button: Poly-oxy methylene copolymer (POM)

•

Thread Sealant: Teflon

•

Plastic Body: Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT)

•

Grip Ring: Stainless Steel

At the time of advance and return strokes the one-way flow control or flow control valves regulate the piston speed of pneumatic
drives. This is possible by appropriate constraint of the flow rate of
compressed air in supply air or exhaust air direction. The flow control role works in one direction only (supply or exhaust air) by the
one-way flow control valve GRLA or GRLZ; the non-return function
works in the opposite direction. The flow control function is active
in both directions with the help of the flow control valve GRLO. In-

Fig 8.1.17 One way valve

side the valve an adjustable annular gap is created by the flow control function. This gap can be
decreased or increased by turning the slotted head screw or the knurled screw. An adjustment
component is used to get required restriction.
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Key features

Fig 8.1.18 One way valve features

7. Pressure control valves
Each hydraulic system carry pressure control valves. These valves maintain pressure in part of circuit by keeping system pressure below the preferred upper limit.
Counterbalance, sequence, reducing, unloading and relief valves are various types of pressure control valves. All are closed type valves, except reducing valves which are open type valves. For generating essential pressure control, these valves require restriction. Here piloted unloading valve is
an exclusion, it requires an outward signal for its actuation.
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8. Relief valves
A preset range of pressure is design for most of the fluid
power systems to operate. This pressure range forces
the actuators to perform essential work. If these forces cannot control, this can damage the components of
fluid power. To avoid these hazards, relief valves are
utilized. Relief valve diverts the excess oil and limits
the system to reach its maximum pressure.

Fig 8.1.19 Relief valve

These are either pilot operated or direct acting. Pilot operated relief valve has opening through piston,
which is sealed by a light spring force and at spring’s
end, system pressure acts on larger area of piston. Pilot operated relief valves are generally utilized in applications, where large flows with small differential pressure has to be relieved by valves. Direct acting relief Fig 8.1.20 Pressure reducing valve
valve carries a ball, which is opposed by a spring on one side and its other side is visible to system
pressure.
9. Pressure-reducing valves
In a hydraulic system for maintaining secondary, lower pressure the most practical components
are pressure-reducing valves. These are generally open, as per sufficient downstream pressure the
2-way valves will close. These valves are of two types:
•

Direct acting — It bounds secondary circuit maximum pressure irrespective of any variation in main circuit pressure. The downstream side (secondary circuit) the pressure sensing
signal is arrived. The working procedure of this valve is totally opposite to relief valve.

•

Pilot operated - This reduces the pressure on
both ends of the spool. The spool will open by
a light spring. In this valve, the downstream
pressure at both ends is balanced by hydraulic system. The opening of valve is hold by a
light spring. Generally main valve body carries
a pilot relief valve which relieves fluid to tank Fig 8.1.21 Pilot operated valve
when dropping pressure reaches the setting of pilot valve’s spring. A pressure drop happens across the spool because of this fluid flow.
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10. Sequence valves
It is essential to run the actuators in a certain sequence,
if circuit is carrying more than one actuator. Timers,
limit switches, or other electrical control devices can be
utilized to do this.
By sizing the cylinders on the basis of carrying load, this
outcome can be attained. To transfer its load spreads
first the cylinder needful the least pressure. The sec- Fig 8.1.22 Sequence valve
ond cylinder can be extended and increase by system
pressure at the end of its stroke. This continues while
waiting for all cylinders are triggered.
The function of check valves in sequence valves is to
allow reverse movement from the secondary to the
primary circuit. However, when the flow is from the
primary to the secondary circuit then the sequencing Fig 8.1.23 Sequence valve
action is provided.
11. Counterbalance valves
These are closed type valves and normally counterbalance a weight or external force like a press
and also maintains the circuit pressure. The cylinder rod is linked to valve’s main port and directional control valve is linked to its secondary port. To keep the laod in free – fall condition, the
pressure setting in this valve is little bit higher than others.
Counterbalance valve halts fluid flow from its inlet to outlet port till that pressure at inlet port
overcomes altering force of spring.
12. Over center valves
Overcenter valves maintain a set pressure opposite a
load and keep it in free fall condition. They looks like
similar to counterbalance valves but these valve utilizes
a pilot signal, actuator’s inlet port and support in spool
opening. This pilot signal also drops down the heat
generation in system and makes it more effective than
counterbalance valve.

Fig 8.1.24 Over center valve
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13. Unloading valves
To unload pumps these valves are generally used. When
system reaches the required pressure, they guide the
flow of pump output towards the tank at low pressure.
Spring force retains the valve in closed condition. A
force generates on the valve spool, when an external
pilot signal acts on its opposite end. This force is more
than force generated by spring and guides the pump Fig 8.1.25 Unloading valve
output towards the tank at low pressure.
14. Pinch valve:
A pinching effect is used to block flow of fluid. It is a fully ported or full
bore type of control valve. As per application there are some types of
pinch valves.
It utilized for fluids generally work a device that straight associates process tubing. Pushing the tubing collected will generate a seal that is equal
to the tubing’s permeability.
The media requirements to be totally lonely from any inner valve parts or
entrapments here these are typically used in applications. The chemical
analyzers or clinical, and a wide range of laboratory equipment and med-

Fig 8.1.26 Pinch valve

ical instruments they are used to applied.
A sleeve and body are the main components of a pinch valve. The sleeve contains the flow media
and separate it from the atmosphere which in turn reduces pollution. Usually utilize for processes or slurries, because the elastic rubber protective cover permits the valve to nearly drop tight
around solids which are naturally seat in crevices of diaphragm, globe, ball, butterfly or gate valves.
The sleeve material can be designated upon the abrasiveness and corrosiveness of the flow media,
an appropriate synthetic polymer can be selected. If the operating temperature is inside the limits
of polymer, for flow comtrol applications pinch valves are the best type of valves.
Air-operated pinch valves
Air-operated pinch valves carries a reinforced rubber hose which is elasticised tremendously, a
housing and flanges. The rubber hoses are press fitted and placed centrally into the housing ends
with the support of flange. These valves doesn’t require any additional actuators for function-
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ing, they start supplying pressurized air into the valve body when closed. When the supply of air
stopped and air volume drains, the process flow force starts opening the elastic rubber hose.

Fig 8.1.27 Air operated pinch valve

Pinch valve provides true full bore and removes fluid flow resistance.
15. Miniature Proportional valves
Miniature proportional valves used in medical devices require precision
and high performance. These miniature pumps are utilized in medical applications like portable gas detection, patient monitoring, analytical chemistry, clinical diagnostics and medical instrumentation because they have
the characteristics such as small size, effective design, low power, and light
weight.

Fig 8.1.28 Miniature valve

Types of miniature Proportional valves
•

VSO (Voltage sensitive orifice) - The VSO miniature proportional valve delivers accurate control of gas flow in proportion to input current. For ideal system performance,
either DC current or pulse width modulation is utilized to
control the valve.

•

Fig 8.1.29 VSO

VSO Low Flow - Miniature proportional valve are also utilized in applications where accurate flow control between
0 - 500 sccm is desired. VSO Low flow valve also delivers
accurate control of gas flow in proportion to input current.
It is preferably utilized by Gas Chromatography and Mass
Spectrometry equipment manufacturers.
Fig 8.1.30 VSO Low flow
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•

VSO MI - VSO MI valve combines thermal compensation to deliver accurate flow control
and steadiness over a wide operating temperature ranges.

•

MD PRO - MD PRO delivers repeatable pressure and flow
control. It is perfect for respiratory therapy, anaesthesia delivery and patient monitoring applications.

•

Lone Wolf – It is a 2-way normally open (NO) proportional valve provides accurate and repeatable flow over a wide
range of media. Lone Wolf valve is perfect for medical devices and patient monitoring applications.

•

Fig 8.1.31 Lone wolf

VSO Max – It is a high flow miniature proportional valve
which have maximum flow capabilities to 240 slpm while
consuming less than two watts of power. It provides a high
rate of controllable flow and consumes 25% less power
than other miniature proportional valves. It is utilized
in applications like low hysteresis, ventilators with fresh
breathing circuit gas delivery, as well as other medical, an-

Fig 8.1.32 HF PRO

alytical, and pathogen detection devices.
•

HF PRO – It is a miniature 2-way normally closed (NC) high flow proportional valve which
controls gas flow proportionally to input current with flow rates up to 60 slpm at 50 psig. It
is utilized in applications where repeatable pressure and flow control is required.

•

VSO MAX HP – This valve is utilized in applications like ventilators, insuflators, anesthesia
delivery and monitors, and other mass flow control applications.

16. Pneumatic valves
These are utilize to precisely and safely hold velocity, direction, movement and force of compressed
air in a pneumatic system application for precise and safe control of the actuators unique to their
accoutrement they require methods such as work-port mounted regulator or an inline regulator.
These valves have application in following:
Air preparation: Example: Pressure regulators, safety valves or pressure relief vales.
Flow Control: Example: Movementof valves in both meter out or meter in.
Directional Control: For Example: Pneumatic directional valves
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17. Hygienic Diaphragm Valves
The biopharmaceutical industry is majorly utilized these valves because their process applications
have exclusive requirements for draining and cleaning which is not only handles by these valves
but they also deliver real abilities for handling temperature and pressure. Majorly used in cold
processing; and purification processes, cleaning in place (CIP), high-temperature sterilization or
steam-in-place (SIP), such as filtration and chromatography.
The main components of the basic design of such valves are as follow:
1. Body
2. Diaphragm
3. Topworks
4. Fasteners (four in number)
Hygienic diaphragm valve (HD Valve) is maintained as follow:
A safety risk and loss of product may arise due to a HD valve
failure. HD valve having three kind of failure:
•

Valve Leakage (in between valve body and diaphragm
the fluid starts leaking to atmosphere).

•

Fig 8.1.34 Hygienic Diaphragm valve

Complete diaphragm falling-out (complete diaphragm ruptures by the help of the valve
bonnet the escaping the process fluids).

•

Diaphragm tears (the process fluids is escape through the valve bonnet by the permission
of diaphragm tears).

The HD valve failure can be avoided by following protective maintenance:
1. At the time of diaphragm change-out process always make sure of correct assembly as per
OEM instructions.
2. After every six months change out the diaphragms of HD valves.
3. The usage factors are always taken in consideration of HD valves
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Exercise
1. Which one of the following is a type of permanent fastener?
(a) Cotter joint
(b) Flange coupling
(c)

Knuckle joint

(d) Riveted joint
2. Set screws are
(a)

Similar to small size tap bolts except that a greater variety of shapes of heads are
available

(b) Slotted for a screw driver and generally used with a nut
(c)

Used to prevent relative motion between parts

(d) Similar to stud
3. A self locking screw has
(a)

Fine threads

(b) Course threads
(c)

Coefficient of friction is greater than tangent of load angle

(d) Hole for inserting split pin
4. Which of the following is the correct name for this screw?
(a)

Cheese head screw

(b) Shoulder stud
(c)

Hexagon set screw

(d) Hexagon bolt
5. Which of the following is the correct name for this screw?
(a)

Stud bolt

(b) Shoulder stud
(c)

Screw bolt

(d) Fitting bolt
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Unit 8.2: Jointing of components

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about torque tightening
2. Discuss about welding
3. Perform brazing and soldering
4. Know about adhesive jointing

8.2.1 Torque tightening
Torque?
Torque is an evaluation of how much power acting on an item which causes that item to revolve..
Torque Tightening?
It is the application of force on fastener for turning the fastener’s nut.

Fig 8.2.1 Torque tightening

Torque Tightening and Preload
The measure of preload made when torquing is to a great extent subject to the impacts of friction.
Basically there are three diverse “torque parts:
•

torque for stretching the bolt

•

torque required to overcome friction in nut threads and bolt

•

torque to overcome friction at the nut face

Torque Procedure - steps
When torquing it is common to tighten only one bolt at a time, this can result in Load Scatter and
Point Loading. To avoid this, follow recommended model for apply torque in different stages:
Step 1:

Tightening by spanner make sure that 2-3 threads expand over nut.

Step 2:

Tight each bolt to 1/3rd of the final essential torque following the pattern.
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Step 3:

As shown above, increase the torque to 2/3rd by following the model..

Fig 8.2.2 Torque sequence

Step 4:

Follow the above shown mode and increase the torque to its full limit.

Step 5:

Make a final pass on each bolt in clockwise direction from bolt 1.

8.2.2 Welding
Welding is the procedure of for all time joining at least two materials together, normally metals,
by heat or pressure or both. Whenever heated, the material achieves melted state and might be
combined with or without extra filler materials being included.
Advantages of Welding over other methods:
•

It takes less time to produce welded joint

•

Welded joints are more rigid

•

There is no need to put cover plates in welded joints (Riveted joints need cover plate)

•

Welded parts weigh less as compared to equivalent riveted joints

What is required for Welding?

Fig 8.2.3 Welding requirements

Grouping of Welding Process::
Welding can be delegated combination welding or pressure welding relying on the utilization of heat.
On the off chance that utilization of heat is not required, it is called pressure welding.
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Fig 8.2.4 Classification of welding

•

Fusion welding can be grouped on the premise of strategy for heat era like gas welding,
electric curve welding, resistance welding, thermit welding, and so on.

•

Fusion welding can be likewise named low temperature welding and high temperature
welding. At the point when heat is created to grow low temperature it is called low
temperature welding like fastening and brazing. Other combination welding techniques are
high temperature welding strategies.

Basic Definitions in welding
Parameter

Meaning

Weld ability

Capacity of being welded into indivisible joints and having determined
properties, for example, clear weld quality, legitimate structure and so on.

Melting Point

It is the temperature at which the Solid state is changed over into melted
state at climatic Pressure It is the temperature at which the Solid state is
changed over into melted state at climatic Pressure

Thermal Conductivity Thermal conductivity is the heat flows from one point to another through a
medium. It is the property of a material to conduct heat.
Thermal Expansion

Change in the volume due to the effect of ‘Temperature’

Welding is a conceivably dangerous movement and safety measures are required to stay away from
electric shock, fire and blast, consumes, electric stun, vision harm, inward breath of noxious gasses
and exhaust, and presentation to serious bright radiation.
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The arc and MIG welding process fuses metal together by heating it with an electric current.
Arc welders use flux coated electrodes and can be used for welding mild steel from about 2mm
thickness and up. Maximum material thickness depends on the size and
quality of the welder and the size of electrodes. Arc welding is not
suitable for thicknesses below 2mm, as the material melts away. A
disadvantage of arc welding is the need to continually stop and change
electrodes as they melt away.
MIG welding can be used for a range of materials including mild steel,

Fig 8.2.5 Arc welders

aluminium and stainless steel from 1mm in thickness. MIG uses a
continuous wire feed electrode enabling non-stop welding. A shielding
gas (argon carbon dioxide mix) is fed through the handpiece eliminating
the need for flux on the electrode. A disadvantage of the shielding gas is
that MIG welding cannot be done in windy conditions.

Fig 8.2.6 Mig welders

8.2.3 Brazing and soldering
8.2.3.1 Brazing
It is a metal joining process in which filler metal is heated beyond melting point and conveyed between
at least two snug parts by slim activity. The filler metal is brought somewhat over its dissolving
temperature while ensured by a reasonable climate, as a rule a flux. It at that point streams over the
base metal and is then cooled to combine the workpiece.
Brazing Equipments:
Brazing Torch

• Brazing torch forms the most important
component of the Brazing circuit
• Oxygen and Acetylene supply hoses are
connected to the brazing torch
• Oxygen and Acetylene are mixed in the
required proportion
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• Two knobs are provided for varying the
mixture ratio
• Usually the acetylene proportion is varied
to get the required flame
• Filler rods fill the gap between the two
parts to be joined

Filler Rod

• Many forms of Filler rods are available

Vaporizer

• The Vaporizer mixes the flux and oxygen
• Flux prevents the metal pieces from the
atmospheric oxidation

Personal Protective Equipments

• Use recommended Personal Protective
equipments
• Aprons, Hand Gloves, Arm Sleeves,
Goggles

Table 8.2.1 Equipments for brazing process

Brazing Process - steps :
Step 1.

Joint Design: Brazed joints ought to dependably have a slender gap into which the liquid
filler metal can stream.

Step 2.

Choice of Brazing Filler Metal Alloy: Combinations ought to be picked on their
appropriateness for a specific application.

Step 3.

Pre Cleaning : : The parts that are to be joined ought to be free from oil and any surface
oxide preceding brazing.

Step 4.

Fluxing the Joint: The decision of flux is as vital as the decision of filler metal. The working
scope of the flux must be good with the brazing temperature.

Step 5.

Heating the Joint and Applying the Filler Metal: A few heating strategies are utilized for
silver brazing in air. They incorporate hand torch, settled burner, enlistment and resistance
warming.
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Step 6.

Removing the Flux Residues After Brazing

8.2.3.2 Soldering
Hard soldering, or silver soldering, is similar to the brazing process except that the rod is an alloy
of silver and copper. Silver soldering rods are expensive. Silver soldering uses a capillary action in
that the melted rod seeps into and fills the gap between the two surfaces being joined. This method
is often used by plumbers to join copper pipe.
Soft soldering refers to the process of melting a solder compound
using a relatively low amount of heat (compared to brazing and
welding) from a hot iron. The solder material is an alloy of lead
and tin which also needs to be used in conjunction with a flux. Fig 8.2.7 Soldering
Lead free versions of solder material are available and may contain tin, copper, silver, bismuth,
indium, zinc, antimony. Soft soldering is used for jointing copper, brass and tin or galvanised sheet
metals. Materials being joined must be very clean.

8.2.4 Adhesive joints
The utilization of adhesives in engineering applications is a quickly prospering zone, and one with
which youthful designers should get comfortable. In these notes, in any case, just a couple of
general comments can be made.
Adhesives are presently utilized as a part of auxiliary ranges, for example, the development and
settling of boards. In such ranges, stresses are for the most part all around circulated over the entire
board and can in this way be kept sensibly low. Adhesives are for the most part not appropriate for
applications where burdens, strengths and torques are profoundly thought.
The bond strength between the adhesive and adherent depends on various reasons:
•

Adhesives penetrate into the adherent and join the two components.

•

Long polymeric chain of adhesive disperses into adherent for the formation of solid bond.
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•

Electrostatic force between the two surfaces

Benefits of adhesive joints are:
•

It decreases stress concentration found in welded riveted and bolted joints.

•

Improved shock and crash qualities of the joints.

•

Unlike materials like metals, wood, plastics and ceramics can also be joined.

•

Adhesive joints permit adequate mechanical consistence during thermal distortion.

Types of adhesive joints

Fig 8.2.8 Types of adhesive joints

Exercise
1. Which one of the following is a temporary joint?
(a)

Welded joint

(b) Riveted joint

(c) Soldered joint

(d) Press fit joint

2. One of the functions of electrode coating is
(a) to increase welding current

(b) to stabilize the arc

(c) to prevent rusting

(d) to control arc temperature

3. The correct flame for preheating before cutting is
(a) oxidizing flame

(b) neutral flame

(c) carburising flame

4. The correct colours for oxygen and acetylene hoses are:
(a)

Red for oxygen and blue for acetylene

(b) Black for oxygen and red for acetylene
(c)

Black for oxygen and maroon for acetylene

(d) Red for oxygen and maroon for acetylene
5. Which type of fire extinguisher is used in a welding shop?
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Unit 8.3: Assembling procedure

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about assembling procedure

8.3.1 Assembling Proceedure
Components assembly activities - steps
1. Effectively prepare machines and tools
Step 1.

Ensure and check all tools and gear required amid get together is prepared for operation.

Step 2.

Check calibration of all measuring instruments.

Step 3.

Use of portable grinder or scraper for removing rough spots from work piece.

Step 4.

Check the electrical connections of the equipments

2. Do leveling and assembling of equipments or components
Step 1.

Lift and move mechanical parts utilizing dealing with equipment , for example, lift or crane
or manual techniques

Step 2.

Use file or chisel to level or align the components according to the manufacturer’s standards.

Step 3.

Practice use of power saws and hand shears to make cut in the structure.

Step 4.

Practice using the cutting torches, threads or benders to cut, thread or twist parts.

Step 5.

Practice welding and brazing process for joining the components.

Step 6.

Utilize screws, bolts, and collars for joining mechanical components.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about resource degradation
2. Know about types of resource degradation
3. Perform corrective maintenance of machines
4. Perform preventive maintenance of machines
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Unit 9.1: Resource Degradation and Related Decision-Making

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about resource degradation
2. Know about types of resource degradation

9.1.1 Resource degradation
Although resource is a general term, it is used in this work to specifically refer to a machine,
equipment or tool group that facilitates lab work. In general, all laboratories equipment is prone
to degradation with time. The features listed below determine their impact on decisions related
to manufacturing.

9.1.2 Type of degradation
The wear and tear associated with the usage of resource affects its performance. The degradation
is generally reflected in falling product yields in flow type equipment, poor characterization of the
sample, low yield in the purification process etc. A complete failure or shutdown of the resource
may also occur, leading to a halt in production. Yet another form of degradation is contamination
of the resource to render it useless or even harmful for use. In general, the degradation is caused
by numerous factors including usage, age, type of operation, environmental conditions etc.

9.1.3 Corrective or preventive action
In view of the above mentioned deterioration, a preventive maintenance action needs to be taken
to ensure equipment health. The frequency of the preventive action is largely dependent on the
time scales associated with the degradation and trade-offs between the cost of maintenance and
that of faulty products. Corrective action in the form of inspection and repair is required on the
faulty outcomes.
When the equipment breaks completely, it needs to be replaced or repaired. The down-time may
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encourage keeping spare equipment /resources. The choice of preventive and corrective actions is
governed by process and costs involved with maintenance, repair and replacement.

9.1.4 Time scales
By the period of time if the equipment is not presenting signs of degradation then it is essential
to plan corrective and preventive actions. It is related with deprivation are usually calculated as
predictable time to failure or time until the process yield falls to x% of the best possible yield. In case
of the time-scales are huge, then the resource management decisions may be made independent
of production decisions. However, if the time-scales are comparable with that of production, then
the production scheduling is production affects directly by resource failure or unavailability. In
this case, the stoppage related with resource repair or maintenance must be accounted for in the
production schedule of Laboratory.

9.1.5 Degradation Dynamics
In the decisions of resource maintenance the dynamics related with the degradation play an
important role. In a stochastic or deterministic manner the resource may degrade. The alteration
related with undefined resource lifespan may be huge. This permits an extra traditional protective
repairs strategy. Gentle rises in fault fractions call for regular product testing and resources liable
to unexpected and early failures need the existence of spares.

9.1.6 Upstream and downstream processes
The asset management choices may not be taken autonomous of whatever remains of manufacturing
inventory network. By and large, the assets toward the start of the creation sequence should be
observed all the more intently. This would keep away from misfortunes as far as downtime amid a
disappointment and (or) proliferation of bad jobs to downstream procedures.
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9.1.7 Possibility of detection
Coordinate review of the hardware might be executed as a component of standard check- up. At
the point when this isn’t conceivable or adequate, inferential estimations on item ascribes are
taken to screen the execution of the hardware. In circumstances where the quality isn’t reflected
in process or control factors, establishment of job particular review stations or sensor systems
is required for item testing. At the point when hardware review or occupation examination is
expensive, an investigation system turns into a piece of the basic leadership also.
The information of above variables is vital to contriving a proficient asset management design
and to set up whether asset management should be done as one with other assembling related
choices like creation arranging and quality testing. As noted in above talk, the asset disappointment
rates may have related vulnerability. This, together with different sources of vulnerability, postures
challenges in demonstrating and arrangement. Alternate sources of vulnerability and a concise
discourse on arrangement techniques are shrouded in the accompanying segment.

9.1.8 Uncertainty and Observability
At various levels of the basic leadership chain of command, vulnerabilities introduce themselves
in different structures. The presence of vulnerability brings about a few conceivable results and
future framework states, frequently having expansive impacts. Contingent upon the level and type
of the vulnerability, it ends up noticeably basic to calculate decision-making. This is on account of
extraordinary acknowledge of vulnerability may bring about great loss of execution, operational
infeasibility or both. Vulnerability in the domain of arranging issues might be named beneath:
Parametric uncertainty
At the point when the issue parameters have arbitrariness related with them, the vulnerability
is outer to the framework. The exogenous data about the parameters ends up plainly accessible
after the pertinent choices have been made. For instance, the item interest for a company’s items
is regularly unverifiable and a cushion stock or security stock is kept up to counter the impact of
vulnerability. On the off chance that the accessible stock falls short of high realization of demand,
the stock-outs prompt loss of potential income and hamper the company’s reputation. Different
cases of parametric vulnerability incorporate market cost for items, crude materials, utilities and
so on, crude material quality and change rates.
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Decision Uncertainty
Regularly the result of a choice can’t be known with finish conviction in light of the vulnerabilities
related with the procedure. For instance, a choice is made to create x units at a specific machine
in a given time span. Be that as it may, because of arbitrary disappointment, just x-y, y>0 units
could be made. In an alternate situation, x units are chosen to be fabricated by accepting a normal
procedure yield of beta. This infers a small amount of delivered units will be discovered nonadjusting by proper quality norms. Notwithstanding, a higher acknowledgment of beta outcomes
in bring down number of accommodating units. Robot development, creation throughput,
restorative or repair activities, arrange amounts, sensor disappointment are a couple of more
cases of choice vulnerability.
State uncertainty
At the point when the components of the condition of the framework are not known with finish
conviction, a probability distribution is maintained over the state. In control applications, state
vulnerability is for the most part credited to estimation commotion and a gauge of the state is
kept up. In arranging structures, the presence of this kind of vulnerability is alluded to as halfway
perceptibility. For instance, in a retail location, the stock of items in the store is from time to
time known with sureness. Incomplete recognizability of the state is likewise a worry in preventive
upkeep arranging where the disintegration level of equipment isn’t totally watched. Blunders
related with estimation sensors additionally prompts arbitrariness in state gauges. There is a barely
recognizable difference between the initial two sorts of vulnerabilities in that they influence the
future state in comparative behaviour and the acknowledgment of vulnerability ends up noticeably
accessible after a move is made, i.e., the parameter esteems are acknowledged or the impact of
activity winds up noticeably known. In this manner, both the parametric and choice vulnerabilities
can be represented by comparative demonstrating and streamlining strategies. In any case, on
account of state vulnerability, the acknowledgment of framework’s actual state may never wind
up noticeably accessible. Along these lines, utilizing the term vulnerability is a misnomer and it will
be alluded to as fractional perceptibility of state for future examination.
Specific calculations have been created to take care of streamlining issues with partial state data.
A few methods exist for taking care of general stochastic advancement issues:
•

Stochastic dynamic programming.
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•

Mathematical programming strategies like stochastic programming and robust optimization.

•

Simulation strategies like recreated toughening, hereditary calculations or Monte Carlo
reproduction.

The appropriateness is to a great extent administered by issue size, problem type (discrete or
consistent states and activities) and search complexity. The vast majority of the above strategies
upgrade the normal estimation of the target. Strong streamlining considers the most pessimistic
scenario vulnerability by utilizing a min-max approach while certain plans like an value in danger
(var) or restrictive value in danger, additionally represent difference in the goal.

9.1.9 Outlook
Depending on the extent and type of resource degradation, other production related decisions
need to be taken in conjunction with the resource management decisions. For this purpose, three
broad categories of resources are considered.
The first category consists of small pieces of equipment that are present in large quantities in
the laboratories, and may move from one operation to the other. In the course of carrying out
the lab work/ production/ test, these resources are amenable to breaking (perishable resources),
getting consumed (expendable resources) or exiting the system in some other way. Examples
of such resources includes small fixtures of machines like masks, lenses in precision equipment
manufacturing, substrates in catalysis, etc.
Human resources fall in this category when the employee turnover rates are high. This is true of
industries like contract research and consulting. The unique feature that differentiates the above
from raw materials is that the resources can be employed multiple times before they exit the system.
Since resources belonging to this category are generally required in relatively large quantities and
the demand for them may not be well understood, an inventory is usually maintained. The demand
for resources is determined by the production output requirement and therefore, the inventory
control at the product and resource levels becomes coupled.
Parametric uncertainty is handled by solving the planning and scheduling problem in a moving
horizon fashion.
The second classification involves the large and expansive machines which decay step by step
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with the goal that preventive upkeep should be performed on the machine/asset now and
again. Nonetheless, the degradation is inclined to vulnerability and is sometimes watched
straightforwardly. Inferential estimations as the nature of handled jobs are regularly taken to get
to the condition of the machine. Be that as it may, when item assessment is exorbitant, it may not
be economically ideal to test all the prepared jobs and job review turns into a piece of the decision
making.
In an assembling framework with various operations, the untested jobs move downstream for
additionally handling.
If an untested activity does not fulfill the quality necessities, this would bring about spread of
imperfections, subsequently raising quality control issues.
This element of imperfection engendering is tended to by methods for two process stream
topologies:
•

A re-entrant flow system

•

A hybrid flow system in a discrete/batch manufacturing system

Because of absence of full data about the framework consistently, e.g., the machine express, the
issue is planned and comprehended as an in partially observed Markov decision process (POMDP).
A correlation with elective arrangement strategies and an investigation of the arrangement
properties is introduced. Throughout the most recent decade, impressive research endeavours
have been spent in the territory of creating effective calculations to solve POMDPs. Since correct
arrangement techniques are constrained to little issue sizes, the emphasis is principally on
approximate arrangement strategies. In any case, writing is generally meager on POMDPs with
extensive or persistent state, activity and perception spaces. To this end, a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) based arrangement calculation is produced. In an option definition, the
POMDP arrangement is organized around the post-decision state variable to confine the impacts
of an expansive perception space.
The procedure is actualized on a system stream issue, which contains the third classification of
assets inclined to degradation. A system involves nodes and edges that encourage the stream
of material like food, water, electricity and so forth or data like PC system or inventory network
arrange and so on.
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Every so often, the nodes of the system get polluted and the sullying is manageable to spread to
the downstream nodes. It is in this manner basic to find and repair the tainted/defiled hub and
occupies any streams so as not to go through it. This issue is additionally figured and settled as a
POMDP utilizing the MILP based calculation. The arrangement quality and merging circumstances
are contrasted and those of the customary technique. Process modern destinations, for example,
locales for concoction, sustenance, or mash and paper handling, are regularly incorporated locales.
This implies the results of some production zones end up noticeably crude materials for different
zones.
Changing the pace of production in one area may consequently influence a few different territories
at the site. A creation plan for an incorporated site ought to determine how much that ought to
be delivered and sold of every item at each time, and how the inventories at the site ought to be
utilized. Since the creation territories are associated, finding a decent generation timetable may
not be paltry without the utilization of advancement, particularly at the nearness of unsettling
influences. A few recommendations of improvement models for generation booking have been
proposed.
Control of the item stream of intermediate and last items at a site is exceptionally imperative. Since
the production is nonstop, the planning issue concerns picking the creation rates and sums to offer
of every item instead of the booking of individual undertakings.
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Unit 9.2: Maintenance in Life Sciences Sector

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about resource degradation
2. Know about types of resource degradation

9.2.1 Preventive Maintenance in Pharma Plant
The Preventive Maintenances in Pharma Plant can be divided into two aspects:
1. Equipment Failure: These incidents happen very frequently due to the wear of the machine
parts. It is very crucial that this maintenance is done regularly to keep the equipments as
well as the machine in perfect condition within the said specification.
2. Mechanical Parts: The cleaning, lubrication and/or replacement of the mechanical parts is
also a very significant part of Preventive Maintenance. This exercise should be done from
time to time to ensure the perfect functioning of the machine as a whole.

fig 9.2.1 Checking of equipment failure

Please bear in mind that these Preventive Maintenances are to be exercised in line with the
wearing down of the machine and its parts. In other words, the more the wear, the more Preventive
Maintenance should be exercised.
A plan with a properly chalked out time frame should be put into place too; to make sure that
machine parts that are or aren’t utilized upto their maximum potential should be replaced well in
advance to avoid a major wear or hazard.
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9.2.2 Choosing an Effective Preventive maintenance strategy
To carve an effective and well-planned preventive maintenance strategy, you need to focus on the
following factors that are known to have an effect on cost of maintenance.
They are:
1. Category of Machine
2. labour source
3. Machine Parts
4. Maintenance Delivery methodology
5. Frequency of maintenance
6. Maintenance scheduling
7. Required Compliance documentation and reporting guidelines
Keeping the aforementioned factors into consideration, the Maintenance team also comes across
the task of selecting the suitable and most effective option within each of the following factors to
achieve the perfect balance between cost and perceived risk.
1. Category of the Machine: The machines are
categorized in 4 categories based on a risk
assessment approach:
a. Product Critical Machine: Irrespective of what
kind of machine we are talking about, its failure
will have an adverse effect on the product
quality. Example: Granulation machine
b. Process/ System Critical Machine/ Equipment:
Failure in Machine or Equipment will obviously
affect the process or system performance.
Therefore, impacting the final product quality
or safety. Example: Temperature monitor in fig 9.2.2 Repairing of machine
autoclave
c. No impact Equipment: These machines or equipments on malfunctioning or failing, do
not have any impact on the final product quality or environment or safety.
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d. EHS Impact Equipment/ Machine: Machine or Equipment if failed will have a direct
impact on the health or environment or safety. For Example: Water Treatment Unit
2. Labour Source: Any of the following resources can be selected:
a. In house full time maintenance technicians: It is a Cost effective option if maximum
utilization is practiced.
b. Annual maintenance Contract of Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM): It is very
expensive and therefore not at all cost effective. As a result, it is preferred for complex
and scientific equipment.
c. Third party maintenance Agency: It has proved to be an economical option provided
the maintenance work is limited.
3. Machine Parts: Following are the options that can be considered for sourcing the parts for
maintenance:
a. OEM: As a part of annual contracts, depending on the contract terms; OEM supplies
the parts with no additional efforts.
b. Secondary Sources: This is a more economical option as compared to vendors. On the
other hand the maintenance team then needs to take more responsibility to make sure
that the quality is not compromised due to the difference in the cost. This strategy is
used mostly post warranty period.
4. Maintenance Delivery Methodology: The options are:
a. Opting for OEM provided there is preventive maintenance kit. This option is not cost
effective.
b. Using “inspect & replace” method: In this option the technician thoroughly inspects
the machine and replaces only that part that is malfunctioning or worn out. This is the
most cost effective and widely used option.
5. Frequency of preventive maintenance: The option is to either to go by the OEM
recommendations that are majorly decided based on “Mean Time between Failures” or
based on the usage of the machine. In Pharma plants, the OEM recommendations are
followed primarily and part of the SOPs.
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6. Determining Preventive Maintenance Schedule: In case there is an in-house team for
maintenance, schedule can be made as per the requirement and convenience, whereas
in case of an outsourced preventive maintenance contracts, the scheduling must be well
managed and well planned in order to ensure maximum utilization of resources; keeping
in mind the cost and effectiveness of the preventive maintenance program.
7. Reporting of Preventive Maintenance: GMP, GLP and ISO standards (as applicable)
postulate the documentation requirements and the process of documentation for every
activity carried on during preventive maintenance. One must adhere to the procedures
and make sure that a proper and complete documentation of the preventive maintenance
activities is done.

9.2.3 Steps for Preventive Maintenance (PM) of equipment/
machines in Life Sciences plant/ lab
1. Preparing and maintaining a PM Checklist
carefully made based on previous records,
inspections, maintenance manuals and OEM
recommendations.
2. Getting the required approval of the checklist
by your maintenance head

fig 9.2.3 Maintenance of machine

3. Taking approvals from respective and concerned departments before starting the maintenance.
In case the machine that needs to undergo maintenance is not available, you need to inform
your supervisor and schedule the PM for a later acceptable date within 7 days.
4. Keeping a track of the consumables with respect to quality as well as quantity. These consumables
are: oil, lubricants, cleaning agents, parts etc.
5. Ensuring the main switch of the machine is
“SWITCHED OFF”, fuses have been removed
(wherever applicable) and utilities are isolated.
This will be a cost effective practice and will
fig 9.2.4 Maintenance of machine
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also ensure safety at work.
6. Tagging equipment as “UNDER MAINTENANCE”
7. Inspection of the machine as per PM check list
8. Doing the PM as per checklist and checking all the boxes in the PM Checklist
9. In case any of the corrective actions have been pre-planned (due to the frequent break down);
performing all such corrective actions during the Preventive Maintenance.
10. Following the Change Control Process in case of any major part replacement.
11. Taking the machine trial under supervisor of the process owner or concerned departmental
person after completing the PM
12. When you have met the specifications of machine’s performance, you must remove the “UNDER
MAINTENANCE” tag and handover the machine to respective department’s representative
13. Make sure you do a trial run failure. In case it happens, you must take corrective action before
removing the “UNDER MAINTENANCE” tag and handover.
14. Also, before removing the “UNDER MAINTENANCE” tag make sure to clean the area under
maintenance as per SOP
15. Update and maintain the preventive maintenance schedule

9.2.4 Steps for Corrective/ Breakdown Maintenance of
equipment/ machines in Life Sciences plant/ lab
1. Make sure when you are getting a breakdown intimation, you get it as a breakdown note from
your supervisor.
2. Kindly make sure the main switch of machine is “SWITCHED OFF”, and immediately Tag the
equipment as “UNDER MAINTENANCE”
3. To understand the details of the
breakdown thoroughly discuss the
incidence of breakdown with operator.
This will help you do your job efficiently.
4. Kindly ensure the fuses have been
fig 9.2.5 Breakdown maintenance of equipment
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removed (wherever applicable) and utilities are isolated
5.

Inspect the machine and check for the cause of breakdown carefully

6. Upon identifying the cause, kindly make sure the right quality and quantity of consumables
e.g. oil, lubricants, cleaning agents, parts etc. are available and mark any part/ assemblies of
machine that are to be dismantled.
7. Be careful in keeping the dismantled parts in a tray and clean them thoroughly going by the
cleaning procedures as per SOP
8. Now repair the machine/ part and on completion, assemble the parts, check the assemblies
and then assemble on the machine. This will ensure the machine is working properly.
9. Follow Change Control Process for any major part replacement.
10. Keeping in mind the OEM recommendation for lubrication, lubricate the parts as and where
required.
11. Run the machine trial under the supervision of your
supervisor or the process owner or the concerned
departmental after completing the repair/ corrective
action.
12. Get a proper confirmation of the machine’s successful trial
through a breakdown note from the concerned person.
13. Make sure to clean the area under maintenance as per the
fig 9.2.6 Machine repairing

SOPs
14. Remove the “UNDER MAINTENANCE” tag.

15. Keep a clear record of the information and corrective actions performed in the machine’s
history card.
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9.2.5 Change Control Procedure
In case a major part is to be replaced during the maintenance activities, make sure to follow the
instructions below:
Step-1: Take the Change Control Form and fill it properly as required in order to give a clear picture
of the reason of change, category of change (Minor/ Major), justification and impact
analysis and acceptance criteria.
Step-2: Get your Supervisor to sign the form and submit it to the concerned department for
comments and clearance
Step-3: The concerned department is required to send this form with their comments/ clearance
to the Quality Assurance department
Step-4: The QA department then assign a Change Control number and fills in details of the change
in the Change Control register. This will help exactly identify the issue.
Step-5: The QA department afterwards evaluates the degree to which this change can be achieved
and then eventually forwards the change control form to regulatory affairs department (if
required)
Step-6: Then the Regulatory affairs department evaluates (as and where applicable or if required)
the change and whether there is a need to inform the respective customer or whether any
updating in dossier is needed and finally forwards it to the Quality Site Head
Step-7: After looking at the feasibility of the issue carefully, the Quality Site Head approves/ rejects
the change.
Step-8: Then the QA team formally enters the status of the process in the change control register.
Then it sends the change control form to the maintenance team for status update and
finally closes the change control procedure.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about importance of quality checks
2. Know about different inspection tests
3. Know about corrective measures taken after quality checks
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Unit 10.1: Quality checks and inspection tests

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about importance of quality checks
2. Know about different types of inspection tests

10.1.1 Importance of quality checks
Quality can be described as fulfillment of customer requisites and
specifications defect free. A product can be marked as a high quality
if it is operating as per the expectations and is consistent. Quality
control refers to actions which make sure that the items produced/
manufactured are satisfying the maximum possible quality.
Fig. 10.1.1 quality check

Each production series commence with inputs which are in turn transformed by a procedure into a
more desirable output or product. Production inputs to each production process are as:
•

man (Individual carrying out or controlling the process);

•

machine (equipment or machinery utilized in the carrying out of the process);

•

material (unprocessed resources or parts necessary in the process);

•

methods (actions and series used to perform the process); and

•

Information (work directions, data, and sensor interpretation that direct process execution).

In every process too much variations and errors each process can
lead to non compliance, with three unwanted consequences:
a) Scrapped or exhausted resources;
b) Corrupted process throughput;
c) “Contamination” from unnoticed noncompliance leading to Fig. 10.1.2 productivity graph
dip in the value of product to the customer.
The objective of quality control in each production structure is to
a) Get rid of noncompliance and their outcome,
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b) Eradicate rework and washed out resources,
c) Attain these objectives at the minimum feasible cost and
d) Get less rejections
How to achieve Quality Standards?
•

Understand the end objective of the product

•

Strictly follow manufacturing process

•

Set the machine parameter correctly

•

Understand crucial check points

10.1.2 Quality checks and inspection tests

Fig. 10.1.3 testing techniques

10.1.2.1 Visual inspection
A visual examination scrutinize bead form, width and thickness; also
any defect such as undercut, overlap, cracks, pits, and slag inclusions
in the surfaces of product.
This test is simple and inexpensive. Therefore, it is commonly applied
to all tools, equipments and machines.
Fig. 10.1.4 visual inspection
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10.1.2.2 Destructive tests
Destructive tests intends on scrutinizing the mechanical, chemical, and metallurgical properties by
breaking, distort, or chemically processing test specimens. Destructive teats further classified into
following tests:
a) Tensile Test:
This test is used for determining the Tensile Strength, Yield point and reduction in Area
•

The piece to be tested is clamped in a tensile Testing Machine

•

The Load (Force ) is applied along the axis

•

The load (Force) is applied till the specimen is broken

•

The readings are plotted on a graph

Fig. 10.1.5 (a) (b) tensile strength test

b) Bend Test:
Bend tests inspect the elasticity of metals and check for any defects in
them.

c) Impact Test:
Fig.10.1.6 bend test
(a)

•

(b)

Fig.10.1.7 (a) (b) impact test

Impact Test is conducted to determine the resistance to impact loads or shock loads.
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•

Two types of Impact Testing Machines are used ( Izod and Charpy )

•

The distance through which the specimen moves after breaking is measured on a scale

•

The longer the distance ,the less impact resistance the specimen
has

d) Hardness test
The hardness test is performed to ensure if the metal is hard enough or
not to stand firm mechanical wearing, depending on the handling.

Fig. 10.1.8 hardness test

10.1.2.3 Non-destructive tests
For a firm quality structure it is imperative to know which defects may or may not exist.
Destructive tests are performed on test specimens and not on actual products. It is crucial to
scrutinize the reliability of assembly without breaking them. For this reason non destructive tests
are performed.
Nondestructive tests can identify flaws by exploiting radiation, ultrasonic waves, electricity,
magnetism, or light. Few of the non-destructive tests are:
1. Radiographic test
When an accelerated electron strikes a target of heavy metal,
the radiation originates. It generates a kind of electromagnetic
wave; and the shorter the wavelength, the stronger its
penetrative capacity. An X-ray test is a method which identifies
a defect inside the component utilizing this penetrable
capacity.
Weld zones can also be inspected with the use of radioactive
isotopes that emit γ-rays. These methods are known as
radiographic test and it includes usage of X-rays and Y-rays.
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.
2. Ultrasonic test (UT)
The ultrasonic test is a detection technique which
causes an out of earshot, short sonic wave of
0.5-15 MHZ (megahertz) to infiltrate the object
to be tested. These waves are reproduced due to
internal defect or uneven layer.

Fig. 10.1.10 Ultrasonic test

Raw material inspection
•

Check manufacturer’s written certification that all material meets appropriate.

•

Visually inspect all rolls of goods for defects, contaminants and edge regularity. .

•

All defects or impurities will be cleared from the roll before doing the fabrication into
panels or rejection of the roll.

•

Measure the thickness of each roll of material at the beginning and end.

Raw material testing:
•

Visually check or inspect the surface uniformity of the material. Check for dust or any
contaminants.

•

By using micrometer, measure and inspect the thickness of material as per the job
drawing requirements.

•

Use tensile testing machine to check the tensile strength of the material.

Machine and equipments testing
•

Visually check the machine and equipments for any damages.

•

Use destructive tests to check the physical properties of equipments.

•

Use non-destructive tests to identify the faults and defects in the machine and
equipments.

•

After testing tag the equipment with its part number or transaction number.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.
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Tools and measuring instruments testing
•

Visually check the tools and instruments for any damages.

•

Use destructive tests to check the physical properties of tolls and instruments.

•

Manually operate and check the tools are working properly or not.

•

Check the accuracy of measuring instruments by comparing the zero reading of
instruments with the standard industrial measurement reading.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.

Electrical connections testing
•

Test the electrical connections of the various power operated equipments.

•

Do the earthing or ground resistance testing of the equipments by using earth testers and
megger.

•

Check the electrical connections e.g. phase wire, neutral wire and ground wire visually or
by using neon tester and test lamp.

•

If found any defect in connection wire replace it, otherwise it may give you a severe shock
or damage the equipment.

•

After completing the operation always switch-off the equipment power, otherwise it can
become risk for serious accidents or hazards.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.

Exercise
1. Quality checks don’t include inspection of raw material. True or False

2. Which is not a input for the production
a) Machine

(b) Tools

(c) Man
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3. Less rejections can be done by ………………………………………………............

4. Destructive tests examines the
a) Mechanical properties
b) Chemical properties
c) Metallurgical properties
d) All of these

5. Destructive tests checks the……………………………………………………

6. Bend test examines the resistance and hardness of material. True or False

7. Earthing can be checked by using
a) Height gauge

(b) Neon tester

(c) Megger

Notes
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Unit 10.2: Corrective actions taken and review of their effectiveness

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about how to take the corrective actions
2. Know about how to review and report the corrective actions effectiveness to the
management

10.2.1 Corrective measures taken after inspection
After performing certain inspection and testing methods, if any defect or fault identify in the
machine, equipments and tools, corrective actions has to be taken for resolving the issues.

Correction action is implemented to address:
•

the root cause(s) of the incident,

•

Prevents recurrence of similar, future events.

Corrective actions taken are:
•

If raw material is found inappropriate, change and get the appropriate material required
according to the job design requirements.

•

If raw material is found dirty or contaminated, clean it with the prescribed cleaners.

•

If tools are found faulty or damaged, check:

•

o

Tool has to be discontinued or repaired.

o

If found fault can be repaired, then repair the faulty part

o

Always lubricate the tools after using and keep them in designated place.

o

Fill the inspection log report and give all the information about repairing of tool.

If measuring instruments are found inaccurate, calibrate them and again check the accuracy
for correct measurement. Always lubricate the measuring instruments for keeping them
accurate and operational.
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•

If machine and equipments found damage or faulty:
o

Check whether defects or faults can be repaired or not.

o

If repairable then inform the supervisor and do the repairing process.

o

If not, then inform the management for discontinuing the machine.

o

Fill the log report and give all the information about repairing of equipment.

10.2.2 Effectiveness review analysis of corrective actions
After taking the remedial actions for repairing the tools and equipments, after some time if it is
found the same tool and equipment is showing the same problem, detected earlier, then review
of corrective actions has to be done to identify the correct action or other issue. For review of
effectiveness of corrective actions following points has to be checked or taken into account:
a) Does the corrective action address the root cause?
b) Does the corrective action prevent recurrence of similar conditions due to similar causes?
c) Has the corrective action been implemented as intended?
d) Does the corrective action demonstrate endurance and sustainability?
e) Has the corrective action introduced negative unintended consequences?
f) Has the corrective action improved the program/process performance?
After getting the information, inform or submit the report to the management for taking suitable
action for rectifying the issues and problems.

Notes
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11. Risk management
and reporting
Unit 11.1 – Risk management
Unit 11.2 – Escalation matrix
Unit 11.3 – Reporting of accidents
Unit 11.4 – Reporting of defects

(LFS/N0101,LFS/N0204)
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about identification of problem
2. Discuss about risk management process
3. Know about escalation matrix and problem escalation process
4. Discuss about reporting and documentation requirements
5. Know about accident reporting
6. Know about reporting of defective tools
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Unit 11.1: Risk management

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Discuss about risk management process
2. Know about inspecting controlling and controlling the problems

11.1.1 Risk management process
To identify problems and suggesting improvements or remedies, you have to follow the specific
procedure of risk management. Risk Management consists of methodical steps for handling
hazards in the workplace.

Step 1
Identifying
the Hazard

Step 4

Step 2

Evaluating and
Reviewing the
Process

Assessing
the Risk

Step 3
Controlling
the Risk
Fig. 11.1.1 Risk Management process

Step 1: Identifying any anticipated problem – Anything that could lead to any harm to any person
in the work place, e.g. machine moving, poisonous chemicals, and jobs requiring physical
interference.
Step 2: Evaluating the issues – Assessing the problem on the basis of their impact, e.g. can it cause
a severe injury, sickness or fatality and how likely is this to take place?
Step 3: Control the problem or if it’s not feasible, controlling the threat arising out of the problem
– putting in to practice such strategies that can eradicate or manage the problem, e.g.
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designing the equipments differently, putting in machine guards at place, using harmless
chemicals, placing heavy objects lifting equipments to reduce manual weight lifting or PPE
or inform to supervisor or seniors.
Step 4: Analyzing risk evaluation - to keep a check on control measures and adding better control
measures. Also need to discover secure ways of doing things.

11.1.2 How to control the problems
Elimination

Need to manage the risk at base level. Fully eradicate the risk.

Substitution

Substitute risk with another one which solves the same purpose however should be
low in impact.

Engineering

Using fume hoods, guards, emergency stop buttons, etc..

Administrative

Relevant and sufficient training to be provided, implementation of Safe Work
Procedures, MSDS's, safety signage

PPE

Wear gloves, safety boots, apron, eye protection, face mask, hard hat, ear
plugs etc.

11.1.3 Workplace Inspections
One key factor of risk management is Workplace Safety Inspections. Inspections are key means to
make sure that the workplace remains safe. They assist us in recognizing and dealing with the new
problems or dangerous situations.
After inspection, make an inspection report, which includes the following information:
1. Name of the place or area which is being inspected if not mention on report, the date of
inspection along with the name of inspector.
2. Ensure either yes or no as per the situation or item mentioned, or put a checkmark against each
point. If unable to find out the presence of control or if your answer is no for any point, this
represents that it is an actionable problem. Evaluate the hazard to prioritize the action on it.
3. A documents state that the corrective action should be mentioned in the comment section
of identifies action items. Also mention what is required and should be done to correct and
improve hazardous situations.
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Unit 11.2: Escalation matrix

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Know about problem management process
2. Know about escalation matrix

11.2.1 Escalation matrix
For escalating issues to the concerned department, every organization follows a specific procedure.
This procedure is based on escalation matrix.
Problem management process
1. Identify problems as described earlier
2. Logging problems – Log the complaint report to the concerned person via email or
procedure specified by organization.
3. Categorize problems – categorize the problems into hazards, accidents, faulty tools or
equipments and general problems.
4. Prioritization of problem – prioritize the problem according to its impact or severity into
high, low, moderate and critical.
5. Initially diagnosis the problem and collect data and information regarding that.
6. Escalate the problem to the management through the escalation procedure.
7. Review the remedial action taken by the management to resolve the situation
8. If found any problem again, then notify the management again about the problem and also
suggest the remedial action required for it.
9. Close the complaint after solution of problem.
Escalation matrix is a complaint logging system (complaint box) allows you to specify multiple user
contacts to be notified in the event of issues. By using escalation matrix you can notify the right
people at the right time about critical alerts irrespective of the business hours. The escalation
matrix is time zone specific and it is available 24X7. The key features of escalation matrix are as
follows.
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•

The escalation levels are based on schedules.

•

The service is available 24X7 and schedules are allocated accordingly.

•

The schedules are time zone specific.

•

A matrix can be defined at multiple levels ranging from senior management to lower
management.

This implies that you can now have exclusive user groups notified of issues depending on device
roles or locations or issue types.

11.2.2 How does escalation matrix works
In escalation matrix complaints severity can be assigned into difference levels, Level 1 and can be
escalated to next levels. These next levels, say are called Level 2 and Level 3 respectively.
Administrators can assign Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 departments.

Once the Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 departments are defined, here is the how this works:
Step 1:

Complaint of a given category will by
default be assigned and notified by
email to the Level 1 department of
that category.

Step 2:

It defines which of the issue has to be
raised to whom and within which time
frame.

Step 3:

If the complaint is not resolved within
X number of days (X is the time defined
for Level 1 department to resolve the
issue), the complaint will be escalated
to Level 2 department.

Step 4:

Fig 11.2.1 Escalation matrix

If the complaint is not resolved within Y number of days (Y is the time defined for Level 2
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department to resolve the issue), the complaint will be escalated to Level 3 department.
At every escalation, L1/L2/L3 owners can receive notifications.
This is the process of escalating the issues to your supervisor to your senior management. If you
will get any issues, you have to lodge the complaint according to the complaint box system followed
by your organization.
Concerns and complaints may be received by any member of staff. It is important that they are
dealt with promptly and effectively by following the organizational policies and procedures.

Notes
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Unit 11.3: Accident reporting

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Discuss about accident and incident reporting
2. Know about how to write reports properly

11.3.1 Accidents and incidents reporting
IIt is of utmost importance to inform about the accidents and incidence straightaway, irrespective
of the impact of it. Even if there is minor injury or no harm to anyone and you believe it is not
worth reporting, still documentation is needed of the incidence. Reporting and documentation is
essential for multiple reasons:
•

Reporting helps in rectifying the situations and avoiding such future incidents.

•

If any occurrence leads to the loss of time or a long term leave and the affected needs to
claim compensation, a proper documentation helps in receiving the appropriate approval.

•

For legal reasons, the accidents leading to the fatal injuries or even to the demise of a
worker must be reported.

•

Any major accidents that includes the disintegration of a building or a major structure
failure, bridge, tower, crane, hoist, temporary construction support system or any
excavation an incident that includes the major release of dangerous material.

Your responsibility requires you to be aware of potential hazards and correct reporting processes.
If you notice a potentially hazardous situation, it is important that you report it immediately to
management and fill out the appropriate forms.
Hazard reports can take a number of different forms:
•

the standard hazard report used by workers for all hazards

•

reports of infections

•

near-miss incident reports
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•

reports of damage and faulty tools, equipments and machines

•

routine inspection reports

•

Behaviour incident reports.

11.3.2 Reporting format
Reporting of incidents and accidents is required under the Work Health and Safety (WHS)
legislation. Workplaces tend to have well developed reporting procedures in place, which aim to
fully understand the accident/incident and prevent any future occurrences through investment in
injury prevention, based upon accurate data. Reporting and recording should also facilitate costing
and associated financial loss.
Always report an accident to management immediately. There should be a form at each workplace
that you (or the person involved) and any witnesses can fill out, where possible, otherwise it can
be completed by a health and safety representative (HSR) if necessary. The form should cover the
following areas:
•

Description of the occurrence – what was the event that occurred, which required this
report to be completed?

•

Nature of injury or disease – select the most appropriate description from a range of
options. What injury or disease happened as a result of the occurrence?

•

First aid, medical treatment or hospital admission – this section asks for a description of
what was done to treat the injury or disease.

•

Part of the body affected – tick off which part or parts of the body were affected as a result
of the occurrence.

•

Source of injury – what actually caused the person to be injured or acquire a disease? This
could be a piece of machinery or other hazardous materials for example.

•

Probable cause or causes of injury – how was the source listed above actually responsible
for the injury?
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•

Investigation – this asks a series of questions that seek to find out why the person has been
injured or has acquired a disease.

•

Notification checklist – this checklist makes sure that everyone who should have been
contacted regarding the matter has been contacted and asks whether appropriate action
has been taken by the authorities.

•

Preventative action – this asks whether or not any action has been taken to prevent the
occurrence from happening again.

•

Witness details – this part is to be filled out if someone saw the occurrence happen. It is
essential if any sort of legal action is to be taken.

11.3.3 Filling reports and documents properly
In order for an effective completion of documentation, pre established pro-forma should be
followed. It is extremely essential despite of the reporting format, all information is recorded in a
manner that is:
•

documented in appropriate language

•

proper

•

timely

•

According to organization reporting protocols.

The below mentioned pointers will help you in finishing your reports accurately and aptly:
•

Make use of pen, not pencil.

•

Do not use erasers or liquid paper. For any correction, strike off the word or phrase and
write the correct changes above it along with initials and date of change.

•

Be thorough. Write down everything that is important.

•

Try to document note as soon as possible after the event. Most critical incident reports will
specify a time by which the documentation is to be completed.

•

Remember that case notes or incident reports may be required in the legal arena. In
determining the validity of information, the courts discriminate between facts and opinions.
‘Facts’ are what is directly observed.
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•

Use it with particularly important information.

•

Be legible

•

In describing an event, be clear, organized and sequential. Write down what happened in
the order it happened.

•

For any concerns or queries related with the documentation process, discuss with the
management.

•

make sure the report is dated and signed after each entry.

We have looked at a number of aspects of accident/incident reporting, from what we need to
report, e.g.equipment difficulties, damage or malfunction to recording forms required, e.g.
incident reports, fault reports, accident and prevention reports.

Exercise
1. Assume you got an accident at work place on your knees. File a report and inform the
management about the accident.

2. What is important in an accident investigation?
(a) Only to interview the victim.
(b) To clear up the site of the accident as quickly as possible in order to prevent new accidents.
(c) To collect all facts and information at the location of the accident.
(d) None of these
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Unit 11.4: Defects reporting

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Know about reporting of faulty and damage tools

11.4.1 Reporting of faulty and damage tools
Like accident or incident reporting, reporting of faulty and damaged machine, tools and equipments
is also necessary. To reduce the chances of accident or any damage it is very important. Any
damaged, faulty or malfunctioning tools, equipment should be immediately withdrawn from use
and addressed according to organizational policies and procedures. In general, this may require
you to report the damage or fault to management, take action to ensure that you or other workers
are not injured or harmed by the equipment by tagging or labeling it with a hazard sign, and/or
removing the equipment from the area. You should have to check the following details before
doing reporting or providing any repair suggestions:
•

Last date of inspection

•

Last date of repair and which part was repaired.

•

Life cycle of the tool, equipment or machine

In machine or equipment faulty or damage report you have to provide following details:
•

Name of the tool or machine

•

Registration details of machine

•

Who does the inspection of tool and machine before the use

•

Trouble or hazard from the defective tool or machine

•

Defective part name or number

•

Remedial action - Tool or machine has to be discontinued or need repair

•

Which process is going to affect due to the faulty machine or tool

•

Report whether the machine or tool is performing accurately or precisely.

•

Report that there limits, fits and tolerances are set or not according to industrial standards.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about communication with colleagues
2. Discuss about workplace etiquettes
3. Know about working in a team
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Unit 12.1: Ensure appropriate communication with others

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about how to communicate effectively with colleagues
2. Know about effective communication

12.1.1 Communicate with others properly
What will be the reaction of yours when people say a largely about you. The success of the
organization depends on each colleague.
•

For success of organization learn your co-workers’ names and learn them quickly because
people loves hear their names.

•

It doesn’t matter a person is more or less significant because of his/her designation. Always
use to speak to every person you work with or pass in the lobby. You should respect every
employee.

•

Self-assessment: Make your own assessment how you behave your supervisor(s),
subordinates, and peers. Would the changes in the dealings, if seen by others, put you in
negative list? If so, find where the unevenness, and start the procedure of reworking the
relationship active.

•

Share about your personal life is your choice with employees but always be careful. May
cause a negative impact because of yours openness. Didn’t shows interest or ask people to
share their personal lives with you. This makes people uncomfortable in the job

•

Always respect other people’s personal space. Different people having different personal
space than your own.

Sometimes it’s not what you say, but how you say it that counts! Proper communication is equally
important whether your delivery is spoken, written or implied.
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12.1.2 Effective communication with colleagues
To communicate better with your colleagues at work place here are some ways:
•

Listen actively: This shows that what your team mates have to say and that you should
respect them and you’re interested. Few things your need to follow: Listen to them carefully,
positioning your body towards people, and look at them directly. Never interrupt them
while they’re speaking. If you listen to them closely and wait for them to finish speaking
you’ll only be able to understand what people are trying to speak. After listening you can
ask questions to clarify any issues. When anyone talking to you doesn’t email or text.

•

Face to face talk and Speak with pleasure: To avoid any misunderstandings with your team
mates should speak with pleasure. To understand your colleague point of view and feelings
a face to face communication helps with building trust and openness.

•

Offer constructive criticism: While giving feedback, don’t involve personal feelings and
make sure your team mates fully understands what you are try to telling them. If someone
did a great job, offer positive support and give them upgrading tips without being unkind
or dominant.

•

Build and earn trust: Trust and respect play an important role for effective communication
to occur. To build faith with your team mates, it’s significant that you act steadily and with
honesty. Clear communicate, collaboratively and confidentially with them while showing
the respect to earn their faith. To create trust and understand with your colleagues, the
clear and concise communication should be there.

•

Get personal but don’t be too casual: Colleagues personal lives should be discuss during
breaks or after work to know better by talking. This helps to build faith. Don’t get too
casual in your discussions, especially in the work place, as it may cause the other people
uncomfortable.

•

Tell them how what you’re communicating is relevant to them: For relevant communication
it related to what the other person wants, doubts or needs. First find out how what you’ll
say or write is pertinent to your team mates and then impress them. If your communication
is certainly relevant to them, then it will keep them listening to or reading.

•

Keep spoken and written communications short, simple and direct: Limited time is
constraints so don’t think your team mates to listen to and read everything that you’re
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trying to tell them. Try not to giving those complicated descriptions and endorsements
with the expectation they will know everything straight away. Short, simple and direct
communications is the best way to impress.

Notes
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Unit 12.2: Workplace etiquettes

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about organization policies and procedures
2. Know about workplace etiquettes

12.2.1 Follow organization policies and procedures
Organization policies and procedures while working with colleagues:
•

Never use abusive words with the colleagues

•

Follow work etiquettes

•

Never share secret or confidential information with your colleagues

•

Help your colleague in case of emergency or difficult situations

•

Coach your colleagues in case of problems and about organization policies and procedures.

•

Communicate with them properly.

12.2.2 Workplace etiquettes
In the business world the way you present yourself to others tells capacities about you. Seconds of
meeting will decide first imPushions about others. Present yourself professional after you’re hired
for a job.Important tips that help to succeed on the work place:
Making a good impression
To improve overall image and confidence a good impression on the
work place play an important role.
•

At the beginning of your first day, meet each of your team
Fig 12.2.1 Workplace etiquettes

mates.
•

Always make eye contact, turn towards them and listen attentively with co-workers if they
are speaking to you.

•

NEVER assume you can wear casual clothing to work, always verify and follow the
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employer’s office dress code.
•

Bag or purse and the belongings you carry in them must say something about your
personality. Disordered items may diminish from the image you would like to present.

•

In a first time meeting with someone, smile and shake hands palm to palm with a gentle
control.

•

Always alert and ready to contribute to the company and avoid sleepiness which can cause
a negative effect in the workplace.

•
•

Always be on time each day. Avoid your personal items away and ready to start workday.
Kindness and courtesy is the most important factor which always counts!

What will be the reaction of yours when people say a largely about you The success of the
organization depends on each colleague .
•

For success of organization learn your co-workers’ names and learn them quickly because
people loves hear their names .

•

It doesn’t matter a person is more or less significant because of his/her designation. Always
use to speak to every person you work with or pass in the lobby. You should respect every
employee. !

•

Self-assessment: Make your own assessment how you behave your supervisor(s),
subordinates, and peers. Would the changes in the dealings, if seen by others, put you in
negative list? If so, find where the unevenness, and start the procedure of reworking the
relationship active.

•

Share about your personal life is your choice with employees but always be careful. May
cause a negative impact because of yours openness. Didn’t shows interest or ask people to
share their personal lives with you. This makes people uncomfortable in the job.

•

Always respect other people’s personal space. Different people having different personal
space than your own.

Work space savvy
You can spend more working hours at your job than in home.
•

Work station should be professional and well-ordered with suitable private touches! It
reflects good imPushion on the team mates.
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•

Always give respect to others’ space whether it is a cubicle or office so not just walk in; you
should knock or make your presence gently known. Always invite team mates if they have
a few minutes to talk. Wait until you are invited to sit down don’t assume greeting of your
presence is an invitation to sit down.

•

An important phone call could be damage by you so don’t interrupt people on the phone.

•

Bound personal calls, if your work spaces don’t have a door

•

Always ask your superior when and where it is suitable to use your phone in office.

•

Try not to use ear buds or headphones to listen to music while at job.

•

Smells and noise from food can be distracting others so avoid food consumption to a
minimum.

Notes
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